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Memorandum

To : SAC, Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) (P) Dote 6/19/92

From SA (AP-l/CRP)

Subject: LAURENCE M. POWELL, ET AL. , OFFICERS,
LOS ANGELES (CA) POLICE DEPARTMENT;
RODNEY GLEN KING, AKA - VICTIM;
CIVIL RIGHTS;
00 : LOS ANGELES
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It is requested that a subfile be opened titled,
"GARRITY FD-302". This subfile will contain FD-302S which
contain garrity material.

1-Los Angeles
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription
5-8-92

I

^ ^
[with the Department

of Information Services, having been contacted at his office at
200 North Main Street, Los Angeles, California, was made aware of
the official identity of the interviewing Agent and informed at
the outset that the investigation involved allegations of
misconduct by officers of the LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT and
the arrest of RODNEY KING and thp,
officers in that arrest.
having Social Security Number

and as having been a

trialsubsequent
more fully identified himsel

I I datp. nf hi-rfb-r

of particular

tt.xsu present during the interview was Department of Justice
I mu ~ I I •Attorneyf I Thereafter] provided information

regarding his involvement in the trial of the police officers in
the KING case.

He indicated that he was called as an expert to
interpret computer language in the trial. In this connection he
talked to a District Attorney about the log tape which was a
relevant issue that he addressed at trial. Prior to the trial,
he was not contacted by any party on either side of the case.
Further, prior to trial, while he did see television accounts of
the case and sometimes read the LOS ANGELES TIMES which talked
about (pertain aspects of the case, he did not pay particular
attention to the defendant's side of the case or the government's
side of the case. Particularly, he was unable to recall ever
reading the defendant's side of the story and accordingly he did
ncpt have any knowledge of the defendant's side of the story from
either newspapers or television.

He recalled' that he read some parts of the Christopher
Commission Report relating to the general operations of the LOS
ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT and particularly the RODNEY KING
matter; however, that did not effect his views of the case or
testimony he provided in the case.

Further,
! ]indicated that while there was quite a bit

of publicity surrounding the case, it did not affect his views or
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his testimony in any manner and he believed he was able to
maintain a more or less neutral position in this case.

I [
further indicated that he neither viewed anything

or read anything prior to the trial that had any influence on his
testimony or his thinking about the case. Further, he believed
that he was able to maintain a neutral position in the case
because he did not know the defendant's version of the events
until the trial . As to any newspaper accounts of the defendant's
position in the case or their side of the case, he was unable to
recall ever reading anything in the LOS ANGELES TIMES or any
other publication in this regard.
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Date of transcription
5-8-92

tiavipcf bftp.n r.nnt'Rr,1~pn aL her residency
I home telephone

\ \
was made

aware of the official identify of the interviewing Agent and
nature of the investigation. Thereafter,

!

~|p^ovided
information regarding her involvement in the investigation and
trial of RODNEY KING. Also present during the intp-rvip.w was
Department of Justice Attorney

3
^indicated that as a

,

;hat she has responsibility for!
I I in the communications
unit. At the outset,

! !
explained that she had a limited role

as a witness in the trial of officers charged with misconduct in
the arrest of RODNEY KING. She was in effect called as an expert
witness to explain communications pertinent to that trial. She
also disseminated materials relating to communications and sent
those materials to both local authorities as well as the FEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) . She indicated that her testimony
related mainly to explaining car to car messages that were
pertinent to the trial. She indicated that beyond her testimony
as an expert witness that she did not provide any opinion as to
any other facts at issue in the case and she had not formed any
particular opinions beyond the area of her expertise.

]

To the question of what she had seen or heard regarding
the RODNEY KING case prior to trial, she indicated that she
watched the trial on television on Channel 11, that prior to the
trial she read newspaper accounts but did not read the LOS
ANGELES TIMES. Further . she did see the video which was commonly
referred to as the Video Tape. She does not believe she
ever heard any version of the case as expressed by RODNEY KING
and she indicated that any knowledge she had of the defendant-
officers version of the case came from watching television
reporting. Further, she believed that any knowledge she had of
the defendant-officer's version of the case was gained
exclusively from the television media.
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To the question of whether she was familiar with the
Christopher Commission Report, she responded that she had read
the report as had many other people who work for the city of Los
Angeles. She recalled that a few chapters covered the KING case
but she did not recall reading the officer's view of the case as
expressed in this report. Further, she did not recall any
particular office-based discussion of the case. She indicated
that they and fellow workers) did not sit around and
discuss, aeoa'ce, or draw any conclusions regarding this case.

She recalled that any contact she had with Internal
Defense Attorneys involved in the criminal proceedings

involved her gf
^

expertise in communications and not any area
beyond that.] [indicated that she was unable to recall
having read or having seen anything prior to her testimony that
had any influence on her testimony at the trial. Further, she
did not read any of the defendant-officer's accounts of the
incident in the LOS ANGELES times and she did not know the
defendant's story regarding the incident until she saw it on the
Channel 11 news.
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Date of transcription
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cortt,ar.t-«a,^ mi- me r.f
[

1 na bAPn

,
was made aware of the official identity of

tne Interviewing Agent and at the outset was made aware that the
investigation involved allegations of misconduct of Los Ancjeles
police officers in the arrest of RODNEY KING. Thereafter
provided information regarding his involvement in the KING case
as an expert witness. Also present during the interview was
Department of Justice Attorney

more fullyThe interview commenced with,
, ^

ident̂ ifying himself by providing Social Security Number,
,

and by indicating that he can be contacted at his residence
He provided his work telephone number asat

I

. . I I

indicated that his
:)ob is to mainrain anct repair communications equipment for the
LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT. He has been in this job for
roughly

| land he maintains’ mobile digital
communications equipment as well as other related equipment. He
further _ indicated that his testimony in the KING case was limited
to providing technical information on the operation of equipment.

j]

indicated that he previously had been contacted
by

I T an Investigator with the LOS ANGELES COUNTY
DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE. Also, he had been contacted by
officials of LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT'S Internal Affairs
Division. He indicated that he fully cooperated by providing
information regarding his area of expertise. He recalled that he
talked to them about the operation of mobile digital
communications and that they only met for a couple of minutes.
He indicated that he did not talk. about the KING case and did not
render an opinion beyond the area of his expertise.
Parti cul

p

rly , he gave information regarding time stamping of the
pape and did not have any relevant information beyond

mis involving the incident in question.
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He indicated that he did see the video after it came
out in the media. He indicated that he was unfamiliar with and
had never read anything about the officers versions of the case
prior to the trial of the case. He indicated that he did learn
their version of the case through the trial.

He gained some general understanding and knowledge of
the Christopher Commission Report by reading it and getting an
overview of the problems it addressed; however, he only read the
opening summary of the KING case in the Christopher Commission
Report

.

I

b6
[
indicated that he was unable to recall ever b?c

seeing, reading, or hearing anything that had any influence on
the testimony that he gave at the trial involving allegation of
misconduct of the police officers. Further, he indicated that he
did not read anything about defendant's side of the case in the
LOS ANGELES TIMES.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription
5/12/92

Date of Birth Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD )

,

Police Service Representative
1 ^

wxx x'xu..i.xx

telephone number was contacted by Special Agent
(SA) land Department of Justice (DOJ)
Attorney 1 1 advised his home address is

telephone number
following information:

Thereafter provided the

forf
lhas been a PSR (or Dispatcher) with the LAPD

I He is currently working the I

typed comments into the
computerized system for the incident involving RODNEY KING to
dispatch the pursuit, record street locations, and request units.

I [
advised that this took place about ten minutes before he

was due to get off work. He thonaht it was a standard procedure
incident until the last comment. |

went to work the next
day and someone asked who worked the night before. His co-
workers told him the incident was for CABLE NEWS NETWORK (CNN).
After he saw thp, vi f^pritape on the news, two of his Supervisors,
who arq interviewed him and did an initial report for

Kventua 1 1 y that report went to Robbery/Homicide
]was not interviewed by the Internal Affairs

the Captain.
Division butT
Division.

|
^vised that he was interviewed before the

trial by Assistant District Attorney I land his
investigator, name unrecalled.

was first exposed to the defendants' side of
the story when he heard bits and pieces of their testimony at the
trial. read part of the ”Christopher Commission Report"
regarding two messages, which he sent. reads the
newspaper, but he does not recall reading either the defendants'
or RODNEY KING' S version of what happened during the arrest on
March 3, 1992.

|
(watched television, but he does not

remember how the defendants' explained what happened during the

Investigation on 5/4/92 at LOS AnCfeleS , CalifOmicFile # 44A—LA—119954

by SA
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arrest.
|

[heard the defendants' explanation after he
testified at the trial. He did not listen to the opening
arguments

.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription
5/12/92

Date of Birth]
Anae 1 es Pn 1 1 HP- DAna-rt-TTKPTvh fi.APihil 1

Los

I ,

200 North Main Street , P-4 .

Los Angeles. California 90012. telephone number I

(SA)[was contacted by Special Agent
Department of Justice (DOJ) A-n-n-rng>^^

provided his home address as

land
1

telephone number pager
numoer

|
[TJfter being advised or me xaenrities of

the interviewing officials, and the nature of the investigation,
he provided the following information:

,
1

~
has been an LAPD sworn Offip^r fori

j d hag been agsianed as the I

1 He was not the|
|

1 1
TJhe individual who was the

1.. u reuirea iruW

_ advised that he followed the RODNEY KING
investigciciun ui6sely by reading the Los Anceles n<awgnape>-r

^

daily, and he also saw news coverage on televisioni^ i__nas
was not
1 was

and

coverage
not read the defendants statements in any report,
interviewed by the LAPD Internal Affairs Division
interviewed by Robbery/Homicide Division Detectives

ivision.T
stective^

This interview took place right before the RODNEY
KING trial in state court.

happened or^

the trial.

said he learned RODNEY KING'S side of what
March 1991 through the news media and by watching

JLearned the four defendant officers'
explanation of the incident by watching the trial, through he
television and newspaper coverage and through people talking
about the trial.

After
I

was approached by the Robbery/Homicide
Detectives, he was called by the District Attorney's Office and
he played the tapes for them.
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J
advised he read parts of the »ChT’iHi:nr>hP>T-

Commisainn P^pr»-r4-n . Since L

uiannsi ii, fox news.
witnesses. He went, to

he watched the trial coverage on television.
]

did not have discussions with
the courthouse daily since he was called

as a witness. He listened to the opening arguments by the
attorneys and they laid out each side of the case. He heard the
defense was that the officers were in fear of their lives. He
had seen the videotape, which showed officers standing around
KING

^

and the defendants with their arms crossed watching the
^®^ting. The defense bothered him because it did not appear to
him that the officers were in danger.

testimony
bdvised that his testimony was minute and his

was not influenced by what he knew about the defense.

I [
advised that the tapes contained derogatory

messages sent tack and forth between officers that night. He
said they laughed on tape when they asked for an ambulance for a
victim of a beating (KING)

.
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Date of transcription
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I
assigned to Valley Traffic

Division, LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT, having been contacted at
his place of work at 6240 Sylmar Avenue, Van Nuys, California,
was made aware at the onset of the official identity of the
interviewing Agent. Thereafter^,

|

|was informed that
the investigation involved allegations of misconduct of officers
of the LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT in the arrest of RODNEY KING
and the subsequent charging of RODNEY KING. Also present during
the interview was the Department of Justice Attorney

I

I
indicated that he had a very limited

role in prnnp<=i!=;i no thp. report filed in the RODNEY KING
arrest. indicated that while working as a

I
that in fact he did review the

felony evading case that was called in by the two arresting
officers to

|

|with the
Valley Traffic Division.

further indicated that he -stands by his
testimony and the record that has been established in this case
as to his involvement in the processing of the case against
RODNEY KING for felony evading. Further, he recalled that
roughly a week or so after the incident that he went before the
grand jury. He indicated that his grand jury testimony which he
provided on March 12, 1991, along with the police report which he
reviewed constituted the great majority of knowledge and
information that he had about this case.

After appearing before the grand jury on March 12,

1991, I Italked to Internal Affairs regarding this
incident. He indicated that in his conversation with Internal
Affairs that he was providing information to them but they were
not disclosing information to him; particularly, they did not
discuss any statements of the involved parties and he did not ask
questions in that area.

Investigation on 5~5~*92
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Date dictated 5~ 6~9 2
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Beyond his grand ~iurv testimony and the police report
mentioned above, [gained some information by
reading the LOS ANGELES TlMEis .* however, he knew that he would be
a witness in this case and not wishing to compromise the case by
making himself less than neutral, he did not particularly attend
to the newspaper accounts of the case. Further, he does not
recall any particular story that was run in the LOS ANGELES TIMES
that related to the incident in question.

I I
indicated that he was familiar somewhat

with the Christopher Commission Report which in part addressed
the RODNEY KING case. He indicated that he did not read anything
in the Commission Report about the KING case.

I
indicated that he believed he remained

neutral ana aoove the influence of the publicity which surrounded
the KING case and that he was not influenced in any way by such
publicity. Particularly, he was certain that he based his
testimony and formed his conclusions about the case based on the
objective facts presented in the arrest report and the grand jury
testimony he provided. Further, when he testified at the trial
he relied exclusively on those two sources and he reviewed his
grand jury testimony prior to testifying.

rohonetic
He recalled that he also sooke td

regarding the PCP angle of the case. Hq Fha-t-

ncuid him that he was considering using him
in the capacity of an expert witness to ^-tagriry yorfay-rf-i nrr

drug intoxication.
I

~|recalled that attorney
later decided to use another individual who had better training
and was more recognized in the area of drug intoxication as an
expert witness.

indicated that he would be available in
itional information to explain his priorthe future to provide add

testimony in criminal proceedings in the KING case and that he
would rely on that record and stand by the record in the future.
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Date of transcription
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Serial Number^
]
Los

Angeles Police Department (LAPD )

,

Robbery/Homicide Division
(RHD) , 150 North Los Angeles Street,

—

Pnmn —ijps Angeles,
California 90012, telephone number
by Special Agent (SA)
Justice (DOJ) Attorne'^ I After being advised of
the official identities of the interviewing officials and the
nature of the investigation

f

the presence o^

was contacted
jana Department of

following information;

1was thereafter interviewed in

]
provided the

for
RHD,

I Id god e has been a Police Officer with the LAPD
His current assignment is Detective on

and this squad is composed of experienced Detectives who are
assigned to all major cases, as well as any case involving
criminal allegations against an LAPD Police Officer. A complaint
against an Officer is written on a 181, Personnel Complaint form.
In the RODNEY KING case, a 181 Personnel Complaint was received
by the Supervisor at the Foothill Division, LAPD. RODNEY KING'S
brother was the person who complained to the Foothill Division.

About one-half hour before the tape of the RODNEY KING
incident was shown on Channel 5, the television station notified
LAPD they were going to air the tape. Internal Affairs Division
(lAD) became involved in an investigation immediately. About
thirty (3) hours after the lAD started investigating, the RHD
began an investigation. lAD gave RHD a list of witnesses and
deferred first priority to RHD so that a criminal investigation
could be conducted prior to the lAD investigation. lAD also gave
RHD RODNEY KING'S blood and urine samples and the Crime Report.

[net the District Attorney representative and they
interviewed RODNEY KING in jail.

|

jtried to interview nurses
at the hospital 7 but they were uncooperative. On March 6, 1991,
RHD had gathered enough evidence to present a criminal case to
the District Attorney's Office. The District Attorney took over
the case at that time and RHD did not do much further
investigation on the case.
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Officer was advised of his/her Miranda Rights and each had a
Police League Representative present during questioning. All
Officers declined to be interviewed. lAD interviewed each
Officer in the presence of a Representative. All Officers at the
scene were exposed to compelled statements, because the lAD
released the investigation to each Officer as a routine procedure
before a hearing was held, so they have an opportunity to make a
Skelly response.
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Date of transcription
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date of birth
T

j
California , phone number

|
I , was contacted

I and Assistant United
I provided his

phone

by Special Agent (SA)
States Attorney (AUSAn
home address_asJ
number

|

I I After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
officials, and the nature of the interview, he provided the
following information:

and his social security number asP
* e

I I
advised that he took the film of the incident

involving RODNEY KING on March 3, 1991 to KTLA (channel 5) news.
He stated he took the film to the news station the very next day
(March 4, 1991). I ladvised that the District Attorney
first made contact with him on March 5, 1991. He further advised
that he spoke to the District Attorney's Office on three or four
separate occasions regarding the filming of the incident and how
the film came about.

I stated he did not follow the trial or the
investigation of the incident involving KING and the LAPD. He
advised he watches the news infrequently and rarely reads the
news paper. [ [

stated he did not know the Police Officers
version of what happened on the night of March 3, 1991. He also
stated he did not know the officers names except for Officer
Powell. He advised he has not read anything in connection with
the Christopher Commission Report.

I I
advised that he spoke to the defense

attorney's when they came to his apartment to take pictures from
his balcony. This was the only time he spoke to the defense
attorney, the defense attorney did not show him any documents.
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Date of transcription
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On May 6

.

1992 ^ Detective ] Date of
Birth| I Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD )

,

Internal Affairs Division (lAD) , 150 Los Angeles Street, Los
Angeles, California 90012, telephone number (213)485-4151, was
contacted by Special Agent ( SA^

|
hnd

Department of Justice (DOJ) Attornevi
interviewed in the presence off

was

advised he normally works at the Van Nuys satellite oftxce, 5230

8237. :has been on the LAPD for
nas worked in lAD fori

and he

[
advised that he was involved in taking

compelled statements of officers involved in the RODNEY KING
arrest. The procedure followed by lAD is that when a complaint
against an Officer is received, it is assigned either to an area
office or to lAD to be investigated. Cases of more serious
allegations or which require a long term investigation are
investigated by lAD, and the KING arrest fit into that category.

I advised that if an Officer is reasonably suspected of
being involved in criminal activity, the Robbery/Homicide
Division (RHD) conducts a separate investigation. lAD has the
ability to take a compelled statement from an Officer and their
case is bifurcated from the RHD criminal investigation. lAD
guards the compelled statemeniis_and_any information they acquire
during their investigation. [advised that Officers are
permitted to have an employee representative present during the
interview. The LAPD policy is that lAD investigators share
information on a right to know/need to know basis. The
information gathered in an lAD interview is kept confidential
like personnel records and medical records. In the Foothill
investigation the supervisor would have had access to the
information, and approximately five of the twelve lAD
investigators had access.

After the investigation is complete, it is sent to the
Chief's Office for review. In the Foothill case, |~

j
who
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wmilrt have seen the report/compelled statements was
Next, the officer's commanding Officer or Captain

received a copy for a determination of the investigation. At
this stage it is classified "sustained”, "unfounded",
"exhonorated" , or "not sustained". The Captain makes
recommendation and then it goes to the Bureau.

The Officer is given a copy of the entire investigation
and given a chance to make a response. This is called a Skelly
response. The Officer has five days to respond to the findings.
In the KING case, all twenty-four (24) Officers were ordered to
have a Board of Rights Hearing. In this case, the investigations
were given to Officers for Skelly responses on April 16, 1991.
After verbatim excerpts appeared in the newspaper on April 17,
1991, a gag order was issued by Judge KAMINS on April 30, 1991.

Officer's
statement
Complaint

The employee representatives who
compelled statements are ordered
with anyone. provided a
Flow Chart, which is attached to

hear the accused
not to discuss the
copy of a Personnel
this communication.
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PERSONNEL COHPLAINT FLOW CHART

a flow chart depicting the basic processing of an incoming personnel complaint, 1.81, through closeout. Exceptions to the basic processing
3lude statute cases, shootings/fiream discharges. Preventable Traffic Accidents, and Special Investigations.
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Date of transcription
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I I
assigned to the Northeast

Station, 3353 San Fernando Rd. , Los Angeles, California, having
been contacted at his place of work at the beginning of his work
shift, was made aware of the official identity of the
interviewing agent and nature of the investigation. Thereafter,
he provided information relating to his involvement in the trial
of the officers charged with misconduct in the arrest of RODNEY
KING. Also present during the interview was Department of
Justice Attorney I I

At the outset, he was informed that the prosecutive
decisions in this federal case had not been made and that a
federal assessment of the merits of prosecution were ongoing.

To the question of wheather he had closely followed
newspaper, TV, and other forms of media reporting of the KING
matter, he responded that he did not monitor those sources of
information, that he believes he maintained a neutral an unbiased
approach to the case and his testimony by avoiding those and
other kinds of media reporting of this matter.

While he did not ignore the Christopher Commission
Report that emerged after the case in question, particularly
those portions about the KING matter, he was unable to recall any
part that revealed the officers views or story relating to the
arrest in question.

His testimony at trial was based on the limited direct
dealings he had with the officers, particularly, the training in
the use of the baton and his memory of the pertinent events the
day of the arrest in question. Secondly, his testimony at all
stages of the criminal proceedings was guided by the statement he
gave the district attorney just after the arrest. Further, his
neutral position was not compromised by his contacts with
internal affairs or the district attorneys office since they did
not disclose any information they compiled in contacts with any
party, including the officers.

Investigation on May 6, 1992 at LOS AnqeleS, Californigiie#

by SAl Date dictated

44A-119954

May 6, 1992
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In terminating the interview, he added that he would be
vigilant and avoid any contact or involvement with any source or
media reporting that might compromise his position as a neutral
person in the above detailed matter.
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E

n

c

urrently assigned to the North
formerly an assistant watch

oorniij. station, having been contacted
telephonically at his above place of work at (818) 989-882, was
made aware of the official identity of the interviewing agent and
nature of the investigation. Thereafter, he indicated that he
had a limited involvement in the criminal proceedings surrounding
the charges of misconduct of LA police officers in the arrest of
RODNEY KING. He also stated at the outset that he may elect to
talk to an attorney before detailing his role in the case
mentioned above.

He was the
| |

on
the daywatch when the arrest occurred. He substantiated that he
was an identification witness for the prosecution at trial.
Prior to trial, he yiewed the pertinent evidence and identified
the involved officers. He knew all of the officers that were the
major figures in the alleged misconduct so he was able to fully
identify them.

He denied any effect of media coverage of the case in
shaping his thinking of the case. Further, he has maintained a
neutral position which is above compromise by reporting in the
newspapers, TV, and by rumor or discussion by fellow employees
at work.
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I I

currently assigned to the
LA Police Department's North Hollywood Station, 11480 Tiara,
North Hollywood. California, was contacted at the office of his
attorney!

Encino, California. Thereafter, in the presence of his attorney,
having been made aware of the official identity of the
interviewing agent and nature of the investigation, he provided
information relating to his involvement in the trial of officers
charged with misconduct in the arrest of RODNEY KING. Also
present during the interview was Department of Justice Attorney

b6
b7C

At the outset, he was informed that the prosecutive
decisions in this federal case had not been made and that a
federal assessment of the merits of prosecution were ongoing.

I

~
advised that his attorney,

represents him in all legal matters involving the arrest
of RODNEY KINgJ

He recalled that when KING was arrested he|
was on duty and was I

~| He indicated that
within a couple of weeks of the incident and alleged misconduct
of the arresting officers, that he provided statements to both
the District Attorney and to Internal Affairs. He indicated that
he stands by those statements which reflect his memory of the
incident and his entries into the watch log, Sgt. Koon's log, and
his tape and record of the DA's interview. His
exposure to rumors following the case was non-existent since
within 5 days of the arrest in question he relocated to another
assignment and station. He also noted that he was unfamiliar
with the Foothill people since he was only on duty for 3 days
prior to the arrest.

He indicated that he has not read the Christopher
Commission Report. Further, while it is hard to avoid newspaper
and TV reporting, his neutral position and view of the case

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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remains uncompromised and unchanged notwithstanding extensive
media reporting of the events and trial.

He indicated that although Attorney
_th£_aJLtarneys for one of the charged officers

re
ted

tried to
testimony to conform to the story favorable to his

one of
shape

client

iie stated that
resisted th'i s tactic- and stayed with his memory of the events.

need you to say tnis
J
attempted to tell him what to say, such as '*!

while threatening "it will go better for you
if you cooperate." He resisted hearing the officers side of the case
and his neutrality as a witness was not compromised.
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Detective
Serial Number

Date of Birth
Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

,

l^CDDery/Homicide Division (RHD) , 150 North Los Angeles Street,
Room 321, Los Angeles, California 90012, telephone nvtmber
(213)485-2129 . was contacted by Special Agent (

S

A) I

knd Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney
5 • -n e 2 .After being advised of the identities of the interviewing

officials and the nature of the investigation,
following information:

provided the

[
years and he has servedl

]
has beejo—oiLithe—LAED-jfmi

]in RHD.
was involved in the criminal investigation of the officers
accused of beating RODNEY KING. He was I

I with Assistant District Attorney (ADA)

]
During the early part of the invesngarion,

|_

brought up the issue of contamination with regard to compeiiea
statements of the officers.] |Ls aware that compelled
statements are off-limits to him as a criminal investigator, and
he did not read any of the interviews the officers had with
Internal Affairs Division (lAD)

,

advised this is RHD's
normal practice, and they do that to protect their own case.

advised that he does browse through the Los
Angeles Times newspaper, but he did not read the article (s) which
contained officer's , statements. hdvised he did not read
the "Christopher Commission's Report"

.

said RHD received a witness list from lAD
containing names of both officers and civilians on the first day
of the investigation. This list was not a product of compelled
statements, but it was a list of who was present tho nirrbt .of

advisedMarch 3, 1991 at the site of RODNEY KING'S arrest,
that he attended some interviews of witnesses with lAD
inter^iewers . Those interviews were tape recorded by lAD, and
after was finished asking the witness questions, he left
the interview and the interviewer from lAD conducted a separate
interview.
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subjects of the case, but bystander officers. The two last names
he recalled were l bent depositions of
individuals to RHD, but
were, nor did he read %em.

]iid not remember who the subjects
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University of
Southern California - Los Angeles County (USC-LAC) Medical
Center, 1200 N. State Street, phone 213-226-2622, ext. 6667, was
interviewed. Also present during the interview was Assistant
United States Attorney (AUSA)

Q

I AUSA
conducted the interview, and advised
called upon to testify as a witness

•: ne may nethan ne may
rights trialin a civil

regarding officers of the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

,

and RODNEY KING. provided the following background:

first saw KING at about 6:00am, on 3/4/91, at
He said that he was just coming on duty, and he wasUSC-LAC.

infnrma r^ by a nurse that there was a new patient, meaning KING.

I

conducted a 30 minute evaluation of KING. From that
time on, he had no contact with KING. He said that King was
passed along to the charge of the next doctor on duty.

]said that his recollection of his evaluation
nf KING iff the same now that it was when he testified previously.

reviewed his reports of the patient, KING, prior to his
and said that his notes were very complete, in histestimony

opinion

.

Isaid that the next time he heard of any
information regarding the patient, KING, was from a nurse who had
advised him that a relative, possibly I bad phoned
regarding KING. That information came to his attention on or
about 3/5/91.

reads the Los Angeles Times , but perhaps only
He added that he does not watch any3-4 times per week.

particul ar news shows on television on a regular basis.
iid not "keep tabs” of the investigation of the case in

the months that followed the incident.
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saw parts of the RODNEY KING trial on

.Page

POWELL'S testimony, and saw only news show accounts of BRISENO'S
testimony. He said that he does not recall seeing any
information regarding comments made by police. He said that he
heard of someone saying that his patient may have been on "PCP",
and he said that the comment was not surprising to him.

I
said that there was nothing in his memory to

"sway" his judgment of the facts regarding his knowledge of this
matter. I Isaid that there was no information learned by
him, regaruiiiy uie officers' versions of the events, which would
"alter" his account of the incident.

said that he has not read the "CHRISTOPHER
COMMISSION^ report.
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I
California Highway Patrol (CHP)

,

Officer, was contacted at her attorney's office, 11845 West
Olympic Boulevard, Suite 1000, Los
number (213)444-5959, by Special Agent (J

and Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney!
was interviewed in the presence of her at

SA^
|TCER

—

ttorney,
reached •

T.tnrougn AiibxJand advised that she can only be reached
After being advised of the official identities of the
interviewing officials and the nature of the investigation, she
provided the following information:

investigation. I

was advised she is not a target of this
[advised she read some articles about the

KING case in the Los Angeles Times newspaper, but she did not
read the article which contained the Los Anaeles Police
Department (LAPD) Officers' statements. said she did not
like to read about the KING arrest.

I I said she was interviewed by the LAPD, Internal
Affairs Division (lAD) . She believes she may have been told what
Sergeant KOON's statement contained. She recalls seeing the lAD

I
Iwas interviewed by CHP Chief CARLSON and

I L This interview was a mandatory,
compelled interview and no LAPD Officers' statements were used
during this interview.
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any LAPD
Officers other than

said she does not have independent contacts with
rricers. she has never discussed this case with any

FOX television.
Report”

.

watched the majority of the trial on Channel 11
Idid not read the "Christopher Commission

advised that any LAPD Officer's statement she
may have read, saw or heard did not affect her testimony or
recollection about the RODNEY KING arrest on March 3, 1991. The
statements I I has made and her testimony in the state trial
were based on her memory of the event and in no way prompted her
to testify.
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California Highway Patrol (CHP) , Officer,
was contacted at his attorney's office, 11845 West Olympic
Boulevard, Suite 1000, Los Angeles, California, by Department of
Justice rPOJ^ Attorney I

'

| and Special Agent (SA)
|

Iwas interviewed in the presence of his
who advised I

,

"Iran be
or

attbthey.
contacted through him at telephone number

thereafter provided
inrormation:

the following

I I waa_adiLLsed he is not a target or a subject of
the investigation. said he has been interviewed by the
Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , Robbery/Homicide Division
(RHD) and Internal Affairs Division (lAD) . |

~|said he does
not recall ever being presented with statpaents—of the LAPD
Officers accused of beating RODNEY KING. I |does not have
any independent contact with any LAPD Officers.

I
[reads the Los Anaeles Times newspaper almost

daily. He probably read the article which contained the LAPD
Officer's statements, but he does not recall the content of the
article. did not read the "Christopher Commission
Report" . He did read conclusions of that report which appeared
in the newspaper. He does not recall reading any references in
that report to the RODNEY KING case regarding the LAPD Officers.

I
said he did not watch the KING trial on

television oecause he was working. He only saw recaps of the
trial on the news in the evenings.

was interviewed by CHP personnel after the KING
arrest on March 3, 1992. CHP personnel did not use the LAPD
Officer's statements when questioning him about the incident.
Thft T.ng Angeles Unified School District Police also interviewed

at the Glendale CHP Office. That interview was tape
recorded by both the CHP and the School District Police. He was
not exposed to LAPD Officer's statements in that interview.
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C
said his memory of RODNEY KING'S

nas—rr6t been influenced by anything heown and h'

or heard about the case since it happened.

arrest is his
has read, seen,
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telep

3

representing RODNEY tctno .

one numner (otrxcej (3io) 6i39-8l66. paaer number
|

and home telephone number I I was interviewed at
the United States Attorney's Office in the presence of hs client

(SA)RODNEY KING by Special Agent
Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney]
advised of the official identities
nature of the investigation,
information;

After being
or rne interviewers and the

l^nd

provided the following

advised that he has deliberately kept RODNEY
KING from exposure to the media. j jsaid KING has done one
interview on May 1 . 1992 to call for peace. The interview took
place at

j j law office and the only discussion was the
rioting, and not the beating case. The interview was tape
recorded by the Los Angeles Times as well as by] I thus the
content and questions were extremely controlled,

j | said he
deliberately does not inform KING of the newspaper account of the
Los Angeles Police Department fLAPD^ Officer's explanations for
their actions during his arrest . I 1 advised that KING has
suffered a short term memory loss due to his injuries and he has
a difficult time concentrating.
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1

phone
wag a i gn n-rtaggriT was assistsint United

interview. Also in
representing the interests
Hospital

.

attendance was
_TT^

an attorney
acifica

provided the following xntormation:

jcurrently works on a per diem basis, as a
registered nurse (RN) , at Tarzana Hospital. Officially, he is
also employed by Pacifica Hospital,

J He has been
employed at Pacifica since October J_

I

first contact with RODNEY KING was at about
1:30 am, on 3/3/91, at Pacifica, where he was the main RN on the
shift. He was with KING for about 2 hours, and he said that KING
was later transported to the University of Southern California -

Los Angeles County Medical Center.

Wednesday,
television

wnen
did not see KING again until the following
he first saw the video of the incident on

was subpoenaed on 3/11/91 to testify at a hearing
on 3/12/9 regarding this matter.

is not a regular reader of the Los Angeles Times ,

nor does he regularly watch television news shows. He said that
he watched a summary of POWELL'S testimony, as he had heard that
POWELL called him

| | a "liar”. I Idid not see the
testimony of either KOON or BRISENO. In addition, he said that
he did not know about the respective officers' accounts of the
3/3/92 incident . heard POWELL say, on television, that he
was "afraid for his life". He also was aware that BRISENO had
"turned" on the other officers.
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I I
said that he had recognized POWELL and WIND from

previous visits to Pacifica. He said that he believed POWELL to
have brought other injured persons to the hospital, prior to
3/3/91.

|said that on 3/3/91, both POWELL and WIND
commented that KING had resisted arrest. During his examination
of KING, he observed what appeared to be a "boot mark" on KING'S
chest

.

back
night

In addition, he said that there were "taser" darts on the
KING ' s r.1 qthing . He

had refused to
added that the doctor op fintv t

see or treat KING.
maintained his nurses notes of that evening.

lat
las

Twas contacted sometime after the incident by a
representative of the Valley Daily News , asking him to
corroborate information they had about the taser guns
said that the information was originally provided by ariorner
employee of the hospital.

I

|has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission report.
He said that he has learned nothing since the incident which
would affect his recollection.

[provided his date of birth as and SSAN
as

1
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Officer
at the

t6t the past
office of UNI

a californ: HIGHWAY PATROL (CHP)
having voluntarily appeared

Central District of
made

!HIA HIG
I
havi

iSNEY, C'KU STATES ATTO
California, 150 North Spring, Los Angeles, California, was
aware of the official identity of the interviewing Agent.
Theraa -F-ha-r—in the presence g^F b-ig .c!nTMa >>ir-( er^-p '

CHP I L along with hiaalong with his
-upj- V

f I

attomeyTl
ate of Calif'oraiaa Deputy Attorney General witn me state of Caii^omia,!”

was made aware of the nature of the investigation, which involved
allegations of misconduct in the arrest of RODNEY KING. Also
present during the interview, and directi'ng tha -i ot.t

the DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ) Attomey[

At the outset, DOJ Attorney I lexplained that
prosecutive decisions had not been made in this cage and hha -h

. investigation was ongoing on the Federal level. T
indicated that he had a limited involvement in the KxUS1na€€er.
and that he was accompanied by his partner J |

when
they made some limited observations at the arrest in question.

I [
indicated that he viewed the video of the KING

arrest, ana alleged beating, on television. Further, in the^S
_

ANGELES TllffiS, he read some accounts of the arrest and
incident. He indicated that he did not monitor newspaper and
television reporting of the arrest, and did not have the details
regarding the incident from the media. While he did have some
information which he was exposed to by reporting in the various
forms of the media, he was cautioned by his supervisors not to
discuss the case in any manner, and to limit his exposure to any
outside impressions he may have of the incident in question.
He followed that instruction and acted accordingly.

At trial, he testified exclusively based on his limited
obse^ations at the scene. While he has heard of the Christopher
Commission Report., he did not read the report.

He did not view the trial, locally, of the officers
charged with misconduct in this case, and he only saw limited,
succinct summaries of the trial on the evening news.

I [indicated that he was not anxious to testify in
the above matter, and that he did so after being placed under
subpoena.
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By way of background,
idantified himself as having Employee

voluntarily more fully
Identification Number

and as being currently assigned at 2130 Windsor Avenue,
Altadena, California. He provided his work telephone number as
(818) 794-0304.

In conclusion of the interview,] [.ndicated that he
was completely unfamiliar with the officers' V6bsion of what
happened in the arrest in question, and he indicated that he
neither sought to find out what their story was, nor was their
story disclosed to him by the media or any of his fellow
law-enforcement officers.

2
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^ .
a Clerk Typist with the BUREAU OF

ENGINEERING, Having teen contacted at her place of work at
600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California, was made aware
of the official identity of the interviewing Agent, and informed
that the information she provided would relate to allegations of
misconduct in the arrest of RODNEY KING. Thereafter . in the
presence of DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (poj) attomeyl
who directed the interview, ' ^ = j-i--

infoinnation:
provided the following

At the outset, DOJ Attomeyl indicated that
a Federal investigation was ongoing in this matter, and that
prosecutive decisions had not been made as to the merits of
a Federal prosecution in this KING case. Further,]

I

indicated that she stood by the record in her prevrgU5~rfe
'

gtlmony
in this matter. She further indicated that she had provided the
statements to LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT'S (LAPD's) Internal
Affairs Section; to the District Attorney; and to the FEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI)

.

I nindicated that the structure of all previous
interviews had been to ask what she remembered about the
incident, and to this] [limited her answers very much to
her observations and wnar sne recalled of the incident.

While she kept up with newspaper and television
reporting to some extent, she was unfamiliar with, and unaware
of, the officers' version or views of the incident in question.
To the question of whether she had read the Christoper Commission
Report, she responded that she had not.

Further, she maintained that her testimony was
completely beyond the influence of media coverage, particularly
a reporting by newspapers or television and, again, she
emphasized that she had a very strong memory of what she saw,
and she only disclosed information about what she saw.

I [indicated that she fully cooperated in this
matter, and fully disclosed what she could reliably recall;
however, she felt a duty to do this after being placed under
subpoena

.

more fully identified herself:
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Date of Birth:
Occupation:
Home Address:

Home Telephone:

At the conclusion of the interview, ! lindicated
that her husband, while he does not speak English, will be
available to disclose whaf he knows of the incident in question.
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1

1

,
phone was interviewed at her

phone I i Also present, and conducting the interview
was Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA)

provided the following information:

On the night of the incident, she was in her apartment,
and she heard sirens. She said that she watched most of the
incident from her balcony, which she estimated to be

|

from the site of the incident. She said that when she went to
the balcony, the KING car had just driven to the site where it
was stopped. She advised that she wears glasses, and that she
was wearing glasses while watching the incident. She said that
KING "hesitated” to get out of the car. She added that KING
appeared to be complying with the officers' commands.

|
^aid

that she heard officers talking to KING. She also heard officers
"laughing”. She said that she cried while watching the incident,
and she believes the force used was excessive.

said that she watched the video of the incident
on television and that she followed the hearings on TV. She did
not read any accounts of the incident, except one article about
her, which appeared about 3 weeks before the trial. She said
that she watches the nightly news occasionally. I I has never
read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I

[watched "bits and pieces" of POWELL'S and
BRISENO'S respective testimonies, and saw some witnesses.

I
was subpoenaed to testify at the trial, but was

not callea to testify. She said that she had been updated on the
events, since she was to testify. However, she knew nothing of
the defense strategy to be used by any of the defendants prior to
the trial. She had advised the district attorney that she did
not remember everything.
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I
paid that the opening statements from the

defendants' respective attorneys were all she knew of the matter.
She added that nothing happened at the trial which would alter
her opinion of the incident. Also, she has learned nothing prior
to the trial which would affect her recollection of the incident.

rtT-nvidpd h^T- date of birth ad
SSAN ad

and her
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J

advised that
and he provided

inrerviewea a~c -cne unx-ced S
in the presence of I

I [
and DOJ Attorney

!

~

I only be contacted through hi
the following numbers: I

After being advised of the official
identities of the interviewers and the nature of the
investigation,!

!
provided the following information:
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i
|

haying been contapted telephonically at
ence teiepnone at \ was made aware of the

official identity of the interviewing agent and nature of the
investigation. Thereaftfir, DOJ Attorney |

~~|directed
the interview and

|
Ivoluntarily provided information

regarding the arrest of RODNEY KING:

At the outset, she was informed that the federal
investigation of the KING case was ongoing and that prosecutive
decisions had not been made. In her previous contacts with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , the Internal Affairs
Section of the LA Police Department, and as the criminal case
moved along, she was unaware of the officers position in the case
or their account of the pertinent events in this case of alleged
misconduct. Further, in none of the previous contacts mentioned
above, did the local or federal people disclose their case or the
officers' account of the relevant events. Her memory of the
incident has not been influenced by what she saw on TV. or by
other reporting through the media.

She watched the trial of the officers almost every day;
however, nothing she viewed altered her memory or in anv wav
influenced her own account of what she saw. Further, ~[^as
certain that her own account of the incident was unchanged by the
reporting on TV, newspaper, or the Christopher Commission Report;
she noted that she did not see the Christopher Commission Report.

I I
voluntarily and fully cooperated in her contacts

with law enforcement; however, she did no seek out those people
and they approached her to get her account of the incident.

I
|is more fully described with background data she

furnished:

b6
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DOB: POB:
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.
was Ifitfeyviewed.

States Attorne-yl

phone
AJ.SO presem: was Assistant United

following information:

1 who conducted the interview, and
]provided the

currently resides at the stated address.

3
:1v resides at the stated addrAgg. hnt at

the time of the incident, ! I On
3/3/91, at about midnight, he heard a helicopter, which awakened
him, and he walked to I I

J from the incident site. He said that
he watched the police beat RODNEY KING, who was on the ground.
He stayed until an ambulance arrived, and he noticed that KING
had been "hog tied".

said that he did see the video of the incident.
He estimated that he saw, in person, the last 3/4 of the film.
He first saw the video about 2 nights after the incident. He
added that he knew that someone named
the incident. He said that]
development. Also, there was
also witnessed the incident.
property and he recalled

|

me"

.

,

,also took a video of
1 lives somewhere in the

who
theHr thinks jalso lives on

— * •

saying '^tney could be doing it to

were
said that the other passengers of KING'S car

immediate area of the beating site and their
respective views were hampered by the police cars and the
officers themselves.

said that he reads the Los Anaeles Times 2-3
He said that he did not follow the events of the

atched the trial on television a
the respective officers.

[
•

times per W66k.
case regularly,
most of the testimony o
know the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

Si
d saw
did not
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said that he has learned nothing since the
incident which would affect his recollection or influence his

I in his opinion, believes thatopinion of the incident,
the "hog tying", and waiting around by the police seemed like a
game to them (police) . He added that the police did not appear
to make an effort to help KING after the beating.

Commissi'Oh l!
said that he has not read the CHRISTOPHER

SSAN as
irrnvidAd big date of birth as

3
and his

is currently unemployed.
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I was present during the interview of
advised that he was not a witness uo Lhe

3/3/91 beating of RODNEY KING. He said that all he knows of the
incident is what has been told to him, or what he has seen on
television.
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phond
i n1-f=>rvi pwpfi —Also present was Assistant Uiri ueu bud utis AuLornev

I who conducted the interview. I [provided the
followxng information: I 1

I said that he was not a witness to the KING
beating. He said that he was interviewed by the District
Attorney's office regarding an incident involving!

I I
did not follow the events of the case or the

trial. He said that he reads the Daily News regularly and
watches television news shows regularly. He said that has not
read the CHRISTOPHER Commission report, nor was he aware of the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

rovided his date
IS a

and his SSAN
attending

Investigation on 5 / 13 /92
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wag? iTvhf^-rvi

ALLur/iey

phone
iAlso present was Assistant United
who conducted the interview.

States

provided 'uie luiiuwing rnformation:

IS a
at the stated residence for

[

and he has lived
On 3/3/91, he was
~]his complex, he

saw the flashing lights and the helicopter. He saw KING, who was
out of the car, being beaten.
any racial slurs. impr555TDTT

pid not hear any laughter or
was that KING was not trying

to comply; only to try to stop the beating. He added that he
believed the force was excessive because of the number of
officers present, and because KING was on the ground.

read the'
does not read the Los Angeles Times , but he does
News. He does watch television news showsudiiy"

regularly. He said that he did read the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report, but not the part about RODNEY KING.

the defen'aants
[watched the trial on television, and saw all of
^testify. He said that he thought BRISENO would

use the defense he did because of the apparent gestures made by
him to try and stop the beating. He added that the he assumed
the others' defenses, based upon his law enforcement experience.
He said, however, that he had no knowledge of the planned
defenses of any of the defendants prior to the trial. He said
that he saw no news articles which discussed the defendants'
accounts of the incident.

said that nothing he has learned since the
incident would affect his recollection of the events.

ial, bC^trial

SSAN as

was-
said that he was subpoenaed to testify at the
never called upon to do so.

1 providp-d hi s date of birth as and his
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phone was interviewed.
United States Attorney[
interview , and
interests of Pacifica Hospital,
information:

Also present were Assistant
who conducted the—

1
| representing the
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^ovided the following

has been employed as an emergency room nurse
Pacifica jfor the r 1 On 3/3/91. she was workina her

KING arrived at the hospital. She was the first staff member x.

see him, and she accompanied him from the ambulance to the
emergency room. She spent from 30 - 45 minutes with KING.

did not see KING in person again until she
appeared at a motions hearing regarding the matter.

Times .

the events of the case.
Commission Report.

]is not a regular reader of the Los Angeles
She does watch television news shows and she did follow

did not read the CHRISTOPHER

|saw "excerpts” of the trial, including some of
POWELL and KOON, and one of the commanders. She saw none of
BRISENO'S testimony.

I
was unaware of the officers' planned defenses

prior to the trial. She said that the officers' accounts of the
incident do not change her recollection of the events in which
she was involved. She said that she has a clear memory of the
events . |

~| said that nothing learned by her prior to the
trial would affect her recollection of the events.

is also a
also

[
H&r aars or isirrn is

ana ner ssan is

and
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I ^ dob
I I

SSAN
been contacted at her residence telephonical

I
was made aware

of the official identity of the interviewing agent and nature of
the investigation. Thereafter, she voluntarily provided
information regarding her involvement in witnessing the arrest of
RODNEY KING. DOJ Attorney]

j
directed the interview

which was done by conference can.

At the outset, uas made aware of an ongoing
federal investigation of the KING case and informed that
prosecutive decisions had not been made. I ~l indicated that
she was always approached by law enforcement as this case was
developed and that she did not initiate contacts with Internal
Affairs, the District Attorney or with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) . In all of the above-mentioned contacts,

disclosed what she saw and she was not provided the
defendant-officers ' account of events in those contacts with law
enforcement

.

While she sometimes watched TV reporting of the case,
she generally ignored the trial testimony except where it
involved medical testimony. She believed she saw some of the
officers' testimony but it was not significant in her memory.
Before trial, she had no idea of what the officers would say had
occurred.
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a registered nurse with USC County
Hospital, having been contacted at her place of work on the jail
ward of the Hospital, 13th floor, was made aware of the official
identity of the interviewing agent and nature of the
investigation. Thereafter, she provided the following
information relating to medical services provided RODNEY KING.
Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney
interview which is as follows:

directed the

The interview commenced with DOJ Attorney
explaining that the federal investigation of the Kri'JG case Wd's

ongoing and that prosecutive decisions had not been made in this
matter

.

I
was unaware of what the officers' position or
ING arrest had been prior to trial and she still

has no knowledge of their story. She indicated that her memory
of the case is her own. Particularly, her memory and prospective
testimony is unchanged by media reporting of the case. She did
not read the Christopher Commission Report and is unfamiliar with
its contents. While she may have glanced at part of the trial,
she dos not remember it from TV. She rarely reads the LOS
ANGELES TIMES and did not read of the case in that paper.

She did not initiate contact with anyone involved in
investigating the case; they approached her.

is more fully identified:

DOB:
Work: Nurse

Work Telephone:

Kegxsuered
County USC Medical Center
State Street, Los Angeles,
Calif.
(310) 226-4567
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1 b6
a registered nurse, having been b?c

contacted at her place of employment at County USC Medical, 1200
N. State ST., Los Angeles, California, was made aware of the
official identity of the interviewing agent and nature of the
investigation. Thereafter . in the presence of Department of
Justice Attorney! who directed the interview, she
voluntarily provided information regarding medical services
provided to RODNEY KING.

For the past I ~l she has been in her current job
with the hospital. She was made aware of an ongoing federal
investigation of the KING case. She was approached by the
District Attorney office and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and fully cooperated in the investigation; however, she did not
initiate any contacts with law enforcement in this matter.

She testified based on her own memory of the pertinent
records in the case and her testimony and account of the events
have been and remain unchanged by media reporting on the TV and
otherwise. Further, rumor and other discussion of the case has
left no impression on her memory of the case. She rarely reads
the LA TIMES and read no reporting of the case in question.

indicated that she did not read the
Christopher Commission Report. In previous interviews,!
was only asked questions relating to medical services provided to
KING and nothing was disclosed by questioners about the case
including the officers' account of the arrest.

provided her DOB as and indicated she
is available for contact through her work telephone.
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investiaa

1

1 nn T.pa Angeles Division was interviewed,_hiZ_SA
-I

I and Department of Justice Attorney
was advised of the specific nature of the

information sought, which was the extent of his exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police Officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and he provided the following
information;

b6
b7C

I reads the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper, but he
does not recall reading compelled statements bv officers. He did

saw verynot read the Christopher Commission Report.
little of the trial when Channel 11, FOX station was televising
it.

^

He did not recall any specific quote contributed to any
officer. knows generally that the officers are saying
they felt they were using reasonable force against KING
considering the circumstances. He learned this from nightly
summaries of the trial televised on the evening news reports.

Investigation on 5—18—92

by SA

at Los Angeles , CA File# 44A-LA-119954
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investiqatxon, Los Angeles Division, was interviewed bv

Hand Department of Justice Attorney
tieI Iwas advised of the specific nature of tt

information sought, which was the extent of her exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police Officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and he provided the following
information

:

Jreads the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper, but he
does not recall reading officers' compelled statements

.

did not read the Christopher Commission Report,
he saw the summation of the trial on television.

advised
and he does not

recall any .nf the officers' statements mentioned during that
summation.

^
[learned the officers' side of the story

through Officer Powell's defense attorney, which is that Powell
was afraid of KING and that KING would not comply to be arrested.
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Investigation , Los Anaeles
Special Agent, Federal Bureau of

Division was interviewed hv SA

uooinsKi. [

and Department of Justice Attorney
]was advised of the specific nature “Of the

information sought, which was the extent of his exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and he provided the following
information:

I
|does not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES

newspaper, he did not read the Christopher Commission report, he
saw part of Officer BRISENO'S testimony during the state trial on
television. He has not read the officer's compelled statements.
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of

-Los Angeles Division, was interviewed by SA
laryi Department of Justice Attorney

|was advised of the specific nature of the
information sought, which was the extent of her exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and she provided the following
information

:

[moved to the Los Angeles area approximately one
month ago , and her knowledge of the RODNEY KING investigation is
limited. She has not read any articles in the LOS ANGELES TIMES
newspaper, she did not see any of the state trial on tel evi si on

.

and she did not read the Christopher Commission report.
advised she saw excerpts of the video tape and heard summaries of
the case on the nightly news. said she did not know
anything about the officers' cbiwpeiied statements

Investigation on 5-18-92 at Los Angeles

,

by SA

CA File #
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,
Special Agent, Federal Bureau of

Investicfatxon . Los Angeles Division was interviewed bv SA

1
rind .Department of Justice Attorney!

Jwas advised of the specific nature of the
information sought, which was the extent of his exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and he provided the following
information:

b6
b7C

^

advised he does not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES
and he did not read the Christopher Commission Report.

watched part of Officer BRISENO'S testimony durina the
j ^ - i *

I

Jaidstate trial which was televised on FOX Channel 11.
he learned the officers' version of the KING arrest by watching
the evening news reports. could not recall any of the
ot^ficers' specific compellea srarements , but has a general idea
that their story differs from that of RODNEY KING.
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CA File #
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I
Special Agent, Federal Bureau of

Inves-blaatlon . T.ps Angeles Division was interviewed bv SA
I y Department of Justice Attorney |l

T [was advised of the specific nature or me
information sought, which was the extent of his exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police Officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and he provided the following
information:

I

I

reads the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper, but he does
not recall reading compelled statements. followed the state
trial of the officers mainly in the evening news on television.
This is how he_l£arned generally of the officers' version of the
KING arrest.

| |
did not read the Christopher Commission

Report. He was unable to watch trial coverage on television, FOX
Channel 11 because he was at work during the time it was
televised.
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I I
pnone| |was intervxewea.

me intervxew was conducted via conrerence caTl. at the request
of his at-hn-rriAys . The attorneys were

|

J representing the interests of Pacifica Hospital, an
employer of the doctor. Assistant United States attorne]^

^ conducted the interview. I [provided the
xoiiowing information:

On the night of the incident involving RODNEY KING, he
treated KING at Pacifica Hospital. He stabilized KING and gave
him some stitches. He said that he saw the patient, KING, for
about 15 minutes.

had not seen KING prior to the incident, nor has
he seen him sines that time. He said that his only recall of the
patient was in the emergency room.

^watched the investigation, leading up to the
trial, on television "once in a while". He said that he reads
the Los Ancfeles Times regularly, and he watches televison news
shows regularly. He said, however, that he did not watch the
trial on a regular basis. He added that he did not see the
respective testimonies of officers POWELL, KOON, or BRISENO.

said that he read about his own testimony at the trial.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission report.

I

~
did not know the officers' versions of the

incident prior to the trial. He said that his memory of the time
he spent with KING is good,

j

[has learned nothing since the
incident which would affect nxs recollection of his participation
in this matter.

vided his date of birth as|
|
and

He added that his home pnone number is

Investigation on

by SA

5/18/92
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at Los Angeles, Ca. File# 44A-LA-119954
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D
interview.

j,
a paramedic assigned to the #fii Firehouse

Phone 8-989-8681, was interviewed. Also present was
t of Justice attorney, who conducted the
rovided the following information:

|was previously interviewed by the FBI 6-8 months
ago. She was also interviewed by the Los Angeles police Robbery-
Homicide and Internal Affairs divisions. During all previous
interviews, she asked only to tell what she saw and/or heard
during the incident. She was not told of statements made by
others, and she was not asked to corroborate any information.

I
Iwatched the trial "fairly regularly". She saw

some of the testimony of the respective officers. She said that
she reads The Daily News , but did not read about the officers'
accounts of the incident. She first heard of the officers'
versions while watching the trial. She did not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I

|has learned nothing since the incident to change
her knowledge of what she saw at the incident. She added that
the publicity associated with this matter has not influenced her
recollection of the incident.

as
provided her date of
and a pager number as

t

i-rth asf her SSAN
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[ ]los Angeles Fire Department
(LAFD) , Firehouse #98, 13035 Van Nuys Blvd. , Pacoima, California,
phone 818-989-8698. was interviewed.

interview.

Also present was|
a Department of Justice attorney, who conducted thS

J
provided the following information:

has been a firefighter sinceP |
and

has been an "engineer” since \ I . He is currently assigned to
the «B" shift.

I Isaid that he has been previously interviewed by
the FBI, by Los Angeles police from both the Internal Affairs and
Robbery-Homicide divisions, and possibly by the district
attorney's office. During those interviews, he was not told of
information provided by other witnesses to the incident. He was
not provided with the, officers' versions of the incident during
previous interviews. He said that he was asked if he heard any
"racial” slurs while he was at the scene.

I Isaid that he kept up with the case, and saw
some of the officers' trial testimony. He said that he was
unaware of any of the officers' versions of the incident prior to
the actual trial. He said that his knowledge of the events was
mainly from television, and comments made by other firefighters
at the station, which they got from newspapers. He specified
that he heard from a co-worker about BRISENO turning on the other
officers at the trial.

I I
said that he has not read the CHRISTOPHER

Commission Report.

b6
b7C
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I I
said that he arrived at the scene after the

incident.^ At the scene, he did not leave the fire engine, and
was advised that a rescue unit was needed, which was there. He
said that he was told by either a firefighter or a police officer
at the scene, that the patient was on "angel dust". At the time,
he assTomed the condition of the patient was attributed to his
behavior while on the drug. He added that the media did not
suggest to him that drugs were involved. However, he did say
that the media "may have" influenced his opinion of this
incident

.

I
I
said that he has learned nothing since the

incident which would affect his recollection of his participation
in this matter.

SSAN asf
added tn

Iprpvi ded his date of birth_as,

rand his home phone as
ar me rire station has a private as 8iy

his
He
9939.
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having been contacted at the
was made aware of the official

xuenciry or me interviewing agent and nature of the inquiry.
Thereafter, she voluntarily provied the following information:

I I
does not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES or watch TV

accounts of the KING case. Since the day of the arrest in
question, she has been unaware of reporting on the television or
otherwise in papers. ^has not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report.

While she may have viewed some of the television
reporting of the trial, her memory of the pertinent events are
unchanged due to what she saw on television.

federal
case to
she did

No one involved in the investigation, either on the
or local level, have disclosed information regarding the
her

I I Further, they initiated contact with her and
not approach anyone to volunteer information.
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ana Department of Justice Attorney

[

J 3 a ^ I ey _ •

.qAl

~|was contacted at

was
advised of the identities of the interviewing officials and that
he was being contacted to provide preliminary information
relative to this case. He advised the following;

IS a
KING arrest from

jsaid he is currently a
Jana ne wirnessea me KOUNJi)^

]on 3-3-91.

newspaper ;i:

advised he does not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES
HS does not read the newspaper in Spania]i*_ai±

He did not read the Christopher Coitpuiaaloa, Report

.

watch trial coverage on television^
the KING case from the nightly news,
the officers' explanations about the

said he

her.
pid not
about

arrest
interviewed by detectives of the Los Angeles
names unrecalled.

learnea
He has not read or heard

said he was
once Department,

This interview was conducted in Spanish.

is described as follows;

NAME
DOB
POB
NATIONALITY
SEX
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
HAIR
EYES
ADDRESS

HOME TEL#
CA DL #
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that he was being contacted to provide preliminary information
relative to this case. He advised the following:

said he is an unemployed construction worker. He
is a land he witnessed the RODNEY KING
arrest from

|
on the night of 3-3-91. said he

has never heard ofread the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper.
|

the Christoper Commission Report. He does not read the newspaper
in Spanish. He does not watch television, and thus did not watch
any of the trial coverage in April 1992. said he saw parts
of the video taped beating of KING when he saw portions of the
news last year after the event took place.

b6
b7C

jsaid he was interviewed by Los Angeles Police
They asked him

They did not ask
Department Detectives, names unrecalled,
questions about what happened and what he saw.
him to agree or disagree with other accounts of the incident.

Iwas also interviewed by KING'S attorney.

interview with
wife translated for KING'S attorney uumiy

This interview was conducted in Spanish,

is described as follows:

NAME
DOB
POB
NATIONALITY
SEX
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
HAIR

Investigation on 5-20-92 at San Jose, CA File# 44A-LA-119954

SA Date dictated 5-25-92
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1 ^^1d
I

was contacted at
bv

advised of the identities of the interviewing officials and
he was being contacted to provide preliminary information
relative to this case. He advised the following:

I

was
2hat

said he is currentlv al 1

1 1 CA. He is i

1 [

in me iios Anqeies area on He saw me KUUiMHY J arrest:
when

[ ] advised he does not read English. He said he
does not have time to read the newsoaoef in English or in Spanish

has not read the
does not have time to
view the trial of the

since he works so many hours.
Christopher Commission's Report,
watch television, and therefore A& did not
Los Angeles Police Officers.

Jrecalls being interviewed by Detectives of the
Los Angeles Police Department after the arrest of RODNEY KING.
He recalls being asked what he saw and what he remembered about
the arrest. He said he was not asked to agree or disagree with
any account of the event, but only what he witnessed.

|

had business cards of other individuals who interviewed him
The two cards were of I

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

1
1 and of

1

L

from ABC NEWS-Primetime Live, 1965 Broadway, New YorKTnrrt

after it had happened in 1991.

This interview was conducted in Spanish.
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1 1
^

—

-J 1 1 i jwas
bv SA

\
jand Department of Justice AttornevI

1

was advised of the identities of the interviewing officials and
that he was being contacted to provide preliminary information
relative to this case. He advised the following:

said he is currently unemployed . He is a I

and he witnessed the RODNEY KING arrest from
j
j-J-91. He does not read English, and therefore
the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper. He does not

]

does not receive
read the newspaper in Spanish, either, and he has not read any
statements of the Los Angeles Police Officers regarding the
RODNEY KING arrest .J

Commission Report. Sid not read the Christopher
id he does watch the news that is

oroaacasT: in apanisn, Noticiero 48. He did not recall hearing
the statements made by officers of the Los Angeles Police
Department. He only recalled hearing on the Spanish news channel
that the officers had been acquitted and that the riots in Los
Angeles started after the verdicts were announced.

I I

was interviewed by Detectives of the Los Angeles
Police Department, names unrecalled and date unrecalled. He was
only asked to give his account of what he saw the night of the
KING arrest. He was not asked to agree or disagree with anyone's
statements

.

This interview was conducted in Spanish.

Investigation on 5-20-92 ^at San Jose,

by SA

CA File#
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Home by ra f

Attorney

I

dob

,

j 1 telephone 1

1

\ |was conracrea ax. nis

lhad .scheduled
I and interviewxna

officials followed him to

I

were met and interviews with land tne otner witnesses
were conducted. He was advised of the identities of the
interviewing officials and that he was being contacted to provide
preliminary information relative to this case. He advised the
following;

located o^
advised he is af

1 called r

khich is
Isaid heis the

1

On 3-3-91,
_the Los Angeles area

.'

arrest scene. and
The>eT

iti

in
1behind the KING

nessed the arrest.
|

|said that he
had previously been interviewed by the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) Detectives, names unrecalled. The LAPD asked
him what he saw and heard on the night of 3-3-92 when the RODNEY
KING arrest took place. He did not recall being asked any
questions regarding LAPD officers' statements. He did not recall
being asked to agree or disagree with anything, but he was only
asked what he saw.

does not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper
did not read the Christopher Commission Report.

not watch the state trial of LAPD officers on court television
on any station which aired the trial.
watch television.

|_
advised he di

Bid
or

^dvised he does not
not know what the LAPD

officers' statements were regarding the KING arrest.

This interview was conducted in Spanish.

Investigation on 5-20-92 ^at San Jose, CA File #

SA Date dictated
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1
1 1

1

was interviewed. Also
present was
conducted t

Department of Justice attorney, who
provided the followingtie interview.

I I
said she was interviewed 2-3 days after the

incident by an FBI agent, and by Los Angeles police from the
Internal Afairs Division. She added that she believes she was
also interviewed by someone from the district attorney's office.
The police tape recorded her statement, which lasted about 4 1/2
hours. She was asked to draw a sketch as well. The police later
sent her a copy of the interview, which she maintains at home.

I
said that no one who interviewed her told her of the

officers' respective accounts of the incident.

]watched television occasionally to follow the
matter. I does not read the Los Angeles Times .

|

[watched
"parts ana pxeces” of the actual trial and she saw the
testimonies of officers KOON and BRISENO. She saw only "bits and
pieces" of officer POWELL'S testimony. She had no knowledge of
the officers ' respective accounts of the incident, prior to the
trial.

I I

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

b6
b7C

I
said that she has learned nothing from the media,

or from tnose who interviewed her previosly, which would affect
her recollection of the events. Her memory of the incident is
good.

Investigation on 5/20 /92 at Los Angeles , Ca > File# 44A-LA-119954
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(LAFD) , U'lrenouse fSQ, 13035 Van
Los Angeles Fire Department
Nuys Blvd. , Pacoima, California

91661, Phone 818-989-8698. was interviewed. Also present was
a Department of Justice attorney, who conducted

[provided the following information:the interview.

1 Vifafan r\\7e^(^ V\\t -hVio T.^TTH Fot* -hho

the
1 1 He is assicmed to

the
1 1

and generally
|

reads The Daily News and has kept up with the
case. He has also watched the events on television, to include
the trial. He saw about half of the trial on television, and he
did see some of the officers' respective testimonies.

Jsaid that he did not know the officers!
respective versions of the events prior to the trial.

|
[read

"excerpts" of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, but none of what
he read caused him to "draw conclusions".

I I
said that his memory of the incident is not as

"fresh" as it was when the incident first occurred. He said that
he had been interviewed previously by the Los Angeles Police
Department; both Robbery-Homicide and Internal Affairs Divisions,
and by the FBI. During those interviews, he was asked only to
provide information regarding what he saw and/or heard. He was
not advised of information provided by others, nor was he asked
to corroborate any information.

rovide his date of birth as
his home phone as

his SSAN as

b6
b7C
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b7C
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dobl

1 1
telepnone number

|

—n
work address,

I

Itelepnone nuiriDer

was interviewed ]U 1 \. . . . 1

oy SA
]ana Department or justice Attorney

I She was advised that the nature of the specific
information sought, which was whether she was shown any documents
or statements by Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Internal
Affairs Division (lAD) personnel when she was interviewed.

I I
said she did not recall being shown any document

by the lAD interviewers when she was contacted and interviewed
shortly after the RODNEY KING incident. She also said she did
not recall them asking her if she agreed or disagreed with
statements of other individuals. She recalled being asked only
what she saw and if she could identify officers who were
involved. She received a copy of her statement in the mail after
she made that statement. The interview was tape recorded.

b6
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I
I
Special Agent, Federal Bureau of

Investigation. Ijios Angeles Division was i ntervi ewet^ bv
I

land Department of Justice Attorney I f

I |was advised of the specific nature of the
information sought, which was the extent of his exposure to the
compelled statements made by Los Angeles Police Officers after
the RODNEY KING arrest, and he provided the following
information

:

I Imoved to Los Angeles on 5-16-92 from Las Vegas,
Nevada. He did not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper when he
lived in Las Vegas. He did not see any of the officers'
compelled statements in any written document, newspaper or the
Christopher Commission's report. He did not see any trial
coverage on television. He saw bits and pieces of the videotape
of the KING arrest on Cable News Network (CNN)

.

Investigation on 5-20-92 ^at LoS AnqeleS , CA File #

SA Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

5-20-92
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Office, ilOOO Wilshire Blvd
Special Agent, FBI, Los Angeles Field
phone 310-477-6565, was

interviewed . Also present was Assistant United States Attorney
who conducted the interview.

|
[provided the

xoxrowxng inrormation

:

I
[does not read the Los Anaeles Times or watch

television news shows on a regular basis. He has not followed
the events subsequent to the incident closely. In addition, he
has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I
[saw some of the trial on television, and saw some

of the officers' respective testimonies. He said that he heard
some of the closing arguments of the trial. However, he was not
aware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial.

did not see any articles regarding the Los
Angeles poixce xnternal affairs division report of the incident.
nor was he aware that there was such a report.

|

[did not see
any articles referring to the officers' planned defenses of their
actions prior to the trial.

b6
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^assigned to the jail ward at the
University of Southern California - Los Angeles County (USC-LAC)
Medical Center

.

interviewed

.

1200 N . State Street, phone 213-226-2622, was
provided the following information:

I I
said that on 3/3/91, she was not on duty when

RODNEY KING was admitted to USC-LAC. She said that she saw him
when she came on duty the next evening, at which time, he was
discharged. She said that her contact with KING was "minimal".

|did not follow the investigation of the matter
on television or in the press. She does not read any local
newspapers

, nor did she read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

b6
b7C

pid not watch the trial on television, nor did
she see the officers testify. She was not called upon to testify
at the trial. She said that she was not interviewed previously
by any agencies, other than the FBI.

Iwas unaware of the officers' accounts of the
incident. She has not learned anything which would affect her
recollection of her part in the matter. She added that her
memory of her part in the matter is clear.

SSAN as
-I LnaSjovided her date of birt

her home address as

|

ti as
1

n and her home phone as

Investigation on 5 /22 / 92 at Los Angeles , Ca > File# 44A-LA-119954
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dob was contacted by SA
He was advised or tftfe Official identity of me

interviewing agent and the nature of the investigation. He was
also advised that he was being contacted to provide preliminary
information relative to this case. He advised the following:

said he is a
employed full-time at |

Placington, CA. He is a
the RODNEY KING arrest . from

|

he does not read English. He

who is currently
1

Jon 3-3-91.
land witnessed

Jsaid
oes not read the newspaper at all

has never heard of thebecause he does not have time.
Christopher Commission Report. He does not have time to watch
television. He did not watch court television when it broadcast
the trial of Los Angeles Police Officers in this case. He heard
results of the trial either from friends or by listening to the
news on the radio.

|said he was interviewed about what he saw by
detectives of the Los Angeles Police Department, names unknown.
He was also interviewed by an attorney, but he did not know which
attorney, nor did he remember the name. He was asked to tell
what happened and what he saw. He was not asked to agree or
disagree with anyone's statements about the arrest.

b6
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This interview was conducted in Spanish.

(telephonically)
Investigation on 5-22-92 ^at San Jose, CA File # 44A-LA—119954
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1
1 phorifif

1 WHB nrflgflnr niiring me interview or h
'

advised that he was not a witness to the
3/3/91 beating of RODNEY KING. He said that all he knows of the
incident is what has been told to him, or what he has seen on
television.

said that he saw some of the trial on
He reads the Los Anaeles Times , but read nothing of

has not read the
d€

television.
the KING matter or the trial.
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.' He added that he was not aware of
the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

b6
b7C
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(ii n
1 1 phonel IZIJ was inteirvieweci . Tlie interview was
conducted, via conference call, by Assistant United States
Attorney

|

information:
]
provided the following

heard noises prior to the incident, and then saw
the incident: as well.

I
|said that she watches television news regularly

and has read both the Los Angeles Times and the New York Times
regarding this matter. She said that she has clipped a number of
articles from both papers regarding the incident. She said that
she has been interviewed by the media, and that she continues to
be sought by the media in Arkansas regarding her knowledge of
this case.

I

|said that she did not see the trial on television.
She said that she did not know the officers' accounts of the
incident prior to their defenses being aired at trial.

KING beca‘
said that her opinion is that the officers beat
was black.

said that she was previously interviewed by the
Los Angeles police internal affairs division and by the district
attorney's office. She was not told of information provided by
others during those interviews.

I [said that her memory of the incident is clear and
that she has learned nothing since then to affect her
recollection.

b6
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(telephonically

)

Investigation on 5/22/92 at Los Anqeles , Ca
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SSAN as

, On 5/22/92
, Page

nrovided her date of Vvi -r-t-h as Land
She said that is

She said that the
that a friend of hsrs
home, bu'^. she .would not provide infoirmation regarding tnat

tesiaence nas no teiepnone. sne aaded
TTves across the street from the

friend said that she would write to her son and tell him
that the FBI is interested in arranging an interview.
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phone
Unitei
interview.

residing at
wag? 1 ntervip-wp-d

StaipQg a-H-rvrney
ALSO present was Assxstant
who conducted the

provided the following information:

^ advised that he had been contacted previously
and that he has no first hand information regarding the 3/3/91
incident. He said that he was asleep during the incident, and
that he was not awakened bv anv of the activity. He said that he

e added that sirens are not an unusual sound in the
neighborhood, and would not have caused him to pay attention to
them.

I I
did not follow the investigation of the

incident in the Los Angeles Times , or any other paper. He has
not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I
[
does watch television news, and he saw some of

the trial"! He did not hear all of the officers' statements. He
said that he was unaware of the officers' accounts of the
incident prior to the trial.

b6
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residing atl

1 1
California, Dhone]

1
—1 nrprvi pwpfi Also present was Assistant Uni;

1 was
bed .qtatP!=; Attorney

who conducted the interview,
me roilowing information

:

provided

said that on the night of the incident, he was
able to see the police cars arriving at the scene, and the
he1 i nnr>hg>-r He said that he watched from

could not see the officers or KING because a bus
r

blocJced his view. He said that when he did see KING, he was on
his stomach, his arms and legs behind him, as if tied. He said
that he did not see the actual beating.

I
He said that he does not remember their names, nor has

he seen them since the incident. He said that the video also has
audio, and that the cops were "laughing and talking", which is
audible on the tape.

I
[followed the investigation of the matter on

television, and he saw some of the trial as well. He said that
he saw the first few days of the trial, some of the summaries,
and some of the officers' statements. He said that he was
unaware of any of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to
the trial.

I
[had been previously interviewed by the Los

Angeles police internal affairs division and by the district
j,g

attorney's office, a few weeks after the incident. During those
interviews, he was not told of any statements made by anyone
else.

b6
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I

[said that he has not learned anything since the
incident which would affect his recollection of the incident. He
added that his memory of the incident is clear.
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I

[Century West Dry
Cleaners, 8933 Woodman Ave., phone 818-893-9383, wag i nf-«a-rvi

Also present was Assistant United-States Attorney j

who conducted the interview. provided the following
information: I

\
jin the Los Angeles Police

Department (LAPD) , including officers POWELL, WIND, and BRISENO.
He said that on or about 3/4/91, he was interviewed and asked to
produce uniforms of any of the 3 officers. He said that his
records showed that he had delivered a clean uniform to officer
WIND on 3/5-6/91. He advised that he had no record of uniforms
turned in by any of the 3 officers between 3/3-6/91, nor was he
aware of any uniforms that were "bloody”

.

I
[followed the investigation of the incident on

television, but did not see the trial. He said that he saw some
summaries of the trial on the television news. During those
summaries, he did not remember seeing any of the officers
testify.

the CHRISTOPHER
does not read local newspapers , nor has he read
Commission Report.

I Iwas unaware of the officers' accounts of the
incident prior to the trial.

[ [
provided his date of birth as

SSAN asH I

knd his

b6
b7C
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I

formerly I dob of
voluntarily appeared at the US Attorney's office, Los Angeles,
California, 13th floor, where her interview was conducted by
Department of Justice Attorney

The interview commenced with DOJ attorney I I makinq
aware of an ongoing federal investigation of the ]KTTJC ^

itia-cuer in which no prosecutive decesions had been made.

,

Also
tierpresent: in the interview was pori

supervisor during the period of the KING arrest.

She discussed the case with her supervisors and with
the District Attorney after they approached her for information.
Her involvement in the case was very limited and it related only
to communications on the date in question.

She did read some reporting in the LOS ANGELES TIMES
of the case prior to trial but nothing of the defendants account
of the arrest. Media reporting did not change her memory of the
limited involvement she had in the case.

,
She watched the trial on TV while

1 She saw some of the defendants testimony at trial where
she first became aware of their side of the case. She read most
of the Christopher Commission Report but does not recall reading
any thing of the officers account of the arrest.
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I I
a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, currently assigned to the Los Angeles Field
Office, having voluntarily appeared at the US Attorney's office,
Los Angeles, California, provided information concerning the
RODNEY KING case.

In the LOS ANGELES TIMES , he believes he read some
opinion letters but nothing else regarding the case. He denied
reading any of the compelled statement of the defendants and no
other source disclosed those statements. Prior to the trial , he
did not have knowledge of the defendants account of the case. He
viewed no more than twenty minutes of the televised trial and did
not recall what portion he saw.

He recalled glancing at a FBI communication relating to
the case and grand jury proceedings on the local level but he did
not get the defendants account of the case from this or any other
source

.

Tnvestigatinn nn R/9^/Q9

sH
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Los Angeles^ Californi aFiie #
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I I
a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) , currently assigned to the Los Angeles Field
Office, voluntarily appeared at the office of the US Attorney,
Central District of California, where he provided information
concerning the RODNEY KING na

a

j

a . wig i n-hta-rvi was conducted by
Department of Justice Attorney^

He does not read the LOS ANGELES TIMES newspaper and
the defendants story or account of the arrest of KING was not
disclosed by any reporting on TV or otherwise by people in law
enforcement. He has not read the Christopher Commission Report.
He believes that he may have formed some general concept of the
defendants approach in defending themselves; however, his
knowledge of this was gained by limited viewing of TV reporting
prior to the trial of defendants.
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Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD )

,

phone 213-485-4064, wag i ntA-rvi e^ziie^ri . ^iso present was Assistant
United States Attorney!
interview

.

who conducted the
provided the following information:

incident

,

has been following the investigation of the
^reads the Los Angeles Times

and she watches television news, but not a lot.
and saw some of

but not closely.
regularly

,

I
saw "parts" of the trial on television, ang saw some

me otricers's testimonies during the day, when the trial was
broadcast live.

did not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I
was interviewed by the Los Angeles police

internal affairs division, but she does not remember whether or
not they told her of statements made by others.

I
Jsaid that she did not know the officers'

accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

j
has not learned anything since the incident to

affect heir recollection of her part in this matter.

and her
TTiTCWri

’sAN as
nrnvided her date of birth ad

Investigation on 5/26/92 ^at Los Angeles , Ca . File #
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(CHP) , was interviewed.
States Attorney

f

[
xnformation:

California Highway Patrol
Also present were Assistant United

I who conducted the interview,
California Deputy Attorney General, and CHP

jorovided the following

I
said that he kept up with the investigation on

television and in the Los Anaeles Times , and the Daily News , but
only ”off and on".

I |
was interviewed by the Los Angeles police robbery-

homicide division, and by the CHP. He was not told of the
statements of others involved in the incident. He did prepare a
memo for his department, but he was not shown any documents
during the interviews.

[watched some of the trial on television, including
the actuai trial and television summaries. He said that he did
not know of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial. He added that he saw very little of the officers'
testimonies

.

[said that there has not been any substantive
conversation Regarding this matter between himself and other law
enforcement officers.

I [has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report. He
added that there has been no talk amongst CHP officers regarding
this matter.

I
said that his recollection of his part in the

incident has not been influenced by the publicity surrounding the
case.

brovi.ded his date of birth as
1 his SSAN as 1 1 and his hnmp. nhonp as I

1
jregular shift is the

b6
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University of Southern California -

Los Angeles County Medical Center, 1200 N. State St., Outpatient
Clinic, phone 213-226-7309, was interviewed . Also present was
Assistant United States j^ttorney[

'

the interview.
who conducted

provided the following information

:

[said that he followed the investigation of the
incident in the Los Angeles Times and on television. He said
that he saw some of the trial, including summaries, on television
and read about the trial in the paper. He believes he may have
seen some of the officers' testimonies on television, or read
about them in the paper.

I I
said that he was unaware of the officers'

accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

Report

.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission

I was not interviewed by any other agencies
regarding this matter, with the exception of the FBI.

I
said that his memory of his part in this

matter is "rainy clear”, and that he has learned nothing since
the incident to affect or influence his recollection.

his SSAN^ piTovidsd his date of h T y-Hb a_sJ

f and his home phone as

b6
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pastl
la Police Service Representative for the

voluntarxly appeared at the office of the US
Attorney, Central District of California, Los Angeles,
California. Department of Justice Attorney_[
conducted the interview after makin
of the investigation.

aware of the nature

I I
was informed that a federal investigation of the

arrest of RODNEY KING was ongoing and that prosecutive decisions
had not been made in this matter.

I
[indicated that she talked to her supervisors in

Communications after the incident. She had a very minor
involvement in the case and did not provide a formal statement to
law enforcement.

b6
b7C

I
[was aware of the video of the incident but was

unaware or the defendants account of the arrest. Further, while
she kept up with the case by reading the Los Angeles Times and
Daily News , she was unaware of the defendants' side of the case
until viewing most of the trial. At work, co-workers expressed
opinions on the case but none of the opinions were based on
authority or knowledge of the case.

It was at trial that she first saw the defendants case
disclosed and their approach to the case against them. She did
not read the Christopher Commission Report and none of the above
mentioned sources of information had any effect on her memory of
the pertinent events.

I
[more fully identified herself as haying a DOB of

and work telephone number of I I

Investigation on 5/27/92 ^at LOS Angeles, Califomigile # 44
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[
(LAPD )

,

Training Division,
Los Angeles Police Department

phone
] I

was interviewed.
Also present was Assistant United States Attorney

[

]
provided the xwho conducted the interview,

information:
oilowing

I
followed the investigation in the Orange County

Register . and the Los Angeles Times . He added that he does watch
television news followed the events of the investigation. He saw
some of the actual trial and summaries on television. He saw
some of the testimonies of POWELL, KOON, and BRISENO.

the Internal Affairs Division report.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

was interviewed by the district attorney's (DA)
office, during the trial. However, he was not called upon to
testify.
DA'S office.

]was shown the video tape of the incident by the

b6
b7C

accounts
said that he was unaware of the officers'

or the incident prior to the trial.

SSAN asT
Iprovided his date of birth as
rand his home phone as I

his
mL
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University of Southern Califoi;nia_=_
Los Ancreles County Medical Center, 1200 N. State St., phono

Iwas interviewed. Also present was Assistant United"
States Attornej who conducted the interview,

provideci the following information:

I
[followed a little of the investigation of the

incident on television. She does not read the Los Angeles Times .

She said that she saw some of the trial on television and some of
the officers*^ testimonies. I Bid not know of the officers'
accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

I [
was interviewed by the district attorney's

office, and her statement was tape recorded. She was not told of
statements provided by others during the interview. She said
that she was not interviewed by Los Angeles police.

Report

.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission

b6
b7C

I [remembers her part in the matter clearly, and
her recollection has not been affected or influenced in any way.

provised her date of birth a_s_

c 1 her SSAN as and her home phone as
|h H
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I

] work telephone number

date of birtl:
home telephone number

[

voluntarily appeared
at the US Attorney's office, Los Angeles, California, where he
was interviewed by Department of Justice Attorney]

^provided the following information:

advised that he reads mostly the Sunday
newspaper and recalls watching news summaries of the Rodney King
trial on television.

Commission report.
stated that he never read the Christopher

I I
contends that his memory has not been

influenced because of what he saw on television or what he read
in the newspaper.

I
advised that he has not been interviewed by any

law enforcement agencies, however, he did have telephonic contact
with a Los Angeles FBI agent named! I

b6
b7C
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Department of Neurology, University
of Southern caiifornxa - Los Angeles County Medical Center, 1200

. was interviewed. Also present
::i

N . state St . , phone
was Assistant UniteL ouauea AL.uuiney
conducted the interview,
information

:

who
ATALLA provided the following

I I
has not been following the investigation of the

incident. She said that she knows of the incident, but does not
remember whether or not she saw and/or treated RODNEY KING.

I I

has not seen any of the news coverage of the
incident on television or in newspapers. She does not read the
Los Angeles Times, nor has she read the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report

.

I I
saw none of the trial on television, nor did she

know of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial

.

b6
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b6
#98 Station . 13025 Van

Nuys Blvd. , Pacoima, California, phone was
inrerviewed. Also present was Assistant United States Attorney I

who conducted the interview.
I

provided the
Jroiiowing information

:

\
[
followed the investigation of this matter on

television and by reading the Los Anaeles Times , and the Daily
News. He did not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission report.

I [watched "bits and pieces" of the trial, and some
of the testimonies of the officers. He said that he did not know
the officers' accounts of the incident.

[
[was interviewed by the Los Angeles police

internal affairs division, but was not told of statements made by
others

.

said that nothing he has learned since the
incident nas arrected his recollection of his part in this
matter. He added that his memory of his part in this matter is
clear.

[provided his date of birth as
his SSAN as and his home phone as

Investigation on 5/29/92 _at Los Angeles/ Ca. File# 44A-LA-119954
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a registered nurse at the
University of Southern California - Los Angelas County Medical
Center, 1200 N. State St., phone wa^ interviewed.
Also present was Assistant Unitea stares Arrorney
who conducted the interview. I

information: I

provided liiiti iuiiuwiiiy

. followed the events of the investigation,
both on television and in the Los Angeles Times , on an "on and
off" basis. She said that she read portions of the CHRISTOPHER
Commission report in the paper, but does not recall reading
specifically about the RODNEY KING case in that report.

watched some of the trial on television, to
include some of officer KOON's testimony. She saw none of the
testimonies of officers POWELL or BRISENO.

b6
b7C

[does not recall being interviewed by the Los
Angeles police internal affairs division. She was interviewed by
the district attorney's office, but was not told of information
provided by others, nor was she shown any documents.

did not know the officers' accounts of the
incident prior to the trial.

has learned nothing since the incident which
would affect her recollection of the matter.

1 1 provided her date of birtl1 as
, her SSAN as and her home phone as
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Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Department (LASD )

,

currently assigned to the jail ward at the
University of Southern California
Center, 1200 N. State St., phone

L

who conducted the interview,
information:

i

“ w. « 1 Trh«=-rvi f»we>d .

3—states Attorney

I Hsaid that he followed "bits and pieces" of the
investigation on television and by reading the Los Angeles Times .

He has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission report.

I I

said that he watched a few days of the trial on
television. He saw some of officer POWELL'S testimony, but none
of officers KOON or BRISENO.

I Iwas not interviewed by the Los Angeles police
internal affairs division.

I |
was not aware of the officers' accounts of the

incident prior to the trial.

I I
said that his memory of his part in this matter

is clear. He has learned of nothing since the incident which
would affect or influence his recollection of this matter.

SSAN as
I

provided his date nf hi-rth as
and his home phone as

his

Investigation on 5 /29 /92 at Los Angeles , Ca
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Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) , Valley Traffic Division. 6240 Sylmar
Ave., Van Nuys, California, phone was contacted.
The contact was to advise of an interview to be scheduled with

roxj.owing:
provided the

On 5/21/92. the day after was interviewed by
was involved in a traffica team of FBI agents,

^

accident. He was hospitalized for several days, and released.
However, complications from that accident have caused him to be

—hi3.srd±.a-iJ-Zi?d again. The complications are heart-related and
I

;
I suggested that any contact with him be cleared by

medical personnel.

I
I

is at Los Robles
Hospital in Thousand Oaks, California, phone I | in
roo”CZI The attending physician is a I I

b6
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Department (LASb) , phond
Los Angeles County Sheriff's

_ was 1 ptA-rvi . A1 RQ
present was Assistant Un
conducted the interview,
information:

b6
b7C

ted States Attorney who
provided the following

|did not follow the investigation of the RODNEY
KING case closely, although he reads the Los Angeles Times and
watches television news. He said that he saw some of the trial
on television, but saw none of the defendants testify. He added
that he read about the trial in the paper, but not closely.

|has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I Iwas unaware of the officers' accounts of the
incident prior to the trial.

I fioes not remember whether or not he was
interviewed by the Los Angeles police internal affairs division.
However, he was interviewed by the district attorney's office, at
which time he was not told of any statements made by others.

|said that his memory of his part of this matter
is clear we nas learned nothing since the incident which has
affected or influenced his recollection.

Investigation on 6/1/92 at Los Angeles, Ca. File# 44A-LA-119954
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a Registered Nurse and forf
T 1 1 ‘t ^ “employed at LA County Hospital, voluntarily appearea at me la

office of the United States Attorney. Thereafter, she
substantiated that she was employed in the jail ward at the
hospital at 1200 N. State St. . during the arrest of RODNEY KING.
Department of Justice Attornev

|
|conducted the

interview with AUSA ' [present.

After the KING incident she was contacted by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation as well as by the District
Attorney of the local level. She was approached by them and she
did not initiate contacts with law enforcement.

She was not made aware of any of the officers' accounts
of the incident by law enforcement, viewing TV, or by reading
newspapers. She denied reading any thing about the case,
including the Christopher Commission report. She explained that
since she worked nights and slept all day following the incident,
that she did not follow the case, that she had no interest in the
case, and that she had very little knowledge of the case except
her own memory.

1 more fullv id^ntifisd herself as havina date of

1

birth' of
1 SSAN 1 [ home teleohone of

1

home address ofl
, 1

and.
work phone of

1

^

b6
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Los Angeles County USC Medical.
Center Jail Ward, 1200 N. State Street, Los Angeles, California,
was interviewed__bv Los Angeles Assistant United States Attorney,

provided the following information:

[advised that with exception to a previous
interview by two Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents, he
has not been interviewed by any law enforcement agency.

_ _

[stated that he occasionally reads the Los Angeles
Times newspaper and recalls reading the headlines and a few
paragraphs pertaining to the Rodney King beating.

[ [
followed

the trial on television including the accused lAPE) Officers
testimony.

| [advised that he never saw the Christopher
Commission Report.

b6
b7C

I

contends that his memory has not been influenced
because of what he saw on television or what he read in the
newpaper

.
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Special Agent Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI )

,

currently assigned to the San Francisco
Lee, Concorde, California Resident Agency, phone \
was interviewed. Also present was Department of

who conducted the interview.Justice Attorney
in^
ay|_

provided the following information:

I |did not follow the investigation of the RODNEY
KING case in newspapers nor did he see much of the coverage on
television. He does not read the Los Angeles Times . He has not
read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

did not see any of the trial on television.

was not c[uestioned by the Los Angeles police
internal affairs division or by the district attorney's office,
regarding this matter.

I I

was unaware of the officers' accounts of the
incident prior to the trial.

b6
b7C
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assigned to the jail ward of
the University of Southern California - Los Angeles County (USC-
LAC) Medical Center, 1200 N. State Street, phone 213-226-2622,
was interviewed. Also present was Assistant United States
Attorney who conducted the interview.
provided the following information:

I I
did not follow the investigation regularly, but

she said that she reads the Los Angeles Times daily.
| |

believes that she read about the officers' accounts of the
incident in the newspaper, but does not remember specific
articles. However, she added that her experience regarding
patients on drugs may have led her to an assumption that the
officers' accounts may have been as they were portrayed by them
at the trial. She said that she did not watch television news of
the incident, the investigation, or the trial, on a regular
basis.

I
Iwatched some of the trial and she said that she

was called as a witness. She said that she did not see the
officers testify at the trial.

|was previously interviewed by the district
attorney's office, but was not told of the statements of others
during the interview. She was not interviewed by Los Angeles
police.

I
|has read brief parts of the CHRISTOPHER

Commission report.

b6
b7C
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|said that her memory of her involvement in this
matter is clear, a^nd she has learned nothing since the incident
which would affect her recollection of the facts.
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Deputy

[

Department (LASD) , currentl
1060 N. Eastern Ave. , phone
present was Assistant United States Attorney
conducted the interview. ^ '

information:

Los Angeles County Sheriff's
assirmAri -j-n |->ip» Biscauliz Center,

J
wa^ Interviewed. ^Iso

who
provided the following

I [followed the investigation of the incident by
reading the Progress Bulletin , a San Bernardino County
publication. He does not read the Los Angeles Times . He also
watched television coverage of the investigation, but not
regularly.

I Iwatched some of the trial on television, and
saw some of the testimony of officers POWELL and BRISENO. He did
not see officer KOON testify,

j
[iid not know the

officers' accounts of the inciaent prior to the trial.

Report

.

did not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission

[was not interviewed by Los Angeles police. He
was interviewed by the district attorney's office, but was not
told of statements made by others, nor was he shown any
documents

.

b6
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I [
said that he memory of his part in this matter

is clear. He said that he has learned nothing since the incident
to influence or affect his recollection.

]
his SSAN as[

lorovided his date of birth as
and his home phone as

(telephonically

)
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|at Kl Mnn-hta

wasClinic, El Monte, California, phone
interviewed. Also present was Assistant United States Attorney

who conducted the interview]
cne roiiowing information

:

provided

I I
followed the investigation of the incident "a

little, but not detailed”. She reads the Los Angeles Times , but
not regularly. She does not watch television regularly and has
not read the CHRISTOPHER Coimnission Report.

I saw some of the trial on television, but saw
none of tne defendant officers testify. She was unaware of the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

I I
was not interviewed by either Los Angeles

police or by the district attorney's office.

I
|said that her memory of the events in which she

participated is ”not necessarily” clear. However, she said that
she has learned nothing since the incident to influence or affect
her recollection.

her SSAN ^ provided her date of birth as f
her home address as

and her home phone as[
bhe^ added that the best number to reach her would be

a

(telephonically)
Investigation on 6/4/92 at Los Anqeles, Ca. File # 44A-LA-119954
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J phone
residing at
t was

[

interviewed. Also present was Assistant United States Attorney

following information:
] who conducted the interview. provided the

I I
said that he followed the investigation of the

incident "a little” on television. He does not read the Los
Angeles Times , but does read the San Fernando Valiev Daily News .

He said, however, that he read very little of the investigation.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I
[said that he saw summaries of the trial on

television, but none of the live broadcasts. He saw none of the
defendants testify. He said that he did not know the officers'
accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

I
|was not interviewed by the Los Angeles police.

He was called by the district attorney's office, but was never
interviewed

.

said that his memory of his part in this matter
is clear , and he has learned nothing since the incident to affect
or influence his recollection.

Lorovided his date of birth a^

his SSAN as and another phone as

b6
b7C
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(telephonically)
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I
been contacted at his

•re>Ri f^pnf.ta j_n | | residence telephone of |

I I in the presence of|
|

was made aware ofthe official loenriry or inrerviewino acrent.
Thereafter/ Department of Justice Attorney I f

conduced interviews of the above individuals and they voluntarily
provided the following:

At the outset they were informed that the investigation
of the arrest of RODNEY KING was ongoing on the federal level and
that no prosecutive decisions had been made.

They indicated that they had very little exposure to
the media coverage of the case. They indicated that they had
been contacted previously by the FBI, that they had a very
limited involvement in the case.

They denied reading or seeing anything reported on TV
or the papers that could have any effect on their memory of the
case. Prior to the TV reports of the trial, they were unaware of
the officers account of the case or their version of the case.
They were unaware of the officers account of the case and did not
see them testify. They maintained that they did not read the
Christopher Commission Report and they have not volunteered to
disclose information to anyone in the case.

is more fully described: date of birth:

is more fully described: date of birth:

b6
b7C
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residence at|_
_ having been recontacted at his
California, was made aware of the

nature of the investigation and official identity of the
interviewing agent. Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney

I [conducted the interview which consisted of the
following;

At the outset, he was informed that prosecutive
decisions in the KING case had not been made on the federal
level. I Iwas certain that nothing he had seen on TV or
read in the DAILY NEWS had the effect of altering his views and
recollection of the case. Particularly, his very limited
involvement in the case made it difficult for media reporting to
have any effect on his memory.

He talked to the FBI regarding this matter; however,
they approached him for his account of events and they did not
disclose any part of the case, including the officers side. He
did not talk to any other investigators or to local officials
regarding the case. He did not know of the Christopher
Commission report and was unaware of its contents or conclusions.

I

He more fully identified himself; date of birth;
residence telephone number I I

b6
b7C
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Department.
phone

[

(LAPP) Juvenile Division,
was interviewed.

United states Attorney
interview.

Los Angeles Police
150 N. Los Angeles St.

,

Also present was Assistant
]
who conducted the

provided the following information;

b6
b7C

I
when the incident occurred. He said that he interviewed

RODNEY KING on several occasions at the University of Southern
California - Los Angeles County Medical Center. He also obtained
x-rays and urine samples, and interviewed doctors. He was also
asked to transcribe tapes and to interview paramedics. He said
he was assisted by officers

1

and the officer
in charge of the lAD investigation was| ITPH) .

I

[said that he did not interview LAPP officers.
He said that he spoke with people who had spoken to officers.
However, he was not advised by anyone of statements made by any
officers, including those involved in the incident.

did not read any statements made by the officers
involved xn me incident. He did not read the final lAD report,
nor did he read any articles regarding officers' statements.

I

did not follow the investigation in the papers,
to include the Los Angeles Times . He said that he saw some
television coverage, to include the trial. He saw some of each
of the defendant officers' testimonies.

I
said that he did not know the officers' accounts

of the incident prior to the trial. He added that he was unaware
of the grand jury's findings prior to the trial as well.

I
was told that he would be interviewed by the

district attorney ' s office, but he was not. He was subpoenaed to
testify at the trial, but was not called upon to do so.

(telephonically)
Investigation on 6/8/92 at Los Angeles , Ca

.
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I
|said that his memory of his participation in

this matter is clear. He said that he has learned nothing since
the incident to influence or affect his recollection.

his SSAN as
n provided his date of birth as
*^and his home phone as^
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currently assigned as a parole agent
for the State of California at 333 E. Walnut St., Pasadena,
California, voluntarily appeared at the office of the US
Attorney, 100 Spring St., Los Angeles, California. Thereafter,
he was made aware of the identity of the interviewing agent and
nature of the inquiry. Department of Justice Attorney

conducted the interview as follows:

He was informed that prosecutive decisions in the KING
matter had not been made. Previously, on several telephone
calls, he was approached by people in law enforcement and he
fully cooperated with them. He provided information from reports
he had compiled since carrying KING on his case load as a parole
agent. He has sixty cases ongoing at any given time . He has
also been in contact with| \

on the KING
case.

I [
provided information on a case unrelated to the use

of force case.

b6
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He listened to the evening news, read the LA TIMES .

and, in talking to KING, got his side of the arrest in question.
He also secured the arrest report of the officers. Through
either the paper or arrest report, he became aware of parts of
the officers account of the case that related to KING'S failure
to comply with orders and references to KING being dusted.

He viewed some of the officers' trial testimony. He
indicated that he did not interview any of the involved officers
in the case, and did not try to contact them. He did not read the
Christopher Commission report. In compiling materials for his
reports, ! Irelied on conversation with parolee-KING and the
arrest reports; media reports did not influence his thinking or
reporting of the pertinent facts.

Investigation on 6/9/92 at
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a Los Angeles Police Officer,
currently assigned to Foothill Division at 12760 Osborne Street,
currently holding the position o:^ |

accompanied by his
attorney

|
appeared at the OFFICE of the UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY at 100 North Spring, Los Angeles, California-
Thereafter, Department of .Tuctticp. rnn.T) Attn-rnAy
conducted the interview after was made aware of the
official identity of the interviewing Agent and nature of the
inquiry.

The interviewed commenced with DOJ Attorney
explaining that prosecutive decisions had not been made in this
case and the Federal government was seeking a full disclosure of
information in a series of interviews with ] I Attorney

^indicated thatf was not appearing voluntarily and
that in fact he was appearing under protest and that his
appearance should not be seen or construed as giving up any legal
interest in this case.

police officer!
indicated that he entered on duty as a

He recalled that shortly after the
RODNEY KING arrest, that he had his first contact by Internal
Affairs. They exhibited two separate items of evidence to him
including an edited tape of the incident and his DEAR activity
log. He was not presented with nor did he view any other
evidentiary items or materials in this first contact with
Internal Affairs. In providing his statement and fully
disclosing what he knew of the incident, which was limited to the
last 17 seconds of the incident, his recollection of the events
and his disclosure of the pertinent facts was unaffected and
unaltered by any source outside of his own memory. Particularly,
his memory was unaltered and unaffected by media reporting,
newspaper reporting, or rumor or speculation engaged in by fellow
officers or others.

In the second contact with Internal Affairs he was
again exhibited an edited version of the tape and he was allowed

b6
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to view a summary of his first interview with Internal Affairs.
As in the case of the first contact mentioned above, his memory
of the events remained clearly differentiated from external
sources of information, including rumor or speculation by fellow
officers, media reporting, newspaper reporting, or other sources
of information regarding the incident in question.

When approached by California Highway Patrol (CHP)

,

they did not exhibit any documents or other evidentiary items to
him. In detailing his memory of the pertinent events in question
to the CHP, he was able to clearly differentiate his memory from
external sources of information and to integrate those sources of
information, including media reporting, written reports, and
speculation and rumor engaged in by fellow officers and others
within whom he came into contact.

When contacted by the District Attorney, he was
provided the full tape for a viewing. He also had referred to
his transcribed record of the first taped interview with Internal
Affairs and he had nothing else of evidentiary value to refer to
in this contact. The information he provided to the District
Attorney reflected his memory and his memory was clearly
differentiated from external sources of information including
media reporting, written reports, newspaper, or rumor or
speculation by fellow officers or others in the case.

xm as a witness
to testify.

at the state
Jiad him

Attorney i

trial. He was preparea ny
read the Use of Force/Baton/Taser Training bulletins applicable
to conduct of the LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT and effective
during the period of the incident in question. Additionally, he
went over t^ie results of his interview with District Attorney

testified. Also, prior to testifying, he
and others, and they did not give

before he
saw defendant's attorney[
him anything to review including any documents that disclosed the
defendant's account of the case. None of these contacts had the
effect of altering or adding to his memory of the pertinent
events and he able to differentiate his memory from contacts with
those individuals.

Except for the day after the incident at breakfast,
where WIND and another partner were present, there was no
conversation that related to the incident with any of the
officers involved. The only other conversation was at trial when

b6
b7C
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he said hello to the defendant officers. Also prior to the
trial, he had a brief conversation with KOON Tfnnu wag
talking about what had happened prior to his
arrival at the scene.

Prior to the trial, he heard only bits and pieces of
what had occurred. Most of what he heard was rumor, was not
based on fact, and these rumors and speculations were clearly
distinguished from his clear memory of the pertinent facts in
question. Nothing that he was exposed to had the effect of
altering his memory of the pertinent events and he was able
differentiate those external sources of information from his own
memory

.

He viewed the trial for a period of roughly one week
and during that time he saw bits and pieces of the KOON and
POWELL testimony.

He read the Christopher Commission Report from
newspaper reporting but limited his reading to the. areas that
addressed the need to improve the LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Also, after being provided administrative package of materials,
he recalled reading his paraphrased statement of the case along
with a statement byl I

He noted that neither the Christopher Commission Report
nor any administrative materials he was provided had the effect
of altering his memory of the pertinent events and he was able to
clearly differentiate and integrate those materials ‘ external to
his memory and keep them separate.

He attended a Police Protective League meeting prior to
the trial. Generally, officers at the meeting were cautioned not
to talk to Internal Affairs without a representative, not to
discuss the case with the media or with fellow officers. The
four defendant officers stayed to talk to representatives. While
there was a general conversation with the defendants about the
incident, the conversation did not go into detail and the
defendants did not disclose pertinent details of their side of
the case.

I I
indicated that since the trial he has been

unaware of any disclosure of any information pertinent to the
case in question, that if he does read or see any such

b6
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information he will be able to differentiate and integrate that
information in his mind and keep it from having any affect on his
memory of the pertinent events.
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a Los Angeles Police Officer l I having
appeared at 'Chfe UFFIUK of the UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, 100 North
Spring street. Tios AnaAl p.H, California, accompanied by his
attorney was made aware of the official identity
of the interviewing Agent and nature of the inquiry. Thereafter,
Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorneyl bonducted the
interview which related to the arrest of RODNEY KING and

involvement in the case.

At the outset, DOJ Attorney indicated that the
government had not made prosecutive decisions in this case.
Attorney I [wanted the record to clearly reflect that

|was appearing involuntarily, under protest, that nothing
he said and nothing in his conduct should be viewed or construed
as constituting of giving up of any legal interest that he had in
this matter.

sinc^ I He
provided his home telephone number as

| |

I
in response to the question of whether he had

provided statements to people in law enforcement prior to the
trial of this case, responded that he had provided several
statements. On the first occasion he was approached by Internal
Affairs and he provided information to them of his memory of the
pertinent events in question. They exhibited his log which
reflected his summary of activities on the night of the arrest in
question along with the video tape which he was exhibited. No
other items of information or sources of evidentiary value were
provided to him. indicated that in this first Internal
Affairs interview tnat he was unaware of the officers account of
the pertinent events, that none of the various sources of
information, including the media, reporting in the newspaper, or
rumor or speculation by fellow officers had an effect of altering
his memory of the pertinent events.

Investigation on 6-11-92 at Los Angeles, CalifornisFiie# 44A-LA-119954
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For the second interview with Internal Affairs he had a
summary of his first interview with Internal Affairs as-well as a
tape for him to view. In this second contact with Internal
Affairs he maintained a neutral position as a witness and relied
exclusively on his memory of the pertinent events which was
unaffected by external sources of information. He had been able
to differentiate and keep separate his own memory from external
sources of information including media reporting, newspaper
reporting, and rumor and speculation that circulated about the
case.

When contacted by the District Attorney, they exhibited
the tape of the incident along with his prior statements and they
did not present any other items of evidence or results of
investigation for his review. He fully disclosed to the District
Attorney his memory of the case which was unaffected by and
clearly differentiated from external sources of information
including media reporting, newspaper accounts, speculation and
rumor regarding the incident in question.

Prior to the state trial J [preserved a clear
recollection of the pertinent events in question although he had
followed media reporting and had saved the materials regarding
the case from newspapers. He saved these reports from various
sources on the advice his attorney in order to protect his own
legal position. He again maintained that his memory of the case
and his testimony in this matter was unaffected by and clearly
differentiated from external sources of information which were
detailed above. At trial. Attorney I phonetic^
sponsored him and together they briefly went over his testimony.
He also talked to Attorney! in general terms but none of
these attorneys disclosed their clients version or account of the
pertinent events in question. He did not discuss this case with
any other attorneys on either side of this matter.

In his contact with the Internal Affairs he was
provided an administrative package with results of their
investigation. Within this box he found pictures of the arrest
scene, results of witness interviews of bystander; however, he
did not recall seeing and does not believe that the defendant's
statements were contained in this administrative package.

The defendant WIND after
the incident. They did not talk in detail about the case.
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Sometimes in a spontaneous fashion, WIND would start to talk
about his approach to the case and that he was going to maintain
that he did not do anything wrong sinrtA not btaiifayp. he did
do anything wrong. Further, it was that WIND,
while upset about the case, believed that he did not engage in
any misconduct in this matter.

|

|did not talk to
defendant's KOON, POWELL, or BKISENU (phonetic)

.

At a Police Protective League meeting, the purpose of
which was to have a general discussion of the events following
the KING arrest, the message that emerged was that the Police
Protective League would back the involved officers. At this
meeting he did not have any information disclosed to him from the
defendants or any other source knowledgeable regarding this case
as to the defendants account of the pertinent facts in question.

After the Christopher Commission Report came out he
read the section that related to MDT's and some newspaper
reporting in this regard. Nothing he read had an effect of
altering his memory of the case and he was able to differentiate
his memory of the pertinent events from reporting regarding the
Christopher Commission investigation.

At some time prior to the trial, he became aware that
the swarming tactic had been used to control the subject in this
case. This newly acquired knowledge had no affect on his memory
of the pertinent events and he was able to keep the two separate
in his own mind. He indicated that he continue to have a clear
recollection of the pertinent events in this case, that nothing
since the trial has had any effect in altering or changing his
memory of those events and he is able to differentiate those
sources of information which are outside of his memory from his
own memory.
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^ , ,
a Los Angeles Police Officer with title

] having appeared at the OFFICE of the UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,
100 North Snrinrf. Tins Angeles, California, in the presence of her
attorney!

I
was made aware of the official identity of

the interviewing Agent and nature of the investigation.
Thereafter, she was interviewed with the interview bPinrf
conducted by Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney

At the commencement pf the interview. Attorney
j j^ ^ *

I I i_ . n Jindicated that Officer
j

jwas not appearing voluntarily,
that she was providing the information under protest and that she
wanted to make it clear that she was not giving up any legal
right or interest by appearing in this case and providing
information which she was required to fully disclose.

She indicated that she is currently assigned to the
I l

and is supervised by| land can be reached
at work telephone I She further indicated that she
has been a police officer for the oast j |but that she had

arrest occurred.
in Foothill when the KING

maintained that in any information she
disclosed to anyone in law enforcement leading up to and
including the trial and that any information she discloses in the
future will be based exclusively on her own personal recollection
of the pertinent events and that outside of her own memory no one
elses account of the pertinent events will be substituted for her
own account.

b6
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She gave four statements to Internal Affairs. She also
talked to the District Attorney and to the California Highway
Patrol Internal Affairs unit regarding her recollection of this
case.

Internal Affairs Division exhibited record to her which
included her log of the date and incident in question and she
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also viewed the video of the arrest. She had an employee
representative present for these interviews. In all of the
statements she provided to Internal Affairs she was completely
candid and provided her personal recollection of the pertinent
events. Her personal recollection was clear in her mind and was
not altered or affected by external source of information or
reporting by the media or speculation about the arrests by fellow
officers.

While she read The Los Angeles Times and Daily News ,

those papers did not influence her account of the pertinent
events and she has been able to differentiate newspaper stories
from the actual events which are clear in her mind.

When she met with the California Highway Patrol
Internal Affairs unit, she was not exhibited any documents and
again fully disclosed what she knew and provided answers to their
questions directly from her memory of the pertinent events which
were unaffected by other sources including media reporting,
newspapers, or speculation by other officers not knowledgeable
about the pertinent events.

Prior to the trial there was a meeting at the Police
Protective League which she attended. She did not talk to the
defendant officers at this meeting and the defendant's account of
the pertinent events were not disclosed by any officer
knowledgeable regarding the defendants side of the case.
Further, she never heard anything except nonspecific rumors which
circulated regarding the defendants or the governments side of
the case.

Prior to her appearance in the state Grand Jury
proceedings, she has nothing to rely on to prepare for her
testimony except some of the results of the taped interviews she
had with Internal Affairs Division.

In her dealings with other officers, she recalled that
she had only been in Foothill for five days prior to the arrest
in question, and she never talked to the other officers or
defendants regarding this case except for TIM WIND.

Prior to the state trial, she did not know what the
defendants would say and non of her fellow officers were
knowledgeable and able to relate the defendants account of the
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arrest. She maintained that non of her fellow officers had any
knowledge of the defendants position in the case and that the
only thing anyone heard was general rumor and speculation.

At a Board of Rights hearing for
provided the tape for review. In this as well as

she was
in otner

proceedings in this matter, she relied exclusively on her clear
memory of the pertinent events which were easy to differentiate
from other sources of information outside of her own memory.

Regarding administrative action and determinations
involving her conduct in the case, the administrative
determination was that any claims of misconduct against her were
unfounded. Officers who had been the subject of sustained
complaints received a different package of materials from the
package that she received. The results of the administrative
investigation into her conduct were available but she did not
review the materials except to glance at some of the photos of
the scene of the incident.

She recalled that she did read the Christopher
Commission Report concerning the KING CASE but the information
contained in that case did not change or have an affect on her
memory of the events which she was able to reliably recall and
differentiate from media reporting, newspaper reporting, and
speculation by fellow officers not knowledgeable regarding this
case. The defendant TIM WIND contacted her the day before
appearing at the United States Attorney's Office. By telephone,
he told her that four individuals were asking questions about her
at the Police Academy. In that very short conversation she
related to him that she was going to be talking to the Federal
government regarding this matter the following day. To this,
defendant WIND had nothing additional to say.
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[
in the presence of his attorney
OFFICE of the UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,
Los Angeles, California. Thereafter,]

a Los Angeles Police Officer, currently
3 formally asslnnpti at. Foothill Division,

b6
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100

3

W V./ U. Jt. JL. ^ V Jt- -I- V

appeared at the
I_1_ r-k ? /-iJ J.orth Spring Street,

made aware of the
official identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the
inquiry. The i,nterview was copducted by Department of Justice
(DOJ) Attorney

The interview commenced with DOJ Attorney
explaining that prosecu1;±i£e_d,ecisions have not been
KING CASE and informing

made in the
[that he was not being exposed to any

criminal problems in the information provided. Further, Attorney
prefaced any information provided by f

that
by explaining

Jwas appearing under protest and was not voluntarily
added that

in-t-.P.rvi P>w
,
that

providing information in this matter. Further,
in order to establish a complete record of the
the interview should be recorded. To this, DOJ Attorney

_

indicated that recording devices would not be used to recora me
results of the discussion, that no additional persons would bp
allowed to take part in the discussion, and that||
objections to the conduct of the interview would ue iiuueu.

b6
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indicated that he has been a police officer for
I
has held the position of

^^1 He provided his office telephone number as
| |

3 1 I
^ ^ *

He indicated that prior to coming to[
he worked for

|
| at Foothill

that

He provided a statement to the Internal Affairs
Division in March and in the following month provided a second
statement to Internal Affairs. He was accompanied by Attorney

^on both occasions. He was exhibited his date of
field activity log reflecting his activities on the date of the
KING arrest as well as a tape of the incident which he viewed.
He was unable to recall being exhibited or viewing any other
materials beyond those mentioned above. He fully disclosed what

Investigation on 6-11-92 ^at Los Angeles, Califomi aFiie #
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he recalled from the incident to Internal Affairs and his memory
of the events were untainted by any source outside of his memory.
He had a second interview with Internal Affairs where he was
provided "care package" that contained his statements, statements
of other officers and, he believed summaries of bystander
statements. The package also contained three videos as well as
photos of the arrest scene. He gave the package to his defense
representative after one week that he kept it for review. His
defense representative was 1 He indicated that in the
second contact with Internal Affairs he was able to preserve his
memory of the pertinent events clearly and to differentiate his
memory from any other sources of information, including media
reporting, rumor circulated by fellow officers, and newspaper
coverage of the events.

b6
b7C

He recalled that he talked to the District Attorney's
Office on one occasion where they exhibited the videotape to him
and he reviewed Internal Affairs Division summaries compiled in
the case. He recalled that he provided a sketch of the
arrangement of the cars at the arrest scene to someone in law
enforcement. He did not recall talking to any of the defendant
police officers that were charged with misconduct in this case.

At trial he was called as a witness by
|

For
about two minutes, after having encountered defenSS attdfhfey

in tljie witness waiting room, he had a very brief discussion
about the taser. He indicated that he believed

had some discrepancy in his notes which were contained in his
notebook that related to whether when the taser was activated
that it emitted an audible clicking sound. To this, he informed

that he did not hear any clicking sound. Since the trial.
he has no contact with the defense attorney's. He added that he
beli.eved he was exhibited a roll call sheet by attorney I

^

(phonetic). In each of the contacts mentioned wirn the
attorneys, his memory of the pertinent events remained clear and
he was able to differentiate his memory from any external sources
of information, including media reporting, rumors, and comments
by fellow officers.

b6
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He believed he had a fair knowledge of the case which
he picked up by reading papers laying around the station. He
sometimes read the Metro section of The Los Angeles Times . He
also received the Sunday Los Angeles Times and read that paper.
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He viewed a channel on his television called Court TV.
Court TV presented highlights of the case. He saw the opening
statements, some testimony o f|

testimony of
and highlights of

Prior to the trial, he had no conversation with the
defendant officers. He recalled that he said hello to POWELL and
KOON at the courthouse but did not have any conversation related
to the case. In none of his contacts with the defendants did
they discuss their account of the case or their approach to the
case.

In general discussions he had with his fellow officers
regarding the incident, no one was an authority on the matter and
they did not speak from a knowledgeable position. All the
discussions were nonspecific and were reactions of disbelief that
they (the officers) had the misfortune to be at the place where
KING was arrested

.

In every setting and every time that he gave a
statement, it was made up of his own recollection, clearly
differentiated from external sources of information. In giving
his version as he perceived it, his version was unaltered and
unaffected by publicity that he saw, anything he read, rumors
that circulated among fellow officers, and any other external
source outside his memory.

He saw and read only a few lines of the Christopher
Commission Report. Particularly, he read the portion that
addressed Proposition F.

Regarding the administrative package that he received
from Internal Affairs, that had no impression on his recollection
of the pertinent events and he was able to differentiate
administrative materials from his own memory.

At trial, as with proceedings that lead up to trial, he
related only what he saw and what he was able to reliably recall
of the incident. He noted that while he was exposed to media
reporting, newspaper reporting, and contact with other sources of
information regarding the case, that he was always able to
integrate those sources of information and differentiate them
from his own memory.
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Regarding KING'S account of the pertinent events, he
recalled some general comments by KING'S lawyer; however, he
believed this information came out through the television and it
was not detailed.

Regarding the officers version and their approach to
defend themselves in this case, no source disclosed any part of
the defendants version of the case and he was unaware of their
story prior to the trial.

b6
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1

an officer with the L
Police Department since enterinq on duty on

|

jOS

an
appearance at the office of the United States Attorney.

he made itThereafter, in presence of his attorney,
known that he was appearing and disclosing information under
protest. The interview, conducted by Department of Justice
Attorneyl

\
commenced with making

ongoing federal investigation of the KING arrest wit'
prosecutive decisions having been made.

ware
no

of an

He had several Internal Affairs interviews where he was
exhibited his DFAR log of the incident and viewed the tape and
broke it down. In subsequent interviews, he was provided lAD
prepared summaries of his interviews, was shown MDT messages,
and, from his own tapes which covered the interviews, he provided
his account of the pertinent events.

At the Police Protective League, he went to see his
representative. At a meeting there, the KING case was the topic
of concern with the 4 d^efendants present. He did not talk to the
defendants. Other than a fellow officer not
knowledgeable of pertinent events, he did not discuss the
incident with anyone. He noted that he was cautioned to avoid
discussing the case with anyone and he did not discuss it. He
denied having a discussion of the case with I .

He avoided media reporting of the case, including the
TV and newspaper accounts of the case. His memory was reliable
and clear on the things he observed and did and nothing he read,
nothing anyone said or speculation, interfered with his
recollection of the pertinent events.

The California Highway Patrol had him view some of the
tape but they did not provide his with results of other
interviews or reports for review. He provided his account of the
case from his memory unaffected by external sources of
information not connected to the arrest in question.
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He retains no memory of the Christopher Commission
report, some of which he recalls reading.

Attorney
|

the case wou]

iLal, he was called as a witness by Attorney
Jfurnished no documents foi to review.

indicated that BRESINO'S defense and approach to
"Hiffer from his fellow-defendants.

At no stage of the proceedings prior to -trial was the
defendants side of the case disclosed to|

|

He heard general
speculation from other officers about the defendants' side of the
case; however, none of the talk was based on knowledge of their
account of the case.

I
[maintained that the speculation and opinion of

others has not: and will not substitute for his own memory, that
he clearly differentiates those in his mind. He indicated that
he will continue to provide his account of the events from his
own personal recollections.
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Department (LAPD)

,

California, telephone number
Department of Justice Attorney
States Attorney's Office in Los Anoelea

Los Angeles Police
150 North Los Angeles Street , Los Angeles

,

989-8861. was interviewed by
I at the United

interview was^
the following information:

Attorney
PT^^aent during the

provided

At th
indicated that f"

e beginning of 1^he interview. Attorney
was not appearing volu'ntarilj^

,

b6
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that he had been ordered by ms employer to appear and cooperate
fully.

advised that he was hired by LAPD on
and is currently assigned to the Foothill Division.

I
I

concurred that he attended a meeting where
officers involved in the incident were advised to seek employee

b6
b7C

1 1
chose however, did not meet

time . 1 advised that the incident itself was

concurred that on March 15, 1991, he was
interviewed bv Internal Affa:^rs Department (lAD) [ ]

[employee representative was|_

jstated that he made his statement based on
his own recollection of the incident and used no other source of
information.

I [advised that lAD gave him a gag order not
to speak to anyone about the incident to exclude I I

attorney and stated that he followed this order.

concurred that on that same date the Robbery
and Homicide Division advised him of his rights which he did not
waive, declining to give a statement.
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i rrhervi p>wS7T

hIs
5I

present

.

own memory to make

^concurred that on April 2 , 1991, he was i 1

caxifornia Highway Patrol officers and had his | |

InUS statsI
advised
ent.

that he relied solely on

interviewea oy iad

[

was -r<ap-rogg>ni-<aH V>y A-H-r>yr>oy I

TUTX I a I I • t
'

concurred that on April 10, 1991, he was
whinh time> he

IAD presented
and was shown

with a write up of his FiT-g-h ran
tne Video tape of the incident,

that his recollection at this time was still unatrectea
relied on his memory only.

interview
advised
and he

I [concurred that on May 1, 1991, he was
interviewed_h5i_Asaistant District Attorned |at
which time I I was represented by Attorney I

and
I n ladvised ^ ^ ’^ that in preparing for that

interview he consulted statements from his previous interviews
and only relied on his own memory of the incident.

stated that he received his letter of
end if July, 1991, together with a box whichtransmittal in the

cnnta i ned lAD's investigation and Grand Jury transcripts.
advised that he skimmed through the contents of the box,

however, its contents did not influence his recollections of the
incident.

[ admitted to having read the LA TIMES, DAILY
NEWS, and SAN GABRIEL TRTRTTWE nn a regular basis; and to watching
the news on television,

j
[reiterated that this did not

affect his recollection or me incident.

I
[advised that he did not testify before the

state grana jury or any Board of Rights hearings.

I
[concurred that on March 26th and 27th, 1991,

he testiriea in state court. In preparation for his testimony he
reviewed his previous statements, looked at the video tape, and
used his own recollection of the incident. [ [advised that
he was interviewed by defense Attorneysj

[

however, he did not learn anything new, he was not
iniiueiiueu, and his memory remains intact.
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statements

.

stated that he has given no additional

advised that hij=; datf^ nf biTth is
|

his place of birth is| and his
social security account number

b6
b7C
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DepartmenC
Los Angeles Police

it)U worm LOS Angeies street:, los Angeles,

[

California, Telephone number (213) 485~3223, was interviewed b;

Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney
]
at the Los Angeles United States Attorney' s Office .

f
Present during the interview was

[
Attorney

provided the following information;

At the beginning of the interview, Attorney
indicated that

|
was not appearing

voluntarily, that he had been ordered by his employer to appear
and cooperate fully.

b6
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advised that he is currently assigned to the

J and has been a Police Officer since
graduated from the Police Academy.

when he

concurred that his first interview regarding the
Rodney King incident was conducted by Internal Affairs Division
(IAD)| Ion March 5, 1991.
stated mat ne was puiied but ot roll call and was not aware that
a video tape of the incident existed. He advised that the
interview lasted two hours and his statement was based solely on
his memory and no nthF>r !=;nnrr:<=>g of i nfo-rTnaf i nn . I Istat^d

C

£

I

b6
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advised that the day after his IAD interview.
Officer Bl^l^^ho,[
called to advise him of the process and fori |to get an
employee representative.

|
Stated that he did not discuss

the incident with Briseno.

concurred that on March 29, 1991, he was advised
of his rignts py the Robbery Homicide Division, however, he did
not waive his rights and no statement was given.

Investigation on 6/11/92 ^at LOS Angeles , California File #

SA Date dictated

44A-LA-119954
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[
concurred that on April 3, 1991, he was

interviewed by California Highway PatroJ Officers at which time
he was represented by an attorney. advised that his
statement was based solely on his memory and no other sources of
information.

I
[stated that sometime before his second interview

with lAD, he attended a Protective League meeting together with
other officers involved in the King incident. He advised that
this meeting was purely procedural and officers were advised to
seek representation from employee representatives and/or
attorneys.

|

~| stated that other officer statements were not
compared during this meeting.

I [concurred that on April 5, 1991, he was
interviewed by the District Attorney's Office and the statement
he gave was based solely on his memory and no other sources of
information.

Iconcurred that on April 8, 1991, he was
interviewed by IAD

,

represented by Attorney f

Representative
|

requested a transcript: or np.s
cassette tape of it

[while
] and Employee

^stated that he
lAD interview and was

advised that the statement he
was based solely on his memory and no other sources of
information.

given a
gave

concurred that on April 10, 1991, he was ordered
to testily at: tne State Grand Jury where he relied solely on his
own memory and was not influenced by any outside sources of
information.

b6
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concurred that on April 23.
TAD

%

1991.
interviewed py
him with a paraphrasea version or nis previous sratements which

he was
who presented

as asked to review, correct, and initial. advised
cassstre tapethat he prepared for this interview by reviewing

of his previous interview by lAD and made his statement based on
his memory only.

[
[advised that July 25, 1991, lAD presented him

with a Letter of Transmittal and a box containing lAD's
investigation. Grand Jury transcripts, and statements made to the
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District Attorney's Office. In the box were also included
Statements by other officers. |

~~^
tated that he read the

contents of the box, however, these dxd not affect his own
recollection of the incident. No statement was given at this
time.

I
explained that as a police officer, one is trained

not to entangle other witnesses accounts of an incident with
one's own recollection.

[advised that he read the newspapers and watched
the news, however, this did not affect his recollection of the
incident

.

stated that on September 12, 1991, he was
(->T-d«=>T-<aH i-r> fr> offirtor* KOON's defense representative

f

Attorneys
[

of his attorney

.

dvised that on that same date Defense
Jin the presence] interviewed

stated that ^ T.Tfa gM

[advised that these
interviews did not affect his recollection of the incident.
these interviews were rape recorded.

provided an example of his determination not to alter his
recollection of the incident, when
Attorney

| [
he was told that mj

that King was struck in the face,
seeing POWELL strike King in the face with

was interviewed by
vidence failed to show
[advised that he recalls
the baton and he will

not change his statement based upon what others say or what
evidence is presented.

stated that he has not testified at anyone's
board of rights hearing and that to the best of his knowledge he be
has not given any other statements. b7c

I
[further stated that Defense Representative

no longer represents him. Defense Representative
|_

has taken

advised that even with all he has been exposed
to, he can still stand by his own memory.

further advised that his date of birth
L 3 his place of birth is1Social Security Account Number is

IS
and his

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) ,

phone 818-989-854 2. was interviewed. Also
present was attorney!

,

I -raTvraganti nrfl~
, |

and
Assistant United States Attorney
the interview. The interview began at 11:30am, and
provided the following information:

who conducted

[
is currently assigned to the

]has been a police officer for abouq

I
and

ts a patrol officer.

was interviewed on 3/5/91 by LAPD^s Internal
Affa i rs Division (lAD) , specifically by officers

I .shp- was -rfapr-FtRpntp.d during the interview by
was not provided with documents

by
, he sheot was

She said that she conveyedadvised of statements made by others,
to lAD information based upon her knowledge of what she
remembered of the incident. She had no personal notes of the
incident. She advised of no other sources from which to provide
information.

On 3/28/91, testified before a state grand jury.
regarding the incident"! Her testimony was based upon her
independent knowledge of the incident, and was not influenced by
information she may have read or heard. She advised of no other
sources from which to provide information.

On 4/8/91,

[

Iwas interviewed by the district
attorney' office, with attorney! {present. She provided
only her independent knowledge of the incident. She said that
she was not influenced by any other sources of information.

b6
b7C
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On 4/11/91.1 iwaa inizerviewed by the lAD, this
4- T Tnci IrwT 1 Also present was attorney

lor heard information tohad neither read ]

influence her knowledge of the incident. She said that
information she provided was based upon her independent
recollection of the incident. She advised of no other sources
from which to provide information.

On 4/16/91, was interviewed, by telephone, by
the lAD. She said thau inrormation she provided was based upon
her independent knowledge of the incident, and was influenced by
no other sources.

On 8/22/91, appeared before an administrative
appeals board

^ accompanied by her officer representative.
She provided information based upon her indepehd^ht

recollection, and was not influenced by any other sources of
information.

I I
has not spoken with other officer

representatives, except the one assigned to officer KOON, who's
name she does not recall. During the 1 hour interview, she was
not provided with documents, and her comments were based upon her
independent recollection of the incident. She advised of no
other sources from which to provide information.

b6
b7C

On 3/20/92, at the trial,|_ |said that she went
over, in her mind, her previous testimony before the grand iurv.
She sppke with 2 defense attorneys;!

neither of whom provided any information to her regarding
statements of others. All of her testimony was based upon her
independent recollection of the incident, and was not influenced
by any other sources.

I I

said that she attended 1 meeting, 3 days after
the incident, sponsored by the Police Protective League (PPL)

.

The meeting was not for the purpose of discussing the incident.
She said that she did not attend any other formal or informal
gatherings at which this matter was discussed. Specifically, she
was not involved in the Baker to Vegas run, nor did she attend
the pre-event barbecue.
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I I
explained that she had been assigned to the

Foothill Division about F [ prior to the incident, and knew
very few people there with whom she would socialize. She said
that she was transferred from Foothill to

|

days after the incident.

I [received a letter of transmittal, which she
referred to as "boxes” of documents. She does not remember
reading any statements of other officers. She did not read the
statements made by the defendant officers. She said that she
read only the portions of the investigation which affected her.
She said that nothing included in the reports influenced her
recollection of her knowledge of this matter.

said that she reads the Los Angeles Times , but
she does 'hOt ffem^mber reading about the officers' accounts of the
incident. If she had read accounts, she said that those accounts
would not influence her independent recollection of the incident.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I said that she saw some of the trial, including
some of the testimony of officers KOON and POWELL. She saw none
of BRISENO'S testimony. She said that her recollection of the
incident was independent of what she saw, and was not influenced
by any other sources.

said that she would be available and willing to
testify in the future.

^provided her date of birth as
as"

knd

b6
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her SSAN
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Los Angeles Police
Departmeht (LAPU) , 12;bU USBOms SWSSt , 'los Angeles, California,
telephone number (818) 989-8874, was interviewed bv Department of
Justice, Civil Rights n i v i s i on Attorney \_ I . Present
during the interview was| [Attorney
provided the following information:

At
indicated that
that he had been
fully.

e beginning of the interview. Attorney
[was not appearing voluntarily, and

ordered by his employer to appear and cooperate

concurred that on March 15, i 991 . he wee

,

interviewed bv T^pternal Affairs Department (lAD)

L [while renreeented by Employee Represen'canve
1 advised that his statement was based

solely on his memory and no other source of information.

stated that he did not attend any meetings held
by the Police Protective League.

I Iconcurred that on March 21, 1991, lAD
interviewed him while represented by

ana ArT:orney[
[

During this interview!
the video tape wnicn ne had first seen a few days

1

incident, f

[was shown
after the

of the incidentstated that what he remembers
is somewhat different than what he saw on the video tape,
however

,

what he remembers is still separate from the video.

on nis
stated that

^advised that in giving this interview, he relied solely
emory and no other sources of information,

he also drew a sketch of the scene.

[
[concurred that on that same date, March

21,1991, he was interviewed by California Highway Patrol officers
where again he relied solely on his memory and no other sources
of information.

b6
b7C
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b7C
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concurred that on Aoril 9, 1991
interviewed by lACJ 1 while

] advised
that he was read back his previous interviews in a paraphrased
version. stated that he was not influenced by lAD's
"badgering” and he is clear on what he remembers.

-Icall from
1concurred that on April 16 , 1991, he received a

concurred that on April 3 0. 1991. he was
interviewed bv Assistant District Attorneys

stated that he was compellea ro give a sraremenr
and was shown the video tape of the incident. £ ]advised
that his statement was based solely on his memory and no other
sources of information.

[advised that he watched the news coverage of
the incident on television and read the newspapers, however,
nothing he saw or read influenced his recollection; if anything,
it motivated him to want to tell the whole world the truth. This
truth being that the four state defendants are really heroes.

stated that he received a box containing
several documents to include lAD's report and copies of the video
tape. read everyone's statements and read parts of the
Christopher Commission Report, however, he is c.nnfi fieri

t

in saying
that his recollection has not been influenced.

|
pxplained

that he has formulated an opinion based on his readings , however,
it has not affected what he remembers.

testified at
expressed his rormuiated opinion.

Iconcurred that on December 19, 1991, he
JBoard of Rights hearing in which he

I
concurred that on March 30, 1992, he was called

to testify before state nnurt and was prepared by Officer
Powell's Attorney who had him review statements from
previous lAD and District Attorney interviews, the video tape.
and training bulletins,
was not affected.

kdvised that his recollection

advised that he spoke to
concerning what was going to happen to them as a

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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result of the incident. stated that they did not discuss
IP nf themthe incident itself except to comment on when each

advised
.

arrived at the scene.
tnat during trial he was able to speak to Officer Wind, Officer
Powell and his family, and. to Officer Briseno, to try to give
them moral support. I [stated that they did not discuss the

^ ^ _ _ _ * J I J I* T *
I rincident and no one uriea ro influence him.

stated that he also spoke to the Defense Attorneys to
they knew what they were doing.

rurther
ask them if

I I
advised that to his knowledge, he has given no

other statements and feels confident that any statement he gives
will be based solely on his memory and no other source of
information. '

b6
b7C

stated that he was born in
1

IonL [and his Social Security AcSdUht NUlftbfef IS
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States Attorney

[

Department: (LAFD) , was interviewed
an attorney representing

Los Angeles Police

The interview began at 11am, and
information;

Also present was ]
and Assistant United

wno conducted the interview.
provided the following

patrol officer,
assigned to the

has been with the LAPD,
| |

for about
He is currently assigned to the Foothill Division^ as a

Prior to his assignment at Foothill, was

On 3/5/91, I

Affairs Division (lAD)

,

was interviewed bv the LAPP Internal

the interview.

specifically by
had no employee representative With nilft during

he did not talk with anyone
1

~j said that
regarding the incident prior to the 3/5/91 interview. During the
interview, he provided information based only upon his
independent recollection of the incident,
other sources of information.

advised of no

On 3/26/92, he was scheduled to be interviewed by
LAPD's Robbery-Homicide Division (RH) , but the interview was
never conducted.

On 4/3/91, was interviewed by the California
Highway Patrol (CHP) , with attorney

|
{present.

| |
said

that he provided information from his own notes, and from his
independent recollection of the incident.
other sources of information.

advised of no

On 4/10/91,
version of his 3/5/91
interview that day.

was
interview

provided with a “paraphrased”
with IAD. However, there was no

b6
b7C
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and
f3jn 4/11/91,
with attorney

|_

was interviewed by lAD
present. provided

information from his own notes, and his indepeiiaeiiL recollection,
and from no other sources.

On 5/2/91, was interviewed by the district
resent . His testimonyattorney's office, with attorney

was based upon his own independent recollection and by his own
paraphrased statements; not the statement of others,
advised of no other sources of information.

hearing.
On 12/20/91,
At that proceeding.

appeared before a board of rights
he relied on his own notes and his

independent recollection of the incident to provide information,
^advised of no other sources of information.

[

spoke with only one officer representative, l_
1wa§ present with him on one occasion; the 3/26/92

interview with RH, which was not conducted,
does not recall talking with any of the othet Uffifier
representatives

.

said that he

proceedings, or at the trial.
did not testify at either the grand jury

said that his memory of the incident is clear,
and based only on his independent recollection, which includes
his personal notes,
information.

advised of no other sources of

|does not recall discussing the incident with
other officers. He was not involved with the Baker to Vegas run,
nor did he attend the pre-event barbecue.

said that the opinions of others would not affect
his recollection of the incident.

[received a Letter of Transmittal, which he
referred to as a ”box”, which contained information about the
department's investigation of his part in the incident. Included

Tsaid that hein the box were the statements of others. [

reviewed the contents. He said, however, that his review did not
influence his independent recollection of the incident.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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does not read the Los Anaeles Times regularly.
He said that he discontinued reading about the investigation in
the paper shortly after the incident. He said that whatever
accounts of the incident he may have read in the papers, his
recollection was independent of the articles. He said that he
does not remember reading anything in newspapers of the officers'
accounts of the incident. He added that any such articles would
not influence his independent recollection of the incident.

said that he watches television news, but not regularly.

did not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

said that he watched about 1 hour per day of the
trial

.

He added that he saw some of all 3 defendants' testimony.
knew of the officers' accounts of the incident, as their

respective "paraphrased” statements were included in his "box".
He said, however, that those statements did not influence his
independent recollection of the incident.

said that he would be available and willing to
testify in the future.

his SSAN as
Ejrovided his date of birth as and
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Pi mrr

1 1

nurse resldlncr atf

I
se res]
phone[

b6
b7C

was

who conducted the interview.
the following information

:

ttorney
provided

said that she followed the investigation of the
incident in the Los Angeles Times , and on television, but not
regularly. She said that she saw some of the trial on
television. She saw some of the testimony of officers KOON and

did not know theBRISENO, but none of officer POWELL.
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

was not interviewed by either Los Angeles police
or by the' aisrrict attorney's office.

said that her memory of the incident is based
upon her independent recollection of her knowledge, and has not
been affected by any information learned since that incident.

] nrnyided her date of birth as
and her SSAN as

Investigation on 6 / 12 /92
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I
was interviewed. ATstT

residing
phone \_

ataias—^ttorney
provided the following information:

resent was Assistant United
who conducted the interview.

I I
did not follow the investigation of the

incident by reading the Los Angeles Times . He said that he
watched some television coverage, but only ”a little".

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I I saw only one day of the actual trial on
television, and saw only one defendant, officer BRISENO, testify.
He was unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to
the trial.

I I
said that his memory of his participation in

this matter is clear. His recollection of his knowledge has not
been influenced by any information he has learned since the
incident occurred.

provided his date of birth as
and his SSAN as

b6
b7C
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[
work at
provideJ

,
currently

.

] having been contacted at his place of
voluntarily

^ tne following information in an interview directed by
Department of Justice Attorney

|

He has been with the LA Police Department for roughly
I In his assignment beforel

both with backgrounds in
the proper use of force in police work and qualified as experts
in this area, prepared reports and provided their opinions on the
force used in dealing with KING and in affecting his arrest.

1 after consulting with the above experts while breaking
I
acted as a policy interpreter on the

expert opinions. He noted that he based his opinion on the
ar>H bic iri QT.ri

ij
ig of the tape in question
rendered his opinion
prepare an opinion in as

b6
b7C

down

opinions of his 2 expert
of the pertinent events,
after internal affairs requestea
much as he was in charge of training.

tnar ne

He recalled that he was never privy to any reports or
other items of evidence that revealed the defendant-
officers 'account of the incident in question. Further, while he
kept up with media reporting on the case and read papers, nothing
in them or in speculation by officers would be substituted for
his own judgment of the case. He clearly differentiates fact
from non-specific conjecture and rumor in a professional
assessment of matters relating to the KING case.

He did not talk to the District Attorney's people, the
California Highway Patrol, or any other involved party in this
case. He heard the expert opinions of his Sergeants and
discussed with them their approach to arriving at their
professional opinions but he did not include any other people in
any discussion of the operative facts revealed by the tape.

Investigation on 6/16/92

by SA

at los Angeles, Californi cFUeii'

Date dictated
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He did read the Christopher Coinitiission report. He
denied any influence from the Report on his view of the KING
case.

He believes that his experience as l I

[has added a dimension to his understanding of the King
case.

He is unfamiliar with the defendant-officers and until
the trial, much of which he viewed, he was unfamiliar with the
defendants account of the arrest.
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Northeast Division, 3353 North San Fernando
Road, Los Angeles, California, telephone number (213) 485-2563,
was interviewed by Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division
Attorney

I |
Present during the interview was

Attorney T [provided the following
information: * *

b6
b7C

1 Tvhoftn*

r
E

concurred that on March 18, 199L
Internal Affairs Division (lAD) |_

he was

snowecj
based soxeiy

represented by Employee Representative
who ,tane recorded the interview. lAD

the video tape
his memoryon

dvised
and no other

that his statement was
source of information.

[
concurred on that same date, March 18, 1991, he

declined to be interviewed by the Robbery and Homicide Division.

[concurred that on April 9, 1991, he was
interviewed by lAD and was asked to review a paraphrased version
of his previous interview,
based solely on his memory J

advised that his statement was
other source of information.

Istated that he remembers being interviewed by lAD
two more times, once in person, and another over the telephone,
however, he cannot recall the dates.

[

statements he gave were based solely
source of information.

on nis
bdvised that the
memory and no other

[
laid in three conversations which he had with Ted Bresino

after the incident. Those conversations took place at:
1) the scene once the incident was under control
2) a coffee shop on Nordoff and Osborne
3) the locker room where they discussed the video tape.

stated that he was subpoenaed by Defense Attorney
j
to testify before the state trial and on different

Qccflsmns snnke .briefly to Defense Attorneys,
[ [

dvised that the Defense Attorney's interest in

b6
b7C
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advised that he was not aware of the officers
version of the incident until he watched the trial on television.

Istated that he did not speak to Officers Koon, Powell, or
wina, since he understands that lAD told Officers involved not to
discuss the incident. At that time. Attorney I I asked
if he had read the article in The LA Times which_had_printe(!t-

Mvisedportions of the officers' compelled statements,
that he does recall the article, however, does riot remember the
contents.

I
[stated that he followed the media coverage of the

stated that
Report

,

incident in tns "newspapers and on television.]
j;

he read the first page of the Christopher Commission
however, he never read the contents from the lAD "BOX",
advised that he was not influenced by these sources of
information and is able to separate his first hand knowledge from
other learned knowledge.

I

[stated that Powell's Defense Representative]
]called him to find out what he was going to testify atour

.

This conversation took place sometime while the trial was in
^^»^ther stated that his ER previously represented

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

8 , 1992.

stated that he was not disciplined by LAPD.

advised that he testified in state trial on April

stated that he was
[

1

Number is
and his Social Security Account
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD )

,

Air Support, 555 Ramirez Street, Los Angeles,
California, telephone number (213) 485-2600, was interviewed by
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division AttornevI [

I

Present during the interview was J^ttorney
provided the following information:

[concurred that in the middle of March, 1991,
he was interviewed by Internal Affairs Division (lAD) Officers at
which time he was shown photographs of the scene and the video
tape. No other documents were shown to him, although he was
asked to draw a diagram.

|
[advised that he provided a

statement based solely on his own memory. b6
b7C

[ [
concurred that on March 19, 1991, he was

approached by Robbery and Homicide Division to give a statement,
however, he declined.

[
[concurred that in the middle of April, 1991

he was interviewed a second time by lAD Officers who gave him a
paraphrased version of his first lAD interview. ^
advised that his statement was based solely on his personal
recollection of his observations.

stated that sometime thereafter, he was
interviewed by California Highway Patrol at which time he was
asked to draw a diagram.

[

[advised that his statement
was based solely on his rnsmory and Shy statement that he were to
give in the future would be based on his memory alone.

advised that he was not interviewed by the
District Attorney's Office, State Grand Jury, or Attorneys for
the state defendants.

| | stated that he was subpoenaed
to Bres
place,
schedufenr

ino's Board of Rights hearing, however, it has not taken
advised that his Board of Rights has not been b6

b7C
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\ I
advised that he read The LA Times and

followed the news coverage on television, to include part of
Officer Bresino's trial testimony, however . this did not
influence or affect his recollection. [stated that he
was not awarf^- nt thta version of the incident pror to
the trial. pdvised that he did not read the
Christopher Commission Report nor did he read the contents of
five boxes given to him by lAD. I stated that he did
not speak to any of the four Officers, their Attorneys, or
Employee Representative.

C he was born in^
V uiil L and his Social Security Account
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currently assigned
1 1 Los Ancfeles Polj.ce Department . was
at his office at Los

official identity of the interviewing agent and informed by
Department of Justice Attorney
the inquiry. Thereafter, advised as follows;

of the nature of

He has been an officer for the|
most recently , for roughly

I particularly the use of force training.

and

He provided his opinion on the proper use of force and
applicable guidelines established by the Department to both
Internal Affairs and the District Attorney.

He gave his opinion to Internal Affairs after reviewing
sergeants log(s) and arrest reports covering the KING arrest
along with twelve viewings of the video of the arrest. His
professional assessment of the use of force in the KING case was
not influenced by other opinions or speculation on this subject.

b6
b7C

matter generally.

While he watched media reporting of the case by TV and
read the papers, he was unaware of any influence from those
sources on his professional assessment of the evidence in this or
any case where force was used.

He glanced at the Christopher Commission report but the
parts regarding the KING case did not stay in his memory as
significant

.

Investigation on 6/17 /92 _at Los Angeles, Californi giiei? 44A-LA-119954
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University of Southern California - Los Ancfeles County
Medical Center, 1200 N. State St., phone F I was
interviewed. Also present was Assistant United

who conducted the interview,
the tollowing information

;

statP5=; Attorney
provided

I
followed the events of the investigation

"sporadically”, both on television and in the Los Angeles Times .

He did not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I |
said that he may have been interviewed by another

agency other than the FBI; either the Los Angeles Police
Department nr. the District Attorney's office. Regardless of the
agency, said that he was not shown any statements made by
others

.

I |saw some of the trial on television news, and saw
brief portions of each of the defendants, during their testimony.

[said that he was unaware of the officers' accounts of the
ificident prior to the trial.

I [
said that his memory of the events in which he

participated is "more or less” clear. He has learned nothing
since the incident to influence his recollection.

SSAN as
provided his date of ^irth as
and his home phone as

his

Investigation on 6/17/92 ^at LOS AngeleS , Ca . File tt
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Attorney
a conference call including her
Department of Justice Attorney

and writer, provided information regarding her
limited role liT connection with medical services provided KING.
DOJ Attorney conducted the interview which consisted of
the followings *

Niether the District Attorney, Highway Patrol, Internal
Affairs, nor any other law-enforcement people approached her
except for the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

She saw TV, newspaper and other media reporting of the
case both before and during the trial of the case. This did not
alter her memory of the medical dealings she had with KING which
dealings were very minimal. She did not see the defendant-
officers testify.

She did not read any knowledgable account of the case
and only paid atttention to the medical aspects of the case. She
was unaware of the positions of the involved parties in this
case.

b6
b7C

In nothing she read or saw did she get any insight into
the defendants account of the pertinent events and nothing in
media reporting had the effect of altering her memory of the
pertinent events which she clearly differentiates from external
sources of information.

(telephonically)
Investigation on 6/17/92 ^at LOS Angeles, Califomigile#
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Air Support Division, 555 Ramirez Street, Los
^geles, California, telephone number (213) 485-2600, was
interviewftti hv DPinartment of Justice, Civil Rights Division,

[

Attorney
Assistant united states

]

Present
Attorney

Hn-rir>rf -hhft i TvhA-rvi p>w

provided the following information:
Attorney

_ concurred that on March 19, 1991, he was
intervieT^ea py Afficerg from Internal Affairs Division flAD^

.

]was represente(
^
bv Employee Representative!

I

was shown the video tape or me
advised that his statement was based solely

During the interview,
incident, however, he
on his memory and no other sources of information.

concurred that on that same date, he refused to
give a statement to the Robbery and Homicide Division.

poncurred that on April 8, 1991, he was
interviewee oy officers from lAD, who provided him with a
paraphrased version of his first interview,
memory only and no other sources.

belied on his

I I
advised that he watched the news reports on

television and followed very little of the trial. He further
advised that he read some of the articles in the newspaper,
however, did not read the Christopher Commission Report or any of
the officers' statements.

I [
stated that his recollection of the events from

the night of the incident has not been influenced by media
reports or anything/anyone else.

advised that he gave no other statements.

1 [stated that his date of biitrth is 1 his
place of birth iLsl

1

and nis social
security Account Number is

| |

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , phone 818-989-8862, was interviewed at the
U S Courthouse . 312 N. Sprirut fftraet. Also present was attorney

attorney
f

• _ _i ^

1 reoresen^tina
who

and Department of ^Tnstice
conducted the interview.

provided me toiiowing information:

I

|was interviewed in mid-March 1991, for about five
minutes, by the district attorney's office. The interview was
conducted prior to her testimony before the state grand jury.
During the interview, she was shown her MDT messages, but was not
questioned or shown any tapes. During her grand jury testimony,
she was shown her MDT messages. Her testimony was based upon her
independent recollection, and not influenced by any other
sources

.

b6
b7C

After her grand jury testimony, she was interviewed by
the LAPD Internal Affairs Division (lAD) , in late March, 1991.
During that interview, she was shown her MDT messages, and her
DFE log, but was not shown any transcripts. She was not shown
any video tapes. She said that any comments she made to the lAD
were based upon her Independent recollection, and not influenced
by any other sources.

| |
said that the lAD had a copy of the

grand jury transcript during her interview.

I
was provided with a report, or "box", which she

gave to her employee representative. She only reviewed the
contents of the report which applied to her. Her employee
representative was

I

|ias had no contact with any other employee
representatives . However, she received a "city subpoena" to
appear at a board of rights hearing for officer BRISENO. The
board has not convened to date.

b6
b7C
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was subpoenaed to appear at the trial, but was
not called upon to do so. She was not "propped” by anyone prior
to the trial, nor was she shown documents, nor was she t
recorded . She spoke with one of the defense attorneys, [

] at the trial, briefly. She was not shown any documents
during the brief conversation.

[followed the investigation on television and in
the newspapers "a little". She was unaware of the MDT messages
until the grand jury proceeding. She said that she knew, from
newspapers, that officers POWELL and WIND were partners. She was
aware of the publicity surrounding the MDT messages. However,
her recollection of her knowledge is independent and not
influenced by any other sources.

watched "very little" of the actual trial on
televisio'm—sne saw none of officer KOON's testimony, about five
minutes of officer BRISENO, and about ten minutes of officer
POWELL. Prior to the trial] [was unaware of either officer
POWELL'S or officer WIND'S account of the incident. She was
aware of the account of officer POWELL. She said that she and
POWELL talked about the incident after the grand jury. She added
that she only assumed the other officers' accounts, based upon
her experience as a police officer.

[read an "excerpt" of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report. The portion she read, which was about fourteen pages,
was a broad overview, dealing with recommended changes. She did
not read anything in the report regarding MDT messages.

I

[said that any future testimony will be based upon
her independent recollection, and not influenced by any other
source of information.

Jorovided her date of birth as
as 1

and
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Date of transcription 6/19/92

_
Los Angeles Police Department

(LAPD )

,

currently assigned to the Foothill Division, was

TDresent was 1
1
anr a Department of

the interview. provided

rtnouse, 312 n. spring srp
]
an attorney representing|_

Also
and

the LAPD
said that he has not been interviewed by either

'internal Affairs Division (lAD )

,

or the Robbery-Homicide
Division (RHD) , regarding this incident. He has not been
interviewed by the district attorney's office regarding this
matter. He has only been interviewed by the FBI and by the U.S.
Attorney's office regarding this matter.

I I
said that he was off duty on the night of the

incident, and was not on duty until the day after the incident.
He said that he was not responsible for any of the events
surrounding the incident, as he was not the "watch commander”
that night.

I I
said that he read the Los Angeles Times and the

Daily News "sporadically"
^
during the investigation. He said

that he saw the events of the investigation about once a day on
television news shows.

I
[knows all of the defendant officers, and has

spoken with all of them since the incident. He said that all of
the defendant officers told him their versions of the incident.

_

saw most of the trial on live telev
include lifte testimony of all the defendants,
testify at the trial. However

,

[

the defendant's attorneys a

led tn as
defendants

.

the incident oy
i

sion, to
did not

he said he was caned by

about
was not

t
According to

e had with the
told of the defendants' accounts of
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upon the media, and from what other officers have told him of the
matter. He said that he read some officers' comments quoted in
newspapers. He has read the arrest reports of the incident at
Foothill Station, and the pursuit evaluation report. He does not
recall reading a “use of force” report. He said that the medias'
accounts of the incident sometimes tended to be slightly
different from the officers' accounts. He cited an example as
officer BRISENO, who he I I spoke with the next day; at which
time BRISENO said nothing about the officers "overdoing it” at
the scene. During the trial_^ BRISENO said that the actions of
the officers were overdone.
news articles which substantially distorted the truth.^5

could not be specific as to

read "bits and pieces” of the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report. He said that most of what he read dealt with
the KING incident. He said that he disagreed with the findings
that the officers were "out of control” and "racists”. He added
that he was not called upon to testify at any of the officers'
respective board of rights hearings because of that opinion.

subsequent to this incident.
has spoken with many of the "bystander” officers.

[
was called upon by the federal grand ~iurv to

he officers on the video tape of the incident.identify
ability to identify the officers was based upon his own
independent knowledge. He said that his ability to identify the
officers was not influenced by the media, or by any other source
of knowledge.

I J said that he was not disciplined for any actions
relating to this incident. He was not provided with any
documents which would accompany such proceedings.

I
|said that he has been chastised by his chain of

command because of his opinions in this matter. He said that his
commander has spoken with him, telling him that the officers
involved were wrong.

b6
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said that his opinion regarding the events of the
incident are cased on his experience as a police officer and his
expertise in some training procedures. He said that his
knowledge of the incident is based upon his discussions with the
defendants, and has not been influenced by the media.

I
said that any future testimony requested of him

will continue to be based upon his own knowledge, and not
influenced by any media coverage.
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J home telephone number
|_ J

was interviewed
r>v lios And^les

^
California, Assistant United States Attorney

as Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , Special
]a fluent Spanish speaker, translated.Agent,

J
provided the following information:

advised that other than a recent (FBI)
interview^ sne nas never been interviewed regarding the Rodney
King incident.

stated that she did not read the newspaper
articles regarding the Rodney King incident since she never has
time to read. She further stated that she watched some of the
news reports on television, however, she did not follow the
trial .r^

'

interv
about

.

advised that it was not until after her FBI
LiiaL she asked a friend what the King case was all

This was the first time she had heard of the officers
version and a few details of the case.

b6
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I I
advised that her memory of what she witnessed

in the hospital is unaffected by anything she has been told or
what she has seen on the news.

advised that she was born in b6
b7C
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1 Telephone number 1 was interviewed by
Assistant United States Attorne's^ Tin the oresence of

1
who acted as

L_ 1 provided the foJ[lowing information:

b6
b7C

advised that since the King incident^he has
been interviewed by officers from the Internal Affairs Division,
Special Agents from the Fed^~ra i—Bn-raan pf Investigation,

and Television Station
Throughout these

Assistant District Attorney
channel 52 which is a Spanish speaking Station.

J advised that he gave statement based solelyinterviews
on his own recollection of the events and no other sources of
information. I I stated that he gave no other statements.

I
stated that he followed the news coverage of

the incident by reading LA OPINION, a Spanish language newspaper.
and by watching the news coverage in Spanish, f
stated that he is familiar with the statements given by
officers and he is familiar with the Christopher Commission

further
the

advised that none of the above have affected hisReport.
I [

advised that none of t:

recollection of the incident. H feels confident that any
statement that he has given or may give in the future, will be
based solely on his memory and no other sources of information.

r advised that he was born in Mexico on

Investigation on 6 / 18 /92

by SA

at Los Angeles, California File # 44A-LA-119954

Date dictated 6/22/92
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Department: (IiAPDJ , i*'oot:niii Division, 127
Los Angeles Police

60 Osborne Street,
Pacoima, California, Telephone number (818) 989-8861, was
interviewed bv Per>a-r'hTnp>ri-h of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
AttornevI I Present during the interview was

Attorney provided the
roiiowing information

:

concurred that on March 25, 1991, he was
interviewed by officers from Internal Affairs Division (lAD)

advised that his statement was v»ag<aH gni<aiv on his
memory and no other source of information,
represented by Employee Representative ER
recorded the interview.

was

advised that he met with District Attorney
Investigators who subpoenaed him to testify before the Grand
Jury, however, he was never called to testify.

^advised that he did not speak to ai)v of the
involved in the incident about the beating.officers

was not disciplined as a result of the King incident.

I
stated that he watched the news coverage of

the incident on television and read the Los Anoeles Times ,

however, this has not affected his memory. He further stated
that any future testimony that he might give would be based
solely on his memory and no other source of information.

kdvised that he did not provide any other
statements except for a telephone conversation which he had with
an Agent from the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Los Angeles
some time after the incident.

b6
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Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD )

,

Foothill Division,
j.ij/bu osoourne, Pacoima, California, telephone number (818) 989-
8866, was interviewed by Department of Justice, Civil Rights
Division Attorney '

information:
provided the following

advised that he has been emoloved bv LAPD for
1 been spent at the Foothill
Division. 1 Istai:ed that he considers Sergeant (Sgt) Koon

as friends. He worked for Sgt Koon andand

Officer Powell as a probationer and he did not feel comfortable
with Powell's testimony at trial.

stated that he followed the media coverage of
the incident because it is part of his job. He watched portions
of the trial to include testimonies by Sgt Koon ]

~|

Officer Powell, at
about use of force,

defendant officers'

[

testxtxed
aware of the
incident before the trial.

]are his friends, he ma
incident

xn from Santa Ana who
advised that he was not

or King's version of the
stated that although Koon and
it a pqlnt not to ask or

advised that Foothill
he did not

confront them about the
officers were talking about the iricxaenr , riowever

,

participate in these conversations as he felt his opinions would
be inappropriate to discuss.

I
pdvised that he read the Christopher Commission

Report cover to cover, however, he did not read the arrest or use
of force report, nor any witness or officer statements.

I
[stated that he has not been interviewed

previously by any agency, however, if he were, he would have no
problem separating his recollection of events after the incident
from other sources of information.
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed bv
Department of Justice Civil Riahts Division Attornev 1

provided the following information: 1

advised that he has been emoloved bv LAPD for
I have been spent at the
Foothill Divisioi

j [
stated that he may have worked with

Officer Bresino, however, he cannot recall for certain. I I

further stated that he knows the defendant officers on a
professional level and does not socialize with them. He did not
talk to any of the officers concerning the incident.

stated that he followed the media coverage of
the incident sporadically, reading the newspaper only on
occasions, and watching some of the trial on television.
advised that he was not aware of the officers

^
version of the

incident or that of King's before the trial. ptated that
he did not read the Christopher Commission Report, witness or
officer statements, nor the arrest or use of force report on
King.

I
ladvised that he did not recall hearing any talk

around the station concerning the incident and_hfi^as never
approached by any Employee Representative.

|
[stated that he

has not been interviewed by any other agency.

I [stated that if he were ever interviewed in
depth, he would be able to separate his personal recollection
from any other source of information.

adi
_onJ

[

advised that he was born in
[

and his Social Security Account Number is
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6/26/92
Date of transcription

Los Angeles Police
DepartmeivE (LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861. was interviewed by
Department of Justice, Civil Rights AttornevI L
Present during the interview was

West Valley Vice.
intormatxon

:

provided the following

af^viqpd that qhp ^as been employed by LAPD for
lave been spent in the

stated that she knows the defendantFoothill Division.
|

officers in a working capacity only, and has worked with Officers
Bresino and Powell.

advised that she spoke to Officer Powell the
night of the incident and she was in the Watch Commander's office
when Sergeant Koon came in.

stated that there was talk around the station,
it was general in nature. She further stated that shehowever,

followed the news coverage of the incident on television, to
include the state trial. I ladvised that she watched

trial testimony and news summaries of the
aerendant officers' testimony

.

read the newspaper and was not aware of~~‘the officers' version of
ktated that she rarely
i_n_ — r* J r •

the incident before the trial. advised that she did not
read the Christopher Commission Report, King's arrest/use of
force report, and she further advised that she was not aware of
King's version of the incident before the trial or statements of
witnesses or officers.

previously by any agency, nor has anv officer's Employee
stated that she had not been interviewed

Representative approached her.jf^
a business card and she spoke with an Agent briefly over the
telephone.

advised that the FBI left

b6
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advised that her recollection of the events
following the incident remains unaffected by any outside sources,
and she would be able to testify from her memory alone.

ptated that she was born ii|

and her Social Security Account Number is
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Los Angeles Police
DepartmefrE (LAPD) , Footiiill Division, 12766 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed by
Department of Justice. Civil Rights Division Attorney

|

^provided the following information:

capacity
.

^

Dn
"la

advised that he has worked for LAPD for
and knows the defendant officers only in a working

[stated that he worked with o^fficera W^i nd
|

separate occasions for one day each. I pdvised
uiav lie has never worked with Officers Powell or aresino.

stated that the only first hand knowledge that
he has concerning the Kina incident, would be brief conversations
which

I

ha HaH T.T-yth|

fact. advised that he did not work the night
incident and he did not talk to any of the four defendant
officers.

after the
of the

b6
b7C
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[stated that he watched the video of the
incident on the news and followed the media coverage regularly,
to include the state trial. He watched Officer Bresino's trial
testimony, and part of Officers Powell ^s, and Koon's trial
testimony. Before the trial[ [was not aware of the
Officers' version of the incident. I [further stated that
he read The LA Times newspaper reguiatiy, however, he did not
recall having read the excerpts from the Christopher Commission

dvised that he did not read the arrest or use
ade on the incident, nor did he read any

Report

.

of forcd reports
witness or officer statements.

unaffectea pv me
station.

felt certain that his recollection has been
media or talk going on around the Foothill
advised that his recollection might be vague

since his conversation with the officers he mentioned were brief.
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stated that he has never been interviewed
regarding rne incident with exception of a phone call from an FBI
agent shortly after March 3, 1991.

^dvip^d t
CaliforniLa on 1

IS

hat he was born in
|

and his Social Security Account Number
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ILos
Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , Foothill Division, Los Angeles,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed by
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney

\
[)rovided the following information:

current rank is

advised that he has worked for LAPD for
kiave been as a Police Officer. His

he has been working at Foothill for

King incident and
incident

.

stated that he was off duty the night of the
las no first hand knowledge regarding the
"further stated that he did not speak to any of

the officers involved, he has not been interviewed previously by
any agency, and has not been contacted by Employee
Representatives or Defense Attorneys.

|

pdvised that he
did not have access to nor did he read any aocuments to include:
the arrest report , use of force report, witness or officer
statements.

| [
stated that there was talk around the

station from watching the video, however, none of the officers at
the scene took part in the conversations.

[

'

remembers
having heard from someone that Officer Koon's defense was going
to be claiming that he was just supervising. He also overheard
that Officer Bresino was going to have a separate defense.

b6
b7C

advised that he knows Officers Powell and
Bresino on what he considers a professional level even though he
did attend a fishing trip with Powell and other officers three
years ago. He stated that at sometime he worked for Sergeant
Koon.

advised that he followed most of the media
'surrounding the King incident, to include watching newscoverage

reports on television, reading The LA Times, and watching
television coverage of the state trial. stated that he
was not aware of the defendant officers' version of events until
he heard their testimony in court.
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Central Division
telephone number

_2S1.

Los Angeles
East 6th Street ,

Police Department (LAPD )

,

Los Angeles, California,
interviewed by Department of Justice, Civi'x Kignts Division
Attoyn^vl I Present during t^ie interview was

I Attorney
intormatlon:

was

provided the following

interview^

pt^sent. [

[concurred that on March 4, 19 91, he was

3 internal Affairs Division (lAD)
Mo, Employee Representative (ER) dr aLLurney was

advised that he did not prepare for this
interview, he was shown the video and asked to make a sketch of
the scene.

| Hstated that he made his statement based solely
on his memory.

I
I
concurred that on March 26, 1991, was approached

by the Roboery and Homicide Division, however, he declined the
interview giving no statement.

I I concurred that on April 3, 1991 he was
interviewed by California Highway Patrol Officers and his ER was
present. [advised that his statement was compelled,
however, xr was cased solely on his memory and no other source of
information.

b6
b7C
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I [concurred that on April 4, 1991, he gave a
statement to representatives from the District Attorney's Office
which was based on his memory alone, no other source of
information. "[stated that at no time did anyone try to
influence his statement or make suggestions as to what he should
say.

^dvised that he spoke to many civilians and
officers concerning what kind of trouble the officers were in and
wondering what the heck was going on. He stated that it was not
a discussion about the incident itself.
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I [concurred that on April 4-9, 1991, he testified
before the state Grand Jury and this testimony was based solely
on his memory.

, I
concurred that on April IQ

interviewed by lAD L

1991, he was
Iwho provided him

with a paraphrased version of his previous lAD statement.
I I

stated that his statement was based on his memory alone
and no other source of information.

interviewed by lAD f
statement was based solely

concurred that on Aoril 18

on his own recollection.

.1991, he was
^and that his

b6
b7C

representingT
stated that g

1 advised that he

dthfeir officers. I

I
^ *h 1 oaxrA

O nis icnowlerigp>^ at- nn Hirl his
]nor did his ER share

was that his ER was also
|ER became ill.

ER

doesn't leave ths rooift".

discuss
Statement with

Ier told him that "what we have to say.

Iadvised that he was charged with Failure to
report and failure to act upon seeing misconduct. He was
suspended for fifteen days and -r<ar»<a-iTr<a(^ two boxes containing the
lAD report among other things,
the contents and with the help,
he prepared a

|

"^response.'

ktated tha|: he reviewed
nd ER^

lidvlsed that the
, ,

contents
of the box did not affect his recollection nor did it motivate
him to say anything different that his previous statements.

stated that he was subpoenaed to testify at
trial for which he prepared by reviewing transcripts of his
District Attorney interview and his State Grand Jury testimony.
He also reviewed LAPD's use of force ’ ' ' '

b6
b7C

he spoke to defense Attorney
[spoke to defense Attorneys[_

policy
over the

_
advised that

telephone and later
statedJ ‘“'I I I I

that he did not speak to any of the four defendant officers.

I
[advised that he followed the media coverage of

the incident in The LA Times . The Daily News , and television. He
cut out and saved the article in The LA Times which contained the
statements made by the defendant officers.

|
{stated that

what he read in the newspaper and what he saw on television did
not affect his recollection of the incident. He further stated
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that any statement that he were to make would be made based
solely on his memory.

|
advised that he gave no other

statements other then the ones discussed during this interview.

advised that he was born in
1

prr| 1 and his Social Securitv Account
Number is

b6
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Departmerit 61 JUSTLlfife, pL
present was Assistant United
who conducted the’ interview,
information:

a special agent of the California
one 213-887-4111, was intprvipwpd,

S±^tes_Attorney
provided me following

I
[followed the investigation in the Los Angeles

Times and on television news. He did not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report, although he saw some "excerpts" of the report
in the newspaper.

I
[has not been interviewed by Los Angeles police

or by the district attorney's office. He has not been shown, nor
has he been told of statements made by others involved in this
investigation. He said that he had requested some specific
information from the Los Angeles police as part of his agency's
investigation, which he received verbally.

saw portions of the triaJ—rm t- a levision, to
include tfestimon^ of all the defendants.

|
[was unaware of

the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial. He
said he has learned nothing since the incident to affect or
influence his independent knowledge of the incident.

provided his date of birth ad

b6
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , phone 2i:
present was Assistant Unitec
who conducted the interview,
information:

States ft

, V

ttorne^^
provided the roiiowing

b6
b7C

followed the investigation in the Los Angeles
Times . anti on television news. He read "bits and pieces" of the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, but did not read the part about
RODNEY KING.

I

was not interviewed by Los Angeles police or by
the district attorney's office.

I
[watched the trial oh television and saw parts of

all the defendants' testimony. He was not aware of the officers'
accounts of the incident prior to the trial. He said that he did
not see any written statements made by the defendants.

I I
said that he has learned nothing since the

incident to influence or affect his independent knowledge of the
incident.

lorovided his date of birth as
SiSAN as 1

Investigation on 6/23 / 9 2 at Los Angeles, Ca> Filei^ 44A-LA-119954

by SA Date dictated 6/24/92
b6
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r ] Operations - Headquarters Bureau,
Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) ,

phone 213-485-7887, was
interviewed . Also present was Assistant United States Attorney

I I who conducted the interview]
the following: *

provided

[followed the investigation on television news and
in the Los Angeles Times . He may have seen statements made by
the officers in the paper, but they "don't jump out at him". He
added, however, that his opinion of the matter is based upon his
independent knowledge.

I

~| was not interviewed by LAPD's Internal Affairs
Division (lAD) . He was interviewed by the LAPD Robbery-Homicide
Division (RHD) , at which time he was shown the video tape of the
incident. He was also shown the "use of force" report which
dealt with the taser and the baton. He did not read the arrest
report. I Iwas asked for his opinion of the incident.

[was interviewed by the district attorney's
office, but was neither shown nor told of any statements made by
others. He was asked for his opinion of the incident.

cattorneys .

was contacted by one of the defendant's
However, he was not interviewed by

and the o£
deputy chief

reviewed the statement of the helicopter pilot
server, as part of his assignment as an aid to the

However, he read no other statements.

read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, to
include tne porrion relating to the KING matter. He said that
his recollection of his knowledge of the case was not influenced
by that report.

b6
b7C
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I
followed the trial on television and saw most of

the testimony or the defendants. He said that he knew the
officers' accounts of the incident were in the newspaper and on
television. He said that he may have seen the lAD reports
published in the paper, but they would not have affected his
knowledge of the case. He emphasized that he believed defendant
KOON to have published an "opinion piece" in the Times . prior to
the trial. However, none of the above items mentioned has
affected his independent knowledge of the matter.

was issued a subpoena to testify at the trial, as
an expert in the use of the taser.

I [
said that his knowledge of the officers' accounts

of the incident were assumptions, based upon his experience as a
police officer.
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jail
ward, uhivsrsity caiitdifftia - los Angsiss county
Medical Center (USC-LAC) , 1200 N. State St., phone 213-226-6727,
was inte)ru±&W£dJ ^iso—oresent was Assistant United States
AttorneyE

brovided the following information:
who conducted the interview.

I
followed the investigation in the Los Anaeles

Times and other publications on a regular basis. She also
watched the television news regarding the matter. She read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, to include portions pertaining to
the RODNEY KING incident. She said that information from those
sources did not influence her recollection of the incident.

I was not interviewed by Los Angeles police, or
by the district attorney's office regarding this matter. She has
not been shown statements which were made by the defendant
officers.

I
[watched the trial on television and read of

the proceedings in a number of publications. She saw some of the
testimony of all the defendant officers. She said that she was
unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial.

1

March, 1991.
sne did not report to the jail ward during that time, but became
aware that KING had been treated there. She said that her
knowledge has not been influenced by anything she has learned
since the incident.

-i-rrjvi HAfS hAT
ana nsr ssan
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD)

r
phone 213-485-4062,, was interviewed. Also present was

Assistant United States Attorney
the interview.

who conducted
provided the following:

I I
followed the trial on television "a little”, but

did not read the Los Angeles Times . He did not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report. He said that he received a
questionnaire from the Police Protective League (PPL) , after the
report was published. The form asked for comments regarding the
report, which he did not read.

I
|was not interviewed by LAPD's Internal Affairs

Division, Robbery-Homicide Division, or by the district
attorney's office. He was interviewed by division detectives
from the Northeast Station. He was not shown any statements made
by the defendants.

saw some of the trial on television, including
some testimony of all three defendants. He was not aware of the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

event is Uisar.
said that his memory of his knowledge of the
'He said that his recollection has not been

influenced or affected by anything he has learned since the
incident.

his SSAN as
1

f

provided
and his

his date of birth as
home phone as I
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , phone 213-237-0031, was interviewed. Also

b6
b7C

present was Assistant United States Attorney
who conducted the interview.

I
provided me ro±±owxng:

followed the investigation in the Los Angeles
and on television, "a little". She read theTimes regularly,

CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, and may have read portions dealing
with the KING case.

was interviewed by the LAPD's Internal Affairs
Division aoour one month after the incident. However, she was
not shown any statements made by the defendants. She was not
interviewed by other agencies regarding this matter.

saw parts of the trial on television and saw
some of tns testimony of some of the defendants. She did not
know the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

_

said that her recollection has not been
influenced Atiected by anything she has learned since the
incident

.

1

provided her date of birth as

H nd her home phone as I

Investigation on 6/24/92 ^at LOS AncfeleS, Ca File # 44A-LA-119954
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(LAPD )

,

phone

[

the interview.
^ . [

.
Los Angeles Police Department

I
was interviewed . Also present was

_ who conducted
provided the following information

:

did not follow the investigation of the
incident in any newspapers. She watched some of the coverage on
television. She read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, to
include portions relating to the KING case. She said that
nothing she read in the report influenced her recollection.

watched parts of the trial on television, to
include ^ome or rne testimony of officers BRISENO and KOON. She
saw none of officer POWELL'S testimony. She said that she was
unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial.

b6
b7C

has not been interviewed by Los Angeles police
or by the aistric-c attorney's office regarding this matter. She
has not been shown documents or statements made by any other
persons involved in this matter.

I I
has learned nothing since the incident to

influence or affect her knowledge.

I
provided her date of birth as

and her SSAN as I I
I

Investigation on 6/24/92 at Los Angeles, Ca. File# 44A-LA-119954 -I-

SA Date dictated 6/26/92
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having voluntarily
appeared at the Los Angles office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 11000 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California,
was made aware of the official identity of the interviewing agent
and nature of the investigation. Thereafter, in the presence of

I
1 a fellow-officer. Department of Justice Attorney

1 bonducted his interview as follows:

He was informed that prosecutive decisions had not been
made in this matter. He indicated that he has been an officer

that he currently is working in the|
|
Division

on regular patrol and is supervised by

In March, 1991, shortly after the KING incident, he
talked to Internal Affairs and fully disclosed his knowledge of
the events. He was provided two items for review by Internal
Affairs consisting of the tape of the incident, and his daily log
covering the arrest. He was not shown the arrest report and the
interviewing officials did not disclose any part of the
defendants account of the arrest.

The CHP provided his log and the video for review but
nothing additional. His account of the case reflected his own
memory of the pertinent events which events he reliably recalled.

He tried to keep up with media reporting of the case
and for 5 months, while he held a desk job, he stayed up on
reporting of the case.

In a second Internal Affairs statement he continued to
rely only on his clear recollection of the pertinent events. He
differentiated this from speculation by others and from media
reports. The defendants side of the case and position on any
issue was not discussed or disclosed in and meeting with
investigators

.

b6
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Internal Affairs, in a telephone call, asked follow-ups
from previous statements. No witn^-RH nr dp-fp-ndant statements
were disclosed in this discussion.] [responses were
based on his clear recollections or the pertinent events
uncompromised by external matters.

In a long -distance race called Baker-Vegas Run, the
defendants account of the case was not discussed and the
defendants were not involved in or present for the pre-race
meetings

.

He was about 50 percent of the trial consisting in part
of viewing some of the POWELL and KOON testimony. He was call by
the District Attorney but did not testify at trial. HE was and
is unaware of the defense of any defendant except that revealed
at trial. He has never seen their defense disclosed and has only
heard speculation from fellow officers.

He has not read nor is he aware of the contents of the
Christopher Commission report.

He was never called to respond to an administrative
inquiry into his own conduct and has not testified in such
proceedings involving other officers.

b6
b7C
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b6
He was interviewed by the LAPD's Internal Affairs b7c

Division twice. Internal Affairs had him view the tape of the
arrest and made availablel [field activity log of the
pertinent events. He had a representative present for the
interv iew. Tn a interview, they referred to the statement
of his| partner and compared their statements. In
neither meeting aid they disclose the defendant-officers account
of the arrest. His partner for the night in question was!

His statements always reflected his own recollections,
unaffected by media reporting and speculation by others. He read
some newspaper reporting and TV coverage of the case but always
kept that separated from his perceptions and memory of the
pertinent events.

He never discussed the case with the involved deputies
and none of his fellow officers disclosed the defendants side of
the case. He did not provide a statement to any other people in
law enforcement or to the defendants attorneys.

He did not read the Christopher Commission report. He
was placed under subpoena and appeared at the place of trial;
however, the DA did not call him to testify.
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Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) , phone 213-485-4064, was interviewed.
Also present was Assistant United States Attorney! 1

following:
] who conducted the interview. provided the

followed the investigation in the Los
Angeles Times on a regular basis. He did not watch television
news. He read portions of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, to
include portions pertaining to the RODNEY KING case. He said
that none of what he read has influenced his recollection of the
events surrounding the incident.

I I
has not been interviewed by LAPD's Internal

Affairs E)ivlsion or by the Robbery-Homicide Division. He was
interviewed by the district attorney's office, but was not shown
or told of statements made by others.

I [
watched the trial on television and saw

portions of all of the defendants' testimony. He said that he
was unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to
the trial.

I

[said that he has a clear recollection of the
incident, based upon his independent knowledge of the events. He
said that he has not been influenced or affected by any
information learned by him since the incident.

provided
and his SSAN as

his date of birth as

Investigation on 6/24/92 ^at Los Angeles, Ca. File # 44A-LA-119954
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I

Foothill Division, Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8860, was interviewed by
Denrirtment of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney

provided the following information: I

advised that
|

[ He spoke to Officer Bresino on a
personal matter and Sergeant (Sgt) Koon on the Monday after the
incident. stated that Sat Koon told him that they did
what they were rfagned to do, and| |did not ask him any
questions. did not speak to Officers Wind or Powell.

I
advised that as a part of his job, he reviewed

the Sgt's log, the arrest and use of force reports, and the
Internal Affairs Division Report, to include the defendant
officers' statements.

| |
was interviewed by the Christopher

Commission regarding the King incident and he read the
Commission's Report.

stated that he was subpoenaed to trial,
however, WAS h&t called to testify. He spoke to Assistant
District Attorney^

I
however, it was an

informal conversation and no statement was made,
that he has not spoken to any other agency. ^

idvised

stated that he followed the media coverage in
the newspaper ana on television, to include parts of the trial.
He watched Sgt Koon testify and some of Officer Powell's
testimony

.

advised that he could do a reasonable job
differentiating between his first hand knowledge of the incident
and what he has heard from the media.

California on
Number is I

lat he was born in|
1 and his Social Security Account

Investigation on 6/24/92 at Los Angeles, California File# 44A-LA-119954
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was intep*i-=‘*‘*'=‘'3—

Departif|ent of Justice. Civil Rights Division Attorney
provided the following information:

almost
ladvised that he has been employed by LAPD for

"I been spent at the Foothill
Division!

|
[stated that he worked the night of the incident,
“ ^ J . I |_ 1 • _ ^ J_*l_ L ^ _ Thowever, he was not at the scene. I [advised that he has

worked with all four defendant officers before and feels he knows
them on a professional level only.

|
| stated that he did

speak to the officers after the incident, however, it was general
conversation of a supportive nature and not about the incident
itself.

I
[
stated that he was interviewed by Internal

Affairs Division on one occasion concerning previous complaints
against the defendant officers. He was never approached by any
other agency, attorneys, or employee representatives.

advised that he followed the media coverage of
the incident both in the newspapers and on television. He
watched as much of the trial as he could and took his family to
the court room to witness a portion of the trial. btated
that while at the Simi Valley Court House he spoke to Defense
Attorney^ who asked him if he had any information
beneficial to any of the officers' cases, to which
responded "no”,
defendant officers' defense prior to the trial.

advised that he was not aware of

I
stated that he scanned through the Christopher

Commission Report. He did not read the arrest or use of force
reports. advised that he did not read any witness or
officer statements.

stated that he was born ini 1 on
and his Social Security Account Number is 1
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\ I
Los Angeles Police Department

(LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima, California,
telephone number (818) 989-8871, was interviewed by Department of
Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney!
provided the following information:

advised that he has been employed by LAPD for
and is currently working the!

approximareiy 22
[stated that he was at the scene for
seconds. He was interviewed twice by Internal

Affairs Division (lAD) officers who during the first interview
showed him the video tape, his log, and had him draw a diagram of

'
iTiTag .handed a

advised that
the scene. During the second interview,
paraphrased version of the first interview.
he had an employee r(^nrpspntr^tive and an attorney present during

stated that the statements he gave
recollection and no other source of

both lAD interviews,
to lAD were based on his own
information

b6
b7C

I I
advised that he set up an appointment for the

Robbery and Homicide Division (RHD) to speak to an informant of
his who was at the scene the night of the incident, j Hwas
not interviewed by RHD or any other agency besides lAD.

statpr^ that he worked with Officer Powell when
he was on probation. idvised that he knows the officers
involved in the incident on a professional level only
stated that he spoke to some of these officers after the inciaeAt
and saw Officer Brea±QQ_Jj3_t]ie summer of 1991 when he went to
talk to the Captain,
the charges brought

advised that he was exonerated from
agaxnsr nim and he was given a choice to read

the contents of "the box", which he did not.

stated that he followed the media coverage of
tho irw-iaent: by reading The LA Times and watching television.

advised that he watched most of the trial on television to

Investigation on 6/24/92 at Los An<peles , California File #
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include the defendant officers' testimony, however, prior to the
trial, he was not aware of the officers' version of the incident,

advised the he did not read witness or officer statements
did not read the arrest or use of force report. |_diiu lie

stated that he read the Christopher Commission Report cover to
cover and the only part which stood out was the section on the
MDT messages.

advised that he has no problems differentiating
his own recollection from other sources of information.

in_ptated that he was born
and his Social Security Number is|

L
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) , Footniii Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima, California,
telephone number (818) 989-8861, was iTvj-oT-irioT.TOf^ V»\V nor.ar>-h-mo->vh r>-F

Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney
provided the following information:

b6
b7C

advised that he knows the four defendant
officers on a professional level only. He never spoke to the
officers about the incident and did not read the arrest report,
use of force reports, witness statements, or officer statements.

stated that he did not learn the officers' version of
the incident until he watched the media coverage of the trial on
television at his office. He did not, however, watch other news
coverage as he does not have a television set at home. He did
read articles in the newspaper and listened to the news on the
radio.
Commission Report

advised that he read some of the Christopher

stated that he was not approached by Employee
Representatives or any agency with exception of the FBI and a
brief telephonic conversation with Defense Attorney I Iwhom
he called, during the trial, to let him know
a liar.

was

pdvised that he can recall something he
overheard Sgt . Koon say without hesitation as it has not been
affected by any outside sources of information.

on
kfcated that he was born in|

3 and his Social Security Account Number is

b6
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Foothill
Division/ Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , 12769 Osbourne,
Los Angeles, California, telephone number(818) 899-3998, was
1 nte-rvi bp n<ar»a-r-hTng>n4- of iTustice, Civil Rights Division
Attorney
information:

provided the following

advised that sometime before trial, he was
interviewed by Internal Affairs Division regarding previous
complaints against Officer Bresino.

|

[stated that although
he worked the night of the incident, he did not meet King and he
never spoke to any of the officers involved in the incident. The
only officer he knows is Bresino, however, it is only on a
professional level and he never spoke to him about the incident.

[stated that he did not read any arrest or use of
force report. He did not read any witness or officer statements.

advised that he was not approached by any Employee
“Representative or any agency other than lAD.

[
[advised that

he did not testify at the State Grand Jury nor me srate Trial.

I [stated that he followed the media coverage of the
incident by reading The LA Times and watching television. He
watched the trial on television and that was the first time he
heard the officers' version of the incident. advised that
he read a summary of the Christopher Commission Report in the
newspaper

.

?.
^stated that he was born in th^
and his Social Security Account Number is

L.
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I [
Los Angeles Police

Department (LAPD )

,

Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed bv
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney

provided the following information:

advised that he has been employed by LAPD for

_

rther advised that he keeps to himself and if an
incident does not affect him, he does not inquire into the
incident.
incident.

stated that he was not on duty the night of the

b6
b7C

[stated that he worked with Officer Powell one
day and worxea with Officer Bresino on an off duty job, however,
does not really know them. I ladvised that he does not know
Officer Wind or Sergeant Koon.

coverage
trial. He watched testim
Highway Patrol Officers.]^
any of the defendant officers'

stated that he followed some of the news
ncident on television to include parts of the

onv from I land California
Idvised that he did not watch

Testimony.

stated that he did not read the arrest or use of
force report. He did not read any witness or officer statements,

[advised that he still does not know the officers' version
pt and he does not care to since it does not affect^ [advised that he did not read the Christopher

Commission Report and he does not read the newspaper.

advised that he was never interviewed concerning
the incident and he never testified before State Grand Jury or
State court.

on
•• a ^’Qd that he was born in[

and his Social Security AdddUht WUlftb^f IS
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Newton Division, 1354 Newton Street, Los
Angeles,

_
Ca 1 1 -Porn i a . wag i ntp-t-vi by Assistant United States

b6
b7C

Attorney
|

information:
{provided the following

the
however

,

advised that he knows the officers involved in
incident on a professional level and spoke to some of them.

not about the incident itself. stated that the
morning after the incident, he overheard an officer (can nnt
recall who) make a comment "the duster we had to fight".

|

considers this to be the only first hand knowledge he has
regarding the incident. advised that any other knowledge
is based on the media, tlaik around the station, and a
conversation he had with a Sergeant (name unrecalled) who told

:. stated
"I don't

him that King had thrown officers off his back,
that he heard an officer stated that Officer Wind said
understand it, I'm doing by job as I was trained and a Sergeant
was there".

.j;
stated that he followed the media coverage of

the incident by reading The LA Times everyday and watching
television. He watched the Trial on television, however, of

b6
b7C

the
defendant officers he only managed to watched Sergeant Koon's
testimony.

| advised that he was familiar with King's
version of the incident from the media, however, he was not
familiar with the officers' version until the trial.

[stated that he did not read the arrest report,
use of force report, witness statements, or officer statements.

] advised that he scanned through the condensed version of
the Christopher Commission Report.

|

[was asked if any part
of the report stood out in his mind for example the section about
the King incident,] {replied "no" and he was not aware that
the report covered the King incident.

b6
b7C
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advised that he is able to separate his
recollect'xon or nis first hand knowledge from any other “outside
source of information.

Califorrixa. onT
Number is

~| stated that he was born in[ ]

]

and his Social Security Account
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i
Los Angeles Police
Osbourne, Pacoima,

California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed by
Department of Justice

^
Civil Rights Division Attorney

provided the following information:

almost!
DivisitJir I

advised that he has been employed by LAPD for
have been spent at Foothill
he and Officer Powell[I sratea tnat

Jconsiders Officer Powell to be a friend.
]
and they socialize after work sometin\es.

that he knows Officers Bresino and Wind on a professional
Iwas supervised by Sergeant Koon for six months, i

aavisea

jstated
level.

that he spoke to
however, it was only to giV6 thAW WdfAl SUppOft.

I
[stated that he has not been interviewed

nrevi nnsjl.y since he was off duty the night of the incident.
pdvised that he is aware of the officers' version of the

incident from all the talk at the station. He does not read the
newspaper, however, he did follow the media coverage of the
incident on television.

| [
watched testimonies from |

I
He also watched the news summaries of the defendant

officers' testimony.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

kdvised that he did not read the arrest report.
use of force report, witness statement, or officers' statements.
He did not read the Christopher Commission Report and was never
approached by any attorneys or employee representatives.

stated that he is able to separate his
recollection ot nis first hand knowledge from any other source of
information.

I
[advised that he was born in

|

on I I and his Social Security Account Number is
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also known as

894-2485, was interviewed.
Justice Attornei{

I
Los Angeles Police DepartmervE (LAPD)

,
phone 213

Also present was Department of

]
who conducted the interview.

b6
b7C

provided the following information:

was assigned as at the Foothill
station during the time of the incident. He said that he knew
officer POWELL to see him, and that he did not know the other
involved officers, except to see them at "roll call". He first
heard of the incident in the news, and he never saw KING in
person.

I I
was interviewed by the LAPD Internal Affairs

Division. During that interview, he was asked if, and how well,
he knew the defendant officers. He was also asked whether he was
aware of other complaints of mistreatment by persons arrested by
the LAPD.
statements
independent, and has not been affected or influenced by any other
sources

.

was shown no documents, nor was he advised of any
nrsoe by others. He added that his recollection is

office, th^
interview.

lhas not been interviewed by the district attorney's
!alifornia Highway Patrol, or the FBI, prior to this

followed the investigation in the Los Angeles Times
sion, but not regularly. He did not read theand on iLtiXti V X

CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

of the teU Liiil

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Jwas not called upon to appear before the state grand
jury, nor was he asked to testify at the trial.

I

saw some of the trial on television, to include some
ony of all the defendants. He said that he was

unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial. He said that during the trial, the media reported of the
officers' accounts, which he heard and/or read.

Investigation on 6/25/92 at LOS AngeleS , Ca . File S

SA Date dictated
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said that he has not spoken with the defendants, or
any other officers regarding this matter. He has had no access
to internal documents generated as a result of the incident. He
has not spoken with the defendants' attorneys, or with
representatives of the Police Protective League.

provided his d ate of birth as
and his SSAN as
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I
was contacted

telenhonically at her place of employment,

[

]^was made aware of the official identity of the
intervi^ina agent. Thereafter, Department, nf iTnstice Attorney

conducted the interview and voluntarily
provided the following information.

advised that
Supervisor , would be listening to the interview on their intercom
system.

recalled that she had previously been asked
personnel file of TIMOTHY EDWARD WIND on
T I She told I I that

questions about the
April 18, 1991 by SA| |She told
everything she knew about WIND was in the file.'

new WIND only as an employee

[

I |
did not watch the actual trial of the RODNEY

KING Case. She recalled seeing news clips of the trial and the
KING incident on the television.

I
|f/atched parts of the testimony on the

television news.

Jsaid the local newspaper had information on
the officer's versions, but nothing that was not already on the
television news.

I |was contacted by a
| |

|>f the Los Angeles Times. She did not recall the
exact spelling of the reporter and did not recall when the call
was made.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I I
was not contacted by the Los Angeles Police

Department on any occasion regarding the KING incident.

(telephonically)
Investigation on 6/25/92 ^at LOS Anqeles, CA. File #
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Office.
was not contacted by the District Attorney's

Department xnoernai.
Los Angeles Police Department.

|did not have access to Los Angeles Police
documents, or any other information from the

I I
was not contacted by any Defense Attorney's

regarding the KING incident.

indicated that she was contacted by the Los
Angeles Police Department regarding a background check of Officer
TIMOTHY WIND. Hnwp-<rpr . this contact was previous to the KING
incident and

|
pnly provided information that was

contained in WIND'S personnel file.

I
Jadvised she has not given out any information

regarding WIND besides the information contained in his personnel
file.

gave her date of birth as
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was Department of Justice Attorney
the interview.^ J

\ was interviewed. Also present

]
who conducted

provided the following inrormation:

I [
said he followed the investigation of the incident

on the television and through the newspaper. However, he
indicated that after watching a little of the coverage, he just
"let it go.

'I I

said he did not pay much attention to
everything inax: was going on.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I
|/atched some of the news regarding the trial, but

did not watch any of the live broadcasts. He saw none of the
defendants testify. He said that he did not know the officer's
accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

DepartmentT"

Office.

|/as not interviewed by the Los Angeles Police

was not contacted by the District Attorney's

b6
b7C

did not have access to any Los Angeles Police
Department Documents

.

I
|was not contacted by any other agencies besides

the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

I baid his previous statements were
knowledge, separate from any media coverage.

provided his date of birth

based on his own

as

Investigation on 6/25/92
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at Los Angeles, CA File#
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Westside
Hospital, was interviewed at the United States Courthouse . Also
present was Assistant United States Attorney
who conducted the interview. £provided the following:

followed the investigation of the incident "a
little" on television, but did not read the Los Anaeles Times .

She did not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

|has not been interviewed by Los Angeles police
or by the district attorney's office regarding this matter. She
has been shown no documents reflecting statements made by others
involved in this matter.

matched some of the trial on television, to
include some of the testimony of all three officers. She was not
aware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial.

b6
b7C

I
paid that her recollection has not been

influenced or affected by anything she has learned since the
incident

.

her SSAN as
Provided her date of birth as and
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) , 11000 Wilshire Blvd. , Los Angeles,
California, was interviewed by Department of Justice, Civil

^ •TN.J • •Rights Division Attorney
following information:

provided the

advised that she did not follow the media
or rne js.ing incident on television or in the newspaper.coverage

She did not watch the trial and is unaware of the officers'
version of the incident.

stated that she did not read the Christopher
Commission Report' or the Internal Affairs Division Report.

b6
b7C
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I J a firefighter/dispatcher, Los Angeles
Fire Department (LAFD) , 200 N. Main St., phone 213-485-6185, was
interviewed. Also present was Department of Justice attorney

I
who conducted the interview. provided

the following:

followed the investigation "a little” on
television^ tout read nothing, to include the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report.

I
was interviewed toy two FBI agents several

months ago, and toy someone from the Los Angeles Police
Department. He said that he has not toeen provided with, nor has
he had access to internal documents of the matter.

I
was not a trial witness, and knows nothing of

the trial. He did not follow the events of the trial in the
media. He has not been approached by anyone regarding this
matter

.

the inciderrl

his SSAN as

said that he not heard or read anything since
:o influence his recollection. He added that his

his part in •this matter is clear.

as
rovided his date of birth as
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1 Trt*.p*rvi . A

1

Lso present was
who conducted '

phonq
I

was
fluent ot J ustice

provided the

b6
b7C

I

said that she did not follow the investigation of
the incident in newspapers or on television. She does read the
Los Angeles Times regularly, but she does not remember any
specific articles regarding the incident. She has not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

was interviewed by attorneys I

(PH), of the district attorney's office, several days prior to
her receiving a subpoena to testify at the trial. The attorneys
asked her about radio frequencies. She said she did not speak
with any defense attorneys, nor was she shown any statements of
others

.

[
followed the trial on television, mostly on

Channel 11 (FOX) . She did not know of the officers' accounts of
the incident prior to the trial.

has not spoken with the defendants in this
matter. She said that she briefly met officer POWELL at an
academy function, prior to the incident.

[ said that her knowledge of her part in this
matter has not been influenced by media coverage.

provided
and her SSAN as

Investigation on 6/26/92 at LOS AnqeleS , Ca . File# 44A-LA-119954
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Iphona[ yraa i n-hp.rvi P.wfiH

present was Department of Justice attorneyl
conducted the interview.

| [

provided the following:

Also
who

followed the' trial ”a little”, on television. She
did not read anything about the investigation, to include the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report. She read nothing to reveal the
officers' accounts of the incident.

I I was interviewed by two officers from the Los
Angeles Police Internal Affairs Division. She was asked about
the incident and about the officers involved. Her interview was
tape recorded, and was conducted about one year after the
incident, and prior to the trial. She said that she had nothing
to tell them, to include information about the KING case.

saw some of the trial on television and some of the
or dfficers BRISENO and POWELL. She was unaware of thetestimony

officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

has learned nothing since the incident to her
influence her independent knowledge.

her SSAN as
prov].ded her date of birth as

as
and

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police Department,
having been contacted at Devonshire Station, Devonshire Street,
Los Angeles, California, was made aware of the official identity
of the interviewing Agent and nature of the investigation.

conducted theAssistant United States Attorney
interview after explaining that there was an ongoing
investigation on the Federal level of the RODNEY KING arrest.

r
his date of birth asT
Account Numberl

advised that he is currently assigned to |

I California. He provided
and a Socia l Security

1, He indicated that he is

]
Los Angeles Police Department.

To the question of whether he had been interviewed by
Indicated thatlaw enforcement regarding the KING matter,

he had talked to Internal Affairs on one occasion, to the
District Attorney's Office one time, and he was placed under
subpoena for the local trial of the KING CASE.

For the Internal Affairs interview he had a Police
Representative present. On that occasion his statement was based
on his clear memory of the pertinent events and was unaffected by
media reporting, speculation by fellow deputies, or any other
external source of information. He was shown his booking
approval form but no other witness statements, documents, or
video tapes.

In his meeting with the District Attorney's Office, he
was again shown the booking approval form but he did not view the
video, see any witness statements or any other results of
investigation

.

He recalled that he was familiar with a general
approach of the parties in this case by reading newspaper
accounts, listening to television, and being exposed to other
reporting that was done in the media. None of this had the

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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effect of changing his clear perceptions and recollection of the
pertinent events in question. He indicated that he was able to
differentiate his memory of the case from external sources of
information that were not part of his memory.

At trial he learned the defendant's version of the case
for the first time by viewing portions of the trial on
television. Prior to that he was unfamiliar with the defendant's
position or the position of the officers. He never talked to any
witnesses, to the defendant officers, except for THEODORE
BRESCINO. With BRESCINO there was only a short general
discussion of the case that did not go beyond general comments.
Particularly, BRESCINO when at Foothill Division, commented that
each person would have his own approach and defense in this case.

I
[indicated that he never read the CHRISTOPHER

COMMISSION REPORT.

I [
indicated that nothing outside of his own memory

would be substituted for his recollection of the pertinent events
in this case.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) , 6240 Sylmar Ave., phone 818-989-6952, was i ntervi ew,ed.
Also present was Assistant United Statpg attorney

who conducted the interview,
following information:

proviaea me

followed the investigation of the incident in the
]has read all ofLos Angeles Times and on television news.

the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, to include the portion
regarding R(DDNEY KING. He said that he testified before that
commission, ^ ] at
the time of the incident. He said that he was shown no
documents, to include the Internal Affairs—til^iiLs^ion (lAD) report.
He saw none the lAD report in newspapers.
knowledge of the incident is independent or t.ne

said that his
information in

the commission's re
that report.

port or any of the media interpretations of
saw some of the trial on television.

[said that he his sources of knowledge of the
incident were tne "sergeant's log" and the "watch commander's
log" both of which he read. However, he did not read any
documents reflecting the officers' accounts of the incident. He
did not discuss the matter with other officers, to include those
who witnessed the incident. He did speak with Sergeant KOON

.

whose log he read, and he asked KOON what had happened.
| [may

have seen the arrest report, but does believe the use of force
report was available during his tenure at Foothill.

has not been interviewed by the LAPD, or by the
district attorney ' s office. He has not been shown the officers'
statements regarding this incident.

his SSAN as
nrovide his date of birth as and

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Department (LAPD)
, 1663 Butler Ave

interviewed. Also present was LAPP
Assistant United States Attorneyf
the interview.

Los Angeles Police
Phone 310-575-8429. was

Jirovided the following:

j

and
Jwho conducted

followed the investigation ”a little” in the
Los Angeles Times and on television. She has not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

has not been interviewed by either the LAPD or
by the district attorney's office regarding this case.

saw some of the trial on television and saw
some of the testimony of all three defendants. He said that she
was not aware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to
the trial.

I
paid that she has a clear memory of some of

the events surrounding the incident, and her recollection is
independent of anything learned since the incident.

provided her date of birth as
and her SSAN as

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , 1358 Wilcox Ave.

,
phone 213-485-4303, was

i ntp-rvi p.wptr^ . ALSO, present was Assistant United States Attorney
who conducted the interview. I [provided

the following:

I
paid that he did not follow the events of the

investigation on television or in the Los Angeles Times . He read
some of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, but does not remember
reading the portion referring to RODNEY KING.

I I

has not been interviewed by the LAPD Internal
Affairs or Robbery-Homicide Divisions, nor by the district
attorney's office. He has been shown no documents reflecting
statements made by others.

lid not follow the trial in the newspapers or on
televisi(!jTT7 although he saw some of officer KOON's testimony. He
was unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to
the trial.

has learned nothing since the incident to
influence nis independent knowledge.

provided his date of birth as
and his SSAN as

b6
b7C
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Special Agenlf Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) , currently assigned to the Phoenix Field
Office, phone 602-650-3061, was interviewed. Also present was
Assistant United States Attorney I I who conducted
the interview. ] provided the following;

I I

followed the investigation in the Los Angeles
Times

f
and on television. He did not read the CHRISTOPHER

Commission Report.

I Iwas assigned to civil rights investigation
initiated by the FBI as a result of the incident. He said that
he met with the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Internal
Affairs Division several times, to discuss methods of procedure
for both agencies. He was not shown any statements made by other
officers, and he does not recall being shown any documents
reflecting statements of the defendants. He said that members of
the Robbery-Homicide Division may have been present at those
meetings

.

an effort
officers,
those meetings
others

.

also met with the district attorney's office, in
ro interview several California Highway Patrol
However , the interviews were not conducted. During

mas not shown any statements made by

saw none of the trial on television, but did see
some of 'cne cov4rage in newspapers. He said that he may have
seen articles describing the officers' accounts of the incident
in the Los Angeles Times.

I [ said that his recollection of his investigation
in this case is independent of any information he has learned
from other sources.

his SSAN
pvided his date of birth as and

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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social-tjlate of birth
security number

|
was contactea re±epnonxcaiiy at his

place of employment, the Los Angeles County Medical Center -
University of Southern California, (213) 226-4566. He was made
aware of the official identity of the interviewing agent and the
nature of the interview. Thereafter

, DOJ Attorney

[

directed the interview andf
following information:

voluntarily providea the

Department

.

3ias not been interviewed by the Los Angeles Police

Attorney's Office.

Defense

I
has not been interviewed by the District

has not been interviewed by any of the Officer's
Attorneys

.

I

has not talked to RODNEY KING or any of the
Officer's involved in the incident.

I [
advised that he heard bits and pieces of the

incident from the television and from the newspaper, but does not
remember exactly what he watrhnd and read. He only watched recaps
of the trial on television said his observations were based
solely on his own memory and not on what he viewed from the
media

.

Police De
has not seen or been exposed to any Los Angeles

tiar Liiient internal documents.

overheard by]

wife.

did not personally hear the conversation that was
a conversation between KING and his

has heard of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Reports,
but has nbf rudU any part of them.
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J=n̂is a licensed Vocational Nurse and has spent
in the nursing field. He works the
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Date of transcription
6/29/92

security number telephonically
social

at her
I

date of birth|
was contacted

place of employment, the Los Angeles County Medical Center -

University of Southern California, (213) 226-4566. She was made
aware of the official identity of the interviewing agent and
nature of the interview. Thereafter. DOJ Attorney
directed the interview and
following information:

Police Department.

Attorney' s Office.

[voluntarily provided the

has not been interviewed by the Los Angeles

has not been contacted by the District

The information provided by in a previous
interview with the FBI, concerning injuries to RODNEY KING, were
based on her own personal observations.

seen Mr.
advised that she did not realize she had

KiNU unrii she saw his picture on the television.

did not talk to any of the defendant
Officer's and only knows of their versions of the incident from
what she has seen on television.

Jonly saw parts of the trial on television
because she was usually sleeping. The parts that she did observe
were from news highlights.

did not keep up with the case through the
newspapers

.

Reports t

has not heard of the CHRISTOPHER Commission

has been employed as a nurse for almost

b6
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(telephonically)
Investigation on 6/29/92 at Los Ancfel es, CaliforniSFile# 44A-LA-119954
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r 1

Jcippe<ai:ea ax: eii

accompanied by his attorney
e Los Angeles office of the United States
Angeles, California The intarvieTit,

conducted by Departmeni—of-Justice Attorney
commenced by makingf [aware of an ongoing federal
investigation of the KING matter involving possible deprivation
of his civil rights.

indicated
1 1 He is current
1 1

tly a[

J Los Angeles, California

.

, and has

]
assigned to

SSN

He has no first hand knowledge of the "King” incident
and has never talked to anyone knowledgable regarding the
pertinent facts of the case. He has heard rumor and speculation
from other officers but none of it was information from anyone in
a knowledgable positon to disclose pertinent details of the case.

b6
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Media reporting, including radio and TV stories, has
had no effect on his memory of the night in question. Nothing
outside his own memory has been substituted for his recollection
of the incident.

He does not believe he gave a statement to anyone
involved in compiling evidence in the case including Internal
Affairs, the District Attorney, LAPD homicide, or to his
superiors within the LAPD.

He did read the LOS ANGELES TIMES but it did not change
his memory of his limited involvement in the case.

He recalls nothing in the Christopher Commission report
that in any way became influential in his view or memory of the
case.

Investigation on 6/29/92

by SA

_at Los Angeles , Californi aFiie # 44A-LA-119954

Date dictated 6/29/92
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School Police Officer, Los Angeles
Unified School District, having voluntarily appeared at the
office of the United States Attorney, Central District of
California, 100 North Main Street, Los Angeles. California, w^s

3f Justice Attorney I

attorney
, |

interviewed by Department (

Also pressent was

]
provided
Security 1anc Social i

that he has been a School Police Officer for
reached at work at

He inaicated
and can be

To the question of what sort of interviews he had been
involved in with law enforcement. Indicated that he had
been interviewed by the School Discric-c's internal Affairs
Division, by the California Highway Patrol, by the District
Attorney's Office, and on a second occasion by Internal Affairs
of the School District. Also, in a matter unrelated to the
investigation, he was interviewed by his employers administrative
people regarding the incident.

I
[recalled that in both Internal Affairs

interviews he claimed he went over the log that he prepared to
detail the events that occurred the night of the KING arrest. He
was not shown nor did he review any other materials in
anticipation of Internal Affairs interviews. Nothing was
disclosed to him by Internal Affairs interviewers and he was not
shown the video of the KING incident.

When contacted by the California Highway Patrol he
provided his own recollection of the pertinent events. His
recollection was not assisted nor was it influenced by any
materials outside of his own memory. The California Highway
Patrol did not display any witness statements to him and did not
disclose the position of any one in this case.
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Investigation on 6-29-92 at LOS AnqeleS ,

by SA

Califgrni apiie #

Dale diclaled

44A-LA-119954—

^

6-30-92
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The District Attorney went over the video tape but this
did not have the effect of changing his view of the case except
to add to his reliable recollection of the pertinent events. In
this as with the other discussion he had with law enforcement, he
did not have access to witness statements and the content of the
witness statements were not disclosed to him except in the
administrative hearing. Further, he did not have contact with
any District Attorneys or representatives of the defendants in
this case.

At trial, he was subpoenaed by both sides. He did not
testify. While he had a chance to see most of the trial and did
view most of the trial he had no advance knowledge of the
defendant's account of the case or the position of the
prosecutor.

He did not read the CHRISTOPHER COMMISSION REPORT
except for some excerpts in the LOS ANGELES TIMES and this did
not have the effect of changing his memory of the pertinent
events in this case.
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-j I

in the presence of his attorney,

J voluntarily appeared at the Los Angeles Office
of the United States Attorney, 100 North Spring Street, Los
Angeles, California. Thereafter, he was made aware of the
official identity of the interviewing Agent and his interview was
conducted by Department of Justice Attorney

provided his date of b i-rth agf

and Social Security Account Number as
indicated that he has been a Los Angeles Unitiea scnooi District
Police Officer for the past]

|
He indicated that he was

on the night of the KING incident.

He recalled that he gave statements to several agencies
involved in the KING matter including the District Attorney's
Office, California Highway Patrol, the Unified School District's
Internal Affairs Section, the Grand Jury, and in an
administrative proceeding to the Unified School Board.

With the District Attorney he was not shown nor did he
review any documents in anticipation of providing information.
At that interview he had not seen the video of the KING arrest.
The information he provided on this occasion was based
exclusively on his memory of the pertinent events unaffected by
external sources of information or the views or speculation of
others

.

b6
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The California Highway Patrol did not exhibit any
documents to him nor did he review any materials in anticipation
of discussing the matter with them. His statement was based
solely on his memory of the pertinent events unaffected by
external sources of information or the views or speculation of
others regarding this matter.

In discussion of the case with the Los. Angeles Unified
School District Internal Affairs Section, they did not provide
any documents for his review. He did not review any witness

Investigation on 6-29-92 ^at LOS AnCfeleS , CalifOmicFile #

SA Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

6-30-92
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statements nor did they disclose any information provided by any
witnesses. He indicate that he was not provided anything to
prepare him for the interview and he relied solely on his
reliable recollection of the pertinent events unaffected by the
views or speculation of others.

At the Grand Jury he was never exhibited any witness
statements or other documents that disclosed the results of
investigation in this case. When he went into the Grand Jury to
testify he viewed the tape. He indicated that nothing that he
read or saw, that none of the opinions or speculations of others
were substituted for his own memory of the pertinent events.

In a second interview with Internal Affairs, he
continued to provide information based only on his own memory.
He was able to distinguish and differentiate his own memory from
external sources of information. Internal Affairs does not
disclose the defendant's position or the prosecutor's position or
account of pertinent events in this case.

In an administrative hearing conducted by his employer,
prior to the hearing of the facts, he reviewed an administrative
package which consisted of his event logs, arrest reports,
summary Internal Affairs interviews, and statements provided by
the

I
He was provided no other substantive materials

except the synopsis of the District Attorney interviews. None of
this information changed his memory of the pertinent events and
he clearly differentiated these materials from his own memory.

Defense Attorney
lindicated that while he was contacted by

who exhibited thef
transcript, this transcript was provided only to Ciariry and
reconstruct pertinent events that occurred on the night of the
arrest in question. None of this had the effect of substituting

observations for his own.

He first became aware of the officers account of the
case when he watched the trial. After viewing the trial he was
still able to differentiate his own memory from what was
presented at trial as to the pertinent events in question.

He read the CHRISTOPHER COMMISSION REPORT in summary
form in the newspaper. Nothing reported had the effect of
changing or altering his reliable recollection of the pertinent
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I was contacted telephonically at his place of
business,

I

~| was made aware of the
official identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
investigation

»

Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney
[directed the interview and| [voluntarily

provided the following information:

I I
said he followed the investigation of the

incident on the television and through the newspaper,
only saw bits and pieces of the trial on television.

I has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report

.

I I did not see any of the defendants testify in
the RODNEY KING trial. He also said that he did not know the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

I I
advised that he may have talked with some

people previously regarding the KING incident but did not recall
who or when. Also, the information he gave would have been the
same as that given during this interview.

I
[does not recall being interviewed by the Los

Angeles Police Department.

I
was not contacted by the District Attorney's

Office.

I

did not have access to any Los Angeles Police
Department internal documents.

I I recalls talking to an unidentified person
aboutr I

Investigation on 6/29/92
( telephonically)

at Los Angeles , CA File# 44A-LA-119954

by SA Date dictated 6/29/92
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I I
did not read any Los Angeles Times articles

regarding the incident

.

I [
advised that his previous statements were

based on his own knowledge, separate from any media coverage,
noting that everyone in I I was surprised about the incident.

I I thought it was out of character for TIM to have "those
kind of tendencies".

I I was not contacted by any defense attorneys
regarding the incident.

I I
does not recall being contacted by the Los

Angeles Police Department Internal Affairs Division.

I I does recall being contacted by a reporter,
however

,

he does not recall who the reporter represented.
I I advised that he did not really have anything to say,
because they "wouldn't get a sensational story from him".

I I provided the following background information
on himself. I Idate of birth is | l and social
security number I I has been with the I I

b6
b7C
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[ L was contacts
business. f

telephonically at his place of
He was made aware of the official

identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
investigation. Thereafter, DOJ attorney

| |
directed

the interview and I I voluntarily provided the following
information:

I I
advised that he has not been contacted

directly by the Los Angeles Police Department. However, TIMOTHY
WIND is a personal friend of LARIMORE. LARIMORE has spoken to
WIND several times both prior to and after the RODNEY KING
incident.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report

.

b6
b7C

did not watch the trial, however, he followed
the trial from brief newscasts and articles in the paper.

I I advised that someone, name not recalled, had sent an
article from
TIMOTHY WIND.

prior to the trial, in reference to
However, the article dealt only with WIND'S

background, not his version of the incident.

Office.
was not contacted by the District Attorney's

I |was not contacted by any defense attorneys
involved in the trial.

I |
did not have access to Los Angeles Police

Department internal documents.

I I
advised that his previous statements regarding

TIMOTHY WIND'S background were based solely on his personal
knowledge. I 1 had no information besides the conversations
that took place with TIMOTHY WIND.

( telephonically)
Investigation on 6/29/92 at LOS AngeleS , CA

by SA

File#

Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

6/29/92
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I I advised he had no knowledge of any of the
other officers' versions of the incident.

provided the following background information

reviouslv served as a
I His date

and social security number
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Police Services Representative, Los
Angeles Police Department, was interviewed at the United States
Attorney's Offi.ee in Los Angeles. The interview was conducted by

n Attorney with The Department of Justice, Civil

b6
b7C

Rights Division,
information: 3voluntarily provided the following

interviewed by
Police Department.

concurred that on March 27, 1991, she was
nternal Affairs Division (lAD) of the Los

b6
b7C

1 does not recall who c

ted theIt
1

Angeles
ucted the

a representative
behalf

.

with the Police Protective League, was present on
|

| behal
[stated that she did not prepare for the interview and all

ner statements were based on her pconsult any reports or documents.]
worried about her job. *-

Slim. i2fii;sonal memory. She did not
stated she was only

concurred that on March 29, 1991, she was
interviewed by the District Attorn^ev^s Office. She recalled that
the interview was recorded. dvised that her statements
during the interview were clearly from her own memory.

District
[concurred that she was again interviewed by the

Attorney's Office on June 14, 1991. Her statements
during the interview were made clearly from her own memory.

[advised that she spoke with Attorney]
tor approximately three minutes, for a "verification

xiiuej.vj.tiw, " prior to giving her testimony on 4/6/92.[

b6
b7C

xndicated that her statements were made from her own memory,
however, since over one year had passed since the time of the
incident, she could only remember generalities about the night of
the incident, not specifics.

.
advised that she has only exchanged pleasantries

with the defendant Officer's, such as "Hi, How are you doing?"

Investigation on 6/30/92

by SA

_at Los Angeles, CaliforniaFiie# 44A-LA-119954

Date dictated 6/30/92
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Department

.

has not received disciplinary action from the

Jhas read parts of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report, but this has not influenced her in any way. She indicated
that she has not seen any other internal reports or documents
concerning the incident.

followed the media coverage of the KING incident
She is not a "dedicated trial watcher." She further"off and on."

advised that she does not really read the newspaper.

stated that she has not been interviewed, except
the tour interviews mentioned above. She further advised that

her statements during the four interviews were made from her
first hand knowledge and she was not influenced in any way.

their stor
has heard the defendant Officer's versions of

, but does not remember their whole stories.

,

remembers Stacey Koon's version of the incident
because she overheard Koon talking to a Lieutenant in the station
on the night of the incident. The conversation that she overheard
concerned Koon's version of the "use of force" that was used.

re£aXls_^that the conversation was at the Watch Commander's

b6
b7C

urrice.
I

^advised that her memory of the conversation is not
as clear as ix used to be, but she has not been influenced in any
way by others.

provided her date of birth as
her social security number as

and
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD)

, phone 818-362-9303, was ir^teriri sn
present was Assistant United zt-n-r^-rnoy

who conducted the interview. provided the following;

Angeles Times or oh
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

did not follow the investigation in the Los
television news. He has not read the

b6
b7C

has not been interviewed by Los Angeles
police or oy me aistrict attorney's office regarding this case.
He has not been shown any written statements made by others, nor
has he been told of statements made by others. He has not
discussed this investigation with other officers.

I

|did not follow the trial regularly, although
he did see some of officer BRISENO'S testimony. He did not know
the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

said that he has not been influenced by media
coverage of the incident, and his knowledge is independent.

I I provided his date of birth as
and his SSAN as I I

Investigation on 6/30/92

(telephonically)

at Los Angeles, Ca. File# 44A-LA-119954'

SA Date dictated 7/1/92
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National Toxicology Laboratory, 1100
California Ave., Bakersfield, California 93304, phone 805-322-
4250, was interviewed. Also present was Department of Justice
attorney!
provided the following:

who conducted the interview.

did not follow the investigation in any
newspaper's or on television. He did not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report.

I
has not been interviewed by any agency regarding

this mat-terl He said that he spoke with reporters regarding the
findings of the laboratory regarding the PCP/drug screen after
those results had been released. He has not been in contact with
the district attorney's office or any of the defense attorneys
regarding this matter.

closely. and not
followed the trial on television, but not
in newspapers.

said that his knowledge is independent and has
not be4m xniiueiiced by any other sources.

provided his date of birth as
as

1

and

b6
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I I
Deputy Sheriff, Los Angeles Sheriff's

Department (LASD) , 213-226-4563, was interviewed. Also present
was Assistant United Stata<= attnrnev i ~l who
conducted the interview. provided the following:

I
[followed the investigation in the Los Angeles

Times and on television. He did not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report, although he saw excerpts in the newspaper.

I I has not been interviewed by Los Angeles police
or by the district attorney's office regarding this matter. He
has not been shown any documents reflecting statements made by
the defendant officers, nor has he been told of such statements.

I
[saw some of the trial on television, to include

some testimony from all of the defendants. He was unaware of the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

Although his memory of the events surrounding the
incident is not clear, he said that his recollection has not been
influenced by anything learned from other sources.

his SSANas
] provided his date of birth as and

b6
b7C
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Investigation on 6/30/92
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[ was contacted telephonically at his residence, !

I
was made aware of the official identity of the

interviewing agent and the nature of the investigation.
Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney I I

directed the interview and
| [voluntarily provided the

following information:

I I has not had any previous interviews concerning
the RODNEY KING incident.

I I

has not spoken with TIMOTHY WIND since before the
incident

.

only followed the KING case briefly on CNN News.

I I has not heard TIMOTHY WIND'S version of the
incident

.

I I
advised that all statements he has made during

this interview and any statements he may make in the future will
be based on his own memory and not influenced in any way by other
sources

.

I [
gave the following background information . His

date of birth is I I, and social security number isf I

Investigation on 6/30 /92

(telephonically)
_at Los Angeles , CA File# 44A-LA-119954

by SAl Date dictated 6 /30/92
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[
employment,

] was contacted telephonicallv at his place of
was made aware of the

official identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
interview . Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney f

I -a J t a • • n I I -1 1
^

[ [ directed the interview and
provided the following information:

voluntarily

I
I concurred that he had recently spoken with

FBI Aqenti ladvised that any statements
that were made to ! [ were based on his own knowledge and
perceptions, not influenced by any outside sources.

I [ has not had any previous interviews
concerning the KING incident.

I I only watched the KING incident a few times on
the television news and then did not follow the events closely.

I I has not had any contacts with TIMOTHY WIND
since long before the incident.

I I advised that any statements that he has made
previously, and any statements he makes in the future, are, and
will be, based on his own personal knowledge.

I
provided the following background

informat

i

on. His date of birth isf f and social security
number is

b6
b7C

Investigation on

(telephonies1ly

)

6/30/92 ^at Los Anqeles , CA File# 44A-LA-119954 -
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to the West Los Angeles Police Station, 1663
currently assigned

Butler Avenue, Los
Angeles, California, was contacted at his place of work and
informed of the official identity of the interviewing Agent and
nature nf the investigation. He was accompanied bv l I

The interview was conducted by Department of
Justice (DOJ) Attorned
provided the following information:

Thereafter,

[Indicated that noAt the outset DOJ Attorney
)

prosecutive decisions had, been made, in the ongoing investigation
of the RODNEY KING case. I [more fully identified himself
as being born having Social Security Number

During the period of time in question he was assigned
to the Foothill Division. He recalled that he was interviewed on
two occasions by Internal Affairs of the Los Angeles Police
Department, that he was also interviewed by the District
Attorney, and prior to trial by the defendant's attorneys.

In the first contact with Internal Affairs, he did not
recall being exhibited any documents, including witness
statements, statements of the defendants, or of any other
involved party in this case. He recalled providing a complete
disclosure of the information that he was aware of based entirely
on his observations and the statement was based entirely on what
he saw at the scene. He was shown the tape of the arrest and he
had a clear recollection of the pertinent events involved in the
case and was able to differentiate his memory from external
sources of information.

In his second interview with Internal Affairs, he was
provided a succinct summary of his prior statement to Internal
Affairs. He was not shown any documents and did not review any
materials in preparation for this interview. On this occasion,
as in the first interview, he provided information based entirely

b6
b7C
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on his clear recollection of the pertinent events and was able to
reliably recall those events and keep them separate from external
sources of information.

indicated that he did not discuss the case
with any of the defendant officers and that the position of the
defendant officers was never disclosed to him by any source
including fellow deputies. He indicated that in preparation for
the trial that he was contacted by the attorneys for the
defendants including the attorney representing Officer WIND,
KOON, and POWELL. The defendant's attorneys did not provide him
with any documents but they did furnish a transcript of his
statement that he had provided previously to the District
Attorney. He indicated that he did not discuss this case with
any of the defendant officers and that the defendants officers
account of the pertinent events in this case were not disclosed
by their attorneys. He indicated that any contact with these
attorneys had no effect on his reliable recollection of the
pertinent events.

indicated that he did see media reporting of
the case and saw televisions coverage of the trial . He indicated
that he saw just about all of the defendant officers testimony.
Prior to seeing them testify, he was unaware of their position in
the case, their defense, or their account of the pertinent
events

.

He indicated that he was never a witness or the subject
of any of the LAPD's administrative proceedings. Further, he
never read any witness statements nor did he view any of the
contents of any of administrative determination regarding
misconduct of any involved officers in this case. He indicated
that he is able to reliably distinguish and differentiate his
memory from all outside sources of information.

While he believes he read some portions of the
Christopher Commission Report he did not read the chapter that
related to the KING case.
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i

j j I
j:

was interviewed bv Deoartmeijit of Justice, Civi
Division Attorney
following information:

telephone numberl
il Rights

provided the

b6
b7C

pdvised that he was employed by th^ t.os

Anaelea Pniioc> Department (LAPD) for i land
He stated that he did not like what was happening

ro rne Department after the King case so
earlier than planned.

a little

[ ]advised that he knows Officer Powell and
JstatedSergeant (Sgt) Koon on a professional level,

that Officer Wind came to talk to him after the video tape came
out on the news , \ 1 told him not to talk to anyone, to get
an attorney, and not to lie. He has seen Wind since apd has
spoken to him on a personal level, for moral support.
advised that he spoke to Officer Bresino on two occasions, one
being the night of the incident and the other at a graduation
nsrsmnnv nn .Tnrws i IQQI, At tho rrradnatinn. Rr<aginn told

indication

i

be. ^

This was the first
jhad ot What Bresino 's defense was going to

kloes not read the newspaper, however, he did
watch the news coverage of the incident on television

, to include
testimony given by the defendant officers. I I advised that
he was furious when he watched Officer Bresino' s testimony on
television because it contradicted a conversation he had with
Bresino after the incident. [spoke to all four Defense
Attorneys about this conversation and he ended up testifying at
the state trial. I I stated that at no time did the Defense
Attorneys try to influence his memory and he was not shown any
documents of any kind.
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[stated that he did not read the Christopher
Commission Report., He did not read the arrest or use of force
reports . and he did not read any witness or officer statements,

advised that he was not approached by any agency or
employee representative regarding the King incident.

would be
information

.

stated that any statement that he were to make
bass soisiy on his memory and no other source of

advised that he was born
and his Social Security Account Number is

on
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8871, was interviewed by
Department of Justice. Civil Rights Division Attorney

provided the following information:

advised that she has been employed by LAPD for
I

of which I I were spent at the Foothill
Division. She is currently working with

I[

[stated that she was first interviewed by Internal
Affairs Division at the end of March, 1991, at which time she was
shown her log and the video tape of the incident. [advised
that the statement she gave was based on her memory aiuile and no
other source of information. stated that lAD interviewed
her a second time in early April, i991, wher^_she, was
paraphrased version of her first interview.

given a
advised that

her statement was based solely on her memory and no other source
of information. I ladvised that she was represented by her
Attorney

[stared that lAD was
and employee representative
the only agency that spoke to her

regarding the King incident, and she was not approached by any
attorneys or employee representatives.

dvised that the only newspaper she reads is METRO
and that is only occasional. She watched parts of the trial on
television to include Officer Powell's testimony and Sergeant
Koon's testimony. She is a friend of Officer I ~l however,
she was not aware of the defendant off

j

rar<a' version of the
incident until she watched the trial.

[
[ stated that she did

not speak to any of the defendant officers and did not read any
witness or officer statements . She did not read the arrest or
use of force report. advised that she read portions of the
Christopher Commission Report, however, the only part that she
recalls is the section on MDT messages.
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stated that she was not disciplined and she did
not atteiia any Police Protective league meetings.

would be' cased
of information.

pdvised that any statements that she were to give
solely on her own recollection and no other source

stated that she was born in pn
and her Social Security Account: wumoer is
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was
inrervieweg at tne united states Attorney's Office in Los
Angeles, California. ! I was made aware of the official
identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of thq
i ntp.rv.i ew. Thereafter, Assistant United States Attorney,

directed the interview and
the following information;

voluntarily provided

I I
concurred that he had previously been

interviewed by The Federal Bureau of Investigation in April,
1991.

I I
has not been interviewed by the Los Angeles

Police Department regarding the KING investigation.

I
j
has not been interviewed by the District

Attorney's Office, nor by any other agencies or individuals,
concerning the KING investigation.

advised that his previous interview with the
FBI concetnea oniy Patterns of Civil Rights Violations in the
LAPD.

t
followed the case through television news and

he newspaper. He advised that he only watched parts of
the trial on television.

j
has not spoken with any of the defendant

Officer's since before the incident.

KING incident:.
does not recall the Officers' versions of the

b6
b7C
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|has heard of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Reports, but has not seen or read them.
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advised that his previous statements were
based solely on his own knowledge and experiences, not influenced
by the KING incident j |has not been influenced by any
media coverage or by any other outside statements.

His date of birth i
P|-Qvided thA following background information

and social security number

I

in the Los Angeles Police Department,!
Academy, and the rest of the time assigned to the

in the
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[ I University of
Southern California - Los Angeles County Medical Center, 1200 N.

, phone 213-226-6712, was interviewed. Also present was

^ I
and Assistant

] wno conaucred the interview.

State St.
the
TTnitPC .srarrag Arm-rnray [

provided the following:

I
followed the investigation in the Los Angeles

Times
,
but not on television. He has not read the CHRISTOPHER

Commission Report.

[has not been interviewed by any other agency
regarding this matter. However, he was telephoned by the
district attorney's office and asked if he had had conversations
with RODNEY KING while he was attending to his injuries. He was
not called upon to testify at the trial.

j followed the trial "a little” on television
and read about it in the paper. He was aware of the accounts of
the officers and KING from the media coverage of the trial. He
was unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to
the trial. He has had no conversations with police regarding
this matter. He does not recall any specific articles which
dealt with the officers' accounts of the incident.

I
|said that his memory of the incident is based

upon independent knowledge, and has not been influenced by any
other sources.

his SSAN as
lorovided his date of birth as and
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LOS ANGELES POLICE
contacted
(818) 989-8541.

DEPARTMENT, West Valley Area station, was
telephonically at his place of employment,

|
was made aware of the official identity of the

interviewing agent and the nature of the intejrview. Thereafter,
Department of Justice Attorney
interview and]
information:

directed the
voluntarily proviaea the following

I |has not been interviewed by LAPD Internal
Affairs Division.

has not testified at the State Trial or
before the Grand Jury.

tha KING
only handled Administrative matters during

investicration . I

|and did not review internal information. He simply turned
over documents to those individuals that were investigating the
case.

I
did not have access to Witness Statements.

The Statements were considered confidential information and he
simply turned the material over to the investigating parties.

with KOON.l
to contact KOON ^nd KOON
Internal Affairs.

^nly contact with any of the Officer's was
fremembers that Internal Affairs was trying

call^ed
C to relay a message

inaicatea mat: his involvement in
to

the contact was purely Administrative in nature and nothing to do
with any substantive material.

[matched parts of the trial on television and
's and BRISENO'S testimony. He did notsaw parts ui DUtn ruu

watch their entire testimony, just parts of them.
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Officer ' s prior to
incident

.

Jdid not talk to any of the defendant
le trial about their versions of the

television and
"stuck out" in

[only heard the Officers' versions from
^wsnaners . Nothing about their versions

mind

.

I
has read parts of the CHRISTOPHER Commission

Report, mostly dealing with MDT messages. He did not recall
anything having to do with the KING incident.

advised that his actions or conversations
are independent from any media coverage, and are not influenced
in any way by outside sources.

I
contact with any of the Officer's on the

scene was minimal and he can keep his perceptions independent of
influence from outside sources.

informatlon.
number is I

provided the following background
iis aare of birth is I I and social security

I has been with LAPD for

Foothill Division from early
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Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Office (LASO) , County USC Medical Center, Jail Unit,
(213) 226-4563, was interviewed at her place of employment.
County USC Medical Center . |

~|was made aware of the official
identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
interview. Thereafter, Assistant United States Attorney,

Idirected the interview and
following information:

Voluntarily provided the

Police Department

.

has not been interviewed by the Los Angeles

has not been interviewed by the District
Attorney '

d

Uttldd

.

the LAPD.
has not been interviewed by Internal Affairs of

_
followed parts of the incident and trial on

television and in the newspapers.

is familiar with the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report, but has not seen or read them.

is only familiar with KING'S version of the
incident from media coverage.

has a general idea of the Officers' versions.

advised that nothing has influenced her memory.
Her statements are based solely on her personal perceptions.

were xnvoivsa.
has not had any contact with the Officer's that

ivised that she was not on duty when KING was
brought in and she thought he was "just another patient."
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Viewing uuB miev

Her date

bnly realized that she had dealt with KING after
'ision clip of the incident.

provided the following background informatiqn.
or nirth isl I and social securj.ty number is
She currently works the
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investigation , iiooo wilshire Blvd. , Los Angeles, California, was
interviewed by Department of Justice. Civil Rights Division
Attorney!

I
provided the following

information:

I
advised that he occasionally followed the media

coverage or the King incident, however, he did not read the
defendant officers' statements which was published in the Los
Angeles Times newspaper,

j j
stated that he did not read the

Christopher Commission Report, or any arrest/use of force
reports

.

advised that he is not aware of the defendant
officers' version of the incident.

Investigation on 7 /2 /92

by SA
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Date dictated 7 /7 /92
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ICHPI was interviewed

,

md attorney [
The interview was

i

California
Also present was CHP

both
I
iahwav Patrol

interview was
office of GEORGE MCDONALD~and Associates. 1318

conducted by
The

phone 818-799-9544.

representing
Assistant United States

held at the law
Fair Oaks Ave.

,

Jprovided the following;

followed the investigation on television a
bit, but did not read the Los Angeles Times . He has not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

or by the disuricr.
has not been interviewed by Los Angeles police
attorney's office regarding this matter.

I I

saw some of the trial on television, but saw
only some of officer KOON's testimony. He was unaware of the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial. He was
not told, shown, nor had he read any statements of the officers.

I

said that his knowledge of the incident has
not been int luenced by media coverage. He has learned nothing
since the incident to influence his recollection.

provided his date of birth as
SSAN asl 1
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Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Office (LASO) , County USC Medical Center, Jail Unit,
(213) 226“4563, was interviewed at his place of employment.
County USC Medical Center,
identity of the interviewi’hg agsht'

Iwas made aware of the official
and the nature of the

interview. Thereafter, Assistant United States Attorney,
"Idirected the interview and

following information:
Voluntarily proviaea me

has not been interviewed by anyone besides the
FBI, regarding the RODNEY KING incident.

I followed parts of the incident and the trial
from both television coverage and the newspaper.

I
|has heard of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report,

but has not read any part of it.

I I has only heard the Officers' versions of the
incident from television and the newspapers.

has only heard KINGS ' version of the incident
from television and the newspapers.

I
only recollection that KING was at the Medical

Center was a phone inquiry from the newspaper, name of paper not
recalled.

b6
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I
has not spoken with any of the Officer's who

were invoivea in the incident.

I
I

statements are not influenced by any outside
sources and they come solely from his own memory.

provided the following background information.
Hig fiaria of birtl1 is and social security number is

He has been Sheriff's Department forW X uix uxxt
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I I
California Highway Patrol

(CHP) , was interviewed. Also present was CHP|
I

~l. and attorney! I both representing

I

Assistant Uhlted St&t6S Attorney!
conaucted the interview, which was held at the law offine nf I

—

GEORGE MCDONALD and Associates, 1318 Fair Oaks Avenue,
provided the following:

[followed the investigation a bit on
television, but did not read the Los Anaeles Times . He has not
read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

was interviewed by the Los Angeles Police
Internal Affairs and Robbery-Homicide divisions. A
representative of the district attorney's office sat in on one of
the interviews, which were conducted sometime between March 5-10,
1991. During the interviews, he was neither told nor shown any
statements made by others regarding this matter.

saw some of the trial on television, to
include some of the testimony of all three defendants. He was
unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the
trial.

said that his knowledge of the incident is
independent, anct nas not been influenced by anything he has
learned since that time.

;ovided his date of birth as
and his SSAN as

phone
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.cil-al-oci

I was interviewed.
-Attorney!
provided the following:

Also present was Assistant United
] who conducted the interview.

and as such, followed the investigation regularly in the Los
Angeles Times , the Daily News , and on television. He has a copy
of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, and has read parts of the
report, to include those dealing with the RODNEY KING incident.
He said that he has not been influenced by the findings of the
commission. His knowledge of the incident is independent of the
report

.

I
|has not been interviewed by Los Angeles police

or by the district attorney's office regarding this matter.

I
[watched all of the trial, to include all of the

defendants' testimony. He was unaware of the accounts of the
incident of officers KOON, POWELL, or WIND. He had not seen
written statements of the above officers accounts, nor was he
shown statements by anyone.

I ~i
account of the incident prior to the trial. He said, however,
thatl lof statements made by
the other officers.

~l that his knowledge of the incident is from
and has not been influenced by any other

sources

.

[
and his SSAN as

] nrmr.ided his date of birth aa
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Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) , Rampart Division, telephone number
(213) 485-4063, was i ntfa-rvi V>v Dfarta-rtytant nf Justice, Civil

provided theRights Division Attorney
following information:

I ]advised that he has been employed by LAPD
for

I I
He stated that he was interviewed by

Northeast Detectives r^onr-o-rninfr Viig <5<->ri(a with King after the
advised that he was notincident on March 3, 1991.

asked any questions regarding tne origiiial incident.

f

^ ^ ^ 0.1^ 1 j Tt n j-t • I ! Tt J _ —astated that he tape recorded the interview and his statement was
based solely on his own recollection.

I

advised that he did not follow the media
coverage of the incident in the newspaper or television. He did
not watch thp, tria l because it was shown during his sleeping
time. advised that he was not familiar with the
defendant officers' version of the incident, however, he heard
that the officers were just trying to defend themselves.

I stated that he did not read any of King's
arrest reports or use of force reports . He did not read any
witness or officer statements.

|
advised that he did

not read the Christopher Commission Report, however, he did hear
general things about its contents.

I
[stated that he was subpoenaed to testify at

trial by Assistant District Attorney White, however, he was told
to leave. I I advi sad that he was not approached by any
employee representatives, attorneys, or other agencies with
exception of a prior FBI interview.

I
[advised that any statement that he were to

give would be based solely on his memory and no other source of
information.
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lhas not been interviewed by anyone besides the
FBI, regarding the RODNEY KING incident.

has not followed the KING incident in the Los
Angeles dniius, iiur in any other newspaper.

the tele
ollowed parts of the incident and the trial on

incident

.

is not familiar with KING'S version of the

b6
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Ls briefly familiar with the Officer's versions
of the kIng incident, but only through the television reports.

I

has not spoken with any of the Officer's who
were invoivea in the incident.

I I
has not read any parts of the CHRISTOPHER

Commission Reports.

j
advised that his perceptions are based only on

his memories , nor on any conversations with others or media
coverage

.

His date
orovided the following background informat

or JDirrn Is and social security number is

[
His current assignment is the
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD )

,

Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California . wnrV te>i P>nhnng> number (818) 989-8861, home telephone
number I I was interviewed by Department of

provided
was interviewed bv Department of Justice,

Civil flights Division Attorney
the following information:

kdvised that he has been f ]=THe stated that he might have been contacted by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI ) or Internal Affairs
Division (lAD) , he cannot recall which.

(
further stated

that this contact was not a formal interview and no statement was
given.

|
[advised that he was not contacted by any other

agency or individual concerning the King incident.

advised that he followed the media coverage of
the incid'Sht by' reading The LA Times and Daily News , however, no

Jstated that he
_ *1 T

particular article stands out in his mind,
watched the news on television and watched the trial on channel
11 (FOX)

.| I
advised that he watched the two California

Patrol Officers' testimony and Officer Powell's testimony.

I
[stated that he never spoke to the defendant

Officers about the incident.
[

[ advised that he heard
versions of the incident from raiK around the station, however,
he first heard the officers' version of the incident from
watching the trial.

[
[stated that he did not read the arrest report,

use of force report, witness statements, or officer statements.
He did read parts of the Christopher Commission Report, however,
cannot recall which parts he read.

advised that his memory has remained independent
from outside sources and his recollection has not been
influenced.
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Office of the Los
Angeles County District Attorney, Bureau of Investigations, 210
W. Temple St., phone 213-974-9859, was interviewed. Also present
was U.S. Department of Jua±±ce_a±torney
conducted the interview.

who
providea rne rorrowing

:

interviewed RODNEY KING on 7/1/91, along with
investigator from his o,f f i ce .IHj

]

Inanother
preparation for that interview. saia 'cnar ne did not use
statements made by others, or reports of other agencies regarding
this matter. He added that he has not seen statements made by
others, to include the defendants. He did not see any reports of
any kind regarding this case.

did not follow the investigation or the trial on
television or in the Los Angeles Times . He saw no statements of
the defendant officers in the newspapers.

said that his only source of knowledge is the
video tape of the incident. His role in this matter was the one
interview conducted with KING.

provided his date of birth as

b6
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12160 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-9961, was interviewed by
Assistant United States Attorney bi

following information: * * I '

jrovided the

\
Iadvised that he has been employed by LAPP for

I lat the
Foothill Division.

|
[stated that he knows the police

officers involved in rne Kina incident and he has spoken to them
to give them moral support.

|

[advised that he did not speak
to the officers involved about th6 incident itself since they
were under strict orders not to speak to anyone about it. I

further advised that he did speak to other officers about the
incident in general.

I

[stated that he followed the media coverage of the
incident and watched the trial on television. He did not read
the newspaper and he did not read the arrest or use of force
reports . | | advised that he did not read any witness or
officer statements.

| [
stated that he did read portions of

the Christopher Coitmiission Report, however, he cannot recall
which portions he read.

stated that he was familiar with the officers'
version or rne incident as well as King's version from watching
the news on television. [further stated that the facts of
the pursuit were presented to officers at roll call.

I
[advised that he has not been interviewed by any

agency or individual regarding the King incident.

[
[stated that any first hand knowledge that he may

have, would be relate based on his own memory and no other source
of information.
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I I
Los Angeles Police Department

(LAPD )

,

Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima, California,
work telephone number (818) 989-8861, home telephone number I I

f was interviewed bv Department of Justice, Civil Rights
Division Attorneyl [provided the following
information:

I ^advised that he has worked as a|

Foothill for
I I

He believes it may have been Internal
Affairs Division f lAD) that interviewed him approximately one and
a half months ago. ~ladvised that lAD asked him if he had
seen the passengers, the ones arrested with King, sitting on the
bench outside the jail waiting to be booked.

I
[stated that he did not speak to the officers

involved in the King incident and was not aware of the defendant
officers' version. He did not read any reports or statements
regarding the King incident.

advised that he does not read the newspaper,
however,' he did watch the news on television and parts of the
trial. He stated that he did not read the Christopher Commission
Report

.

advised that any statement that he were to give
regardiAg th6 King matter would be based on his own recollection
and no other source of information.

c
n stated that he was born ini

Jssj and his SocxaT
Number is

aecuriry Account
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I I Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Office (LASO )

,

was contacted at his place of
1

employment, the LASO Linwood Substation, (310) 537-6111.
was made aware of the Official identity of the interviewing agent
and the nature of the intervieTii. Thereafter, Department of|
Justice Attorney] directed the interview and
voluntarily proviaea the following information:

I lhas not been contacted by anyone besides the
FBI, regarding the RODNEY KING incident.

I I
does not recall seeing KING on the night of the

incident

.

I I
followed some of the television coverage of the

KING incident. He saw some of the Officer's testimony, but does
not recall exactly what he watched. He saw "a little bit of
everything” on the television.

I jis not familiar with the Officer's versions of
the KING incident and does not really care. He does not know any
of the Officer's personally and has not had contact with any of
them.

I I
has not had access to any internal LAPD

documents and has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

advised that his statements are based on his own
experiences and are not influenced by others.

His date of hir
provided t^e following background information.iproy

^ is]
lhas been a

previously ser^d for

and social security number is

^

and"
in Long Beach as a
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I I was contacted telephonically at his place of
employment,

| |
was made aware of the official

identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
interview. Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney I I

I
[directed the interview and| [voluntarily provided the

following information:

[ [ advised that I ~l Use of Force
Policy that is being considered for adoption by the Department of
Justice

.

I

~[ has not been contacted by other agencies
regarding the KING incident. He was called by some reporters, but
did not talk to them.

[

watched parts of the television coverage on CNN, b?c
but did not see the Officer's testimony.

I 1 has not read the Los Angeles Times and has not
followed much of the story in other newspapers.

does not know the Officer's versions of the
incident

.

I Ihas not read any parts of the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report, and has not had access to any LAPD internal
documents

.

1 advised that[

(telephonically)
Investigation on 7/7/92 ^at Los Anqeles , Califomi gile #
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I I

advised that his statements are separate from
any media coverage that he may have seen and they are based only
on his perceptions and teaching methods.

I
[
provided the following background information.

His Date of Birth is I I and social security number is I I

I
has been!

\

I
He currently

b6
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Licensed Vocational Nurse (LVN) , the
Los Angeles County Medical Center-University of Southern
California f was contacted telephonically at her residence.

%J she was made aware of the official identity of the
interviewxng agent and the nature of the interview. Thereafter,
Department of
interview and
information:

Tnstir.e Attorney|
voluntari

{directed the
y provided the following

b6
b7C

I
|has not been contacted by any other agencies or

reporters regarding the KING incident.

I
|has followed the case closely, but her memory is

not influenced in any way by media coverage or by statements of
others

.

lhas read articles in the Los Angeles Times, but
her memory has not been influenced by any of the articles.

{does not know either KING'S version of the
incident or me officer's versions personally, only from what she
has read and seen on television. In either case, her memory has
not been influenced by the media coverage.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

watched the whole KING trial, but her memory is
still independent of the coverage.

advised that any statements she may make in the
future will be based on her own memory, not influenced by any
external sources.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

for

oi biru
provided the following background informatipn
1 IS

She has been at the
and social security number is

Los Angeles County Medical Center
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I I
Nursing Attendant, Los Angeles County

Medical Center-University of Southern California, was contacted
telephonically at her place of employment, (213) 226-4566. She
was made aware of the official identity of the interviewing agent
and the nature of the interview. Thereafter, Department of i

Justice Attorney directed the interview and
voluntarily provided the following information:

I I
has not been contacted by anyone previously,

regarding the KING incident. This interview was the first with
the FBI.

[

briefly watched parts of the KING coverage on
television and in the newspapers.

[viewed one day of the KING trial, testimony of a
Doctor that she works with.

the KING
advised that she did not have anything to do with

Report.
has not seen or read the CHRISTOPHER Commission

Woy na-ho or Birth i
Iprovided the following background information,
I

I n • _ n ! J 1 • I

i and social securj/bv number 1

She has been a Nursing Attendant for
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 11000 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California, was
interviewed by Department of Justice (DOJ) , Civil Rights Division
Attorney^
informatauii:

provided the following

I J stated that early on in the King investigation,
he received various notifications from the DOJ not to read or
watch the media coverage of the incident. He abided by this
request

.

I
[advised that he did not read the defendant

officers' statements.

I I
stated that he read the table of contents

,

appendix, and training section of the Christopher Commission
Report

.

confirmed that he had informed Attorney]
of the afiuve information during a conversation on May 1, 1992.

b6
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 11000 Wilshire Blvd. , Los Angeles, California, was
interviewed bv Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA)

^provided the following information:

stated that he saw very little of the
televisxon news coverage of the King incident since he was at the
FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia at the time. I

[
further

stated that he did not watch the trial. advised that he
did not read The LA Times or the Christopher Commission Report.

I

[advised that he did not read the defendant
officers' statements and he is not aware of their version of the
incident

.

b6
b7C

I [
confirmed that he had informed AUSA

the above information during a conversation on May 18
Pf

,
1992.
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) , currently assigned to the Metropolitan Division, phone
213-485-4091, wag i n-i-c>-rvi

.

Man present was Assistant United
StatfiS—Attorney

advised of the following:
who conducted the interview.

I I
followed the investigation in the Daily News .

but not regularly, and he did not read the Los Angeles Times . He
did not watch television regarding this matter. He did read
parts of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report, but not those
concerning the RODNEY KING case.

bas not been interviewed by LAPD, or by the
district attorney's office.

saw some of the trial on television, to include
the testimony of the defendants. He was not aware of the
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial. He said
that he was not shown, nor did he hear or read any statements
made by the officers. He said that he did not talk to fellow
officers regarding the incident.

I
said that his knowledge has not been influenced

by the media, and his recollection is independent of other
sources of information.

I
I provided his date of birth ad

and his SSAN as I I
^
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Angeles Police
Department (LAPD )

,

Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, (818) 989-8871, was interviewed bv Department of
Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney
provided the following information;

b6
b7C

for
[

advised that he has been employed by the LAPD

Division. He is currently working

L

lat the Foothi1

1

I bl-IWOTT-Of

b6
b7C

advised that he was interviewed by Internal
Affairs Division (lAD) at which time they made him watch the
video tape of the incident. He was asked to identify of,ficifirs Ijri

the video and he was asked about his duties that night.
stated that at no time was he shown any type of documents ana me
statement he provided was based solely on his memory. He did not
have an employee representative or an attorney present during

• • ^ • J ^ J J .

b6
b7C

{advised that lAD contacted him by
later date to ask him a couple more questions

this interview,
telephone at a
which he answered based on his memory alone and no other source
of information.

stated that he followed the media coverage of
the incident by occasionally watching the news. He does not read
the newspaper. He watched portions of the trial to include
testimonies by Officers Powellf

b6
b7C

{was not aware of the defendant officers' version
or me incident before the trial. |

~|advised that he did not
speak to any of the officers involved in the incident and he was
not approached by anyone's employee representative or any other
agency.

| |

stated that he did not read the Christopher
Commission Keport, the arrest or use of force reports, nor
witness or officer statements.
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Terrace , California, phone|_ J was
present was Department of Justice attorney
conducted the interview.

Lake View
interviewed. Also

who
advised ot the roiiowing:

followed the investigation on television, but
not in the Los Angeles Times . He has not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report. He said that he watched most of the trial on
television.

has not been "formally" interviewed by any
agency, to inciucte Los Angeles police or the district attorney's
office. He said that there have been numerous persons from the
media in the area since the incident. He has spoken with many
people, but has not been "quoted" by anyone. He has many friends
who are police officers and he has discussed the incident with
them. He said that he has not been shown any statements made by
the defendants. He has not spoken with any of the defendants'
attorneys

.

I

[said that his recollection of the comments he
has heard as a result of the incident has not been influenced by
the media.

provided is date of birth as

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Sheriff's Department
(LASO )

,

Los Angeles County Medical Center Jail Ward, 1200 North
State Street, Los Angeles, California, was interviewed by
Departm«^Tvh nf .Tyg-hi civil Rights Division Attorney[

provided the following information:

[advised that aside from an interview by FBI
agents, fie nas not been contacted by any individual or agency
regarding the King incident. I further advised that the
statement he provided the FBI was based solely on his memory and
no other source of information.

advised that he does not read The LA Times, he
reads th4 LOCai iSan Bernardino Newspaper .[ [stated that he
watched portions of the state trial on television to include
testimony by Officers Bresino, Powell, and Sergeant Koon. This
is the first time he became aware of the officers' version of the
incident.

[
[advised that he did not read the arrest report,

use of force report, witness statements, or Officer statements.
He did not read the Christopher Commission Report.

stated that he worked the night of the incident
and rememoers seeing King, however, he does not recall any of the

l_ • I I 3 ! 3 .L-T L_ ^officers present at that time,
know the defendant officers.

advised that he does not

stated that his memory has not been influenced
by anyone or anything and any statement that he were to make in
the future would be based on his own recollection.

b6
b7C
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stated that he was born in
on 1

1
—

1
_] and his Social Security Account Number is
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I I date of birtq
|

Los
Angeles County University of Southern California (USUj Medical
Center, 1200 North State Street, Los Angeles, California, work
telephone number (213) 226-6707, home telephone number

I

was -in-h<a-rviowA<^ bv r)Ar>a-r-hfflP>nt of Justice. Civil Rights
Division Attorney

|
[provided the

following information: I 1

[ advised that he was]

I
while King was at the medical center. I I was

interviewed by Internal Affairs Division (lAD) at which time he
was asked about King's condition and treatment.

|
[stated

that the only documents lAD gave him were King ' s meaicai records
to review.

I
never read any arrest reports, use of force

reports, witness statements, or officer statements. | |

advised that the statement he provided to lAD was based on his
own recollection.

I stated that he did not follow the media
coverage of the incident, although, he did watch state trial
testimony from a Doctor and Officer Powell.

[
advised

that he was not aware of the officers version of the incident
until he watched some of Officer Powell's testimony.

[ [

stated that he does not know the defendant officers and he never
spoke to any of them.

[

[further stated that he did not
read the Christopher commission Report.

[advised that he was interviewed a second time
by a man with a briefcase, however, he cannot recall what agency
this man was with. stated that he was also interviewed
by Assistant District Attorney White.

advised that with the help of King's medical
records to rerresn nis memory, he would be able to testify as to
his own recollection.
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Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Office (LASO) , County USC Medical Center, (213) 226-—was contacted at her place of residence,

C

b6
b7C

was made aware of the official identity of the
interviewing agent and the nature of the interview. Thereafter,
Department of Justice Attorney I [directed the
interview and
information:

voluntarily provided the following

I I
has not been contacted previously regarding the

KING incident.

Affairs.
has not been interviewed by LAPD or Internal

I I
has not had contact with any of the Officer's or

their Attorney's.

viewed segments of the trial on the television.

I I
does not recall the defendant Officers'

testimony, but vaguely remembers hearing some of what BRISENO
said.

does not read the Los Angeles Times.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I 1advised that any statements she may make in the
future will be based on her own memory, independent of anything
she has read or heard about the KING incident.

[
Her date of birth is

KING inciaenr.

.

]provided the following background information.
and social security number is

was on duty as an Jthe night of the

b6
b7C
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(telephonically)
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jJ
1

telephone number

1 1

was xnrerviewea ov Deoarrment: or uustiice, civil Kignrs

information:

him asking L
give him his
where he also met

ladvised that Defense Attorney
I
if he would look at all of tT

opinion. I Iwent to
Sergeant (Sgt) Koon.

leiXL

pontacted
material and

Jhouse
[stated that he

viewed the video tape several times and was told by Attn-rnp>v
that he had more material which he would send to

|

advised that he received and reviewed the following:
grand jury transcripts, arrest and use of force reports.scare

and the audio tape of the pursuit.

_
stated that he told the attorney he was not

interested In the officers' version of the incident since he
bases his opinion on , the ni sti^ict Attorney's (DA) case and its

elaborated that his opinion was
_tes±±mQny by California Highway

witnesses testimony,
based on tbp» fnllnwirirf? 1-ria1
Patrol

f
trial testimony by

me viaeo tape, and department publications on use dr
force to make sure the standards have not changed.

^

]
advised that he did not read the defendant officers' statements
or summaries thereof. He has never met the officers except for
Sgt Knnn and .he did not know what their testimony would consist
of.

I

assumed that the officers would try to be consistent
with their arrest report, however, he never expected them to
testify.

b6
b7C

tated that he receives The Los Angeles Times
daily and the Police Departments Blue Line publication, however,
does not recall reading any officers' statements in either of
these publications. I Uyr>1ain<=>d that in thsT

which resulted in further
advised that for the months of

b6
b7C
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l and he did not follow the media coverage of the Kina
incident. He did not read the Christopher Comm issinn Report^
however, he read the summary in The LA Times.

|
[stated

that he remembers having read the part about excessive use of
force, racism, and sexism. He did not recall having read the
section on the King case.

1 ^advised that he has spoken to Defense Attorneys
Jjarice on separate occasions. He also met

I on one occasion.
|

stated that at no
discuss the officers' version of the incident with

Attorne'v^

time did he
the Defense Attorneys.

and is

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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an investigator from the Los Angeles
County District Attorney's Office, phone 213-974-3626, was
interviewed. ^Iso present was a Department o^ Justice attorney.

information.
May, 1992.

who conducted the interview.
previously provided to

provided the following:

Jconfirmed
puring a meeting in

I
|said that he did not follow the investigation in

the Los Angeles Times . He has had no contact with the Los
Angeles Police Internal Affairs Division, regarding the facts of
this case. He has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission report,
although he did review a portion of the summary. The summary did
not provide him with any new information on the investigation.

intormation regarding the|

did not interview one of the expert witnesses.
He added that he has "stayed clear" of all

I issue

.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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_
deputy district attorney, Los Angeles

County District Attorney's Office, phone 213-974-3891, was
interviewed . A^lso present was Department of Justice attorney

who conducted the interview.
[

Iwas
conrirming information which he provided to attorney
5/2/92. provided the following:

pn

iJi
[
said that his office policy prevented him

from reading the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , Internal
Affairs Division (lAD) reports. As such, he said that he did
not read the lAD reports. In addition, he said that he did not
read of the investigation in the Los Anaeles Times .

I [
said that he read the CHRISTOPHER Commission

Report. However, the copy provided to him did not contain the
officers' statements.

|said that although he had dealings with lAD,
he had no such dealings relating to this investigation or the
trial.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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1

office phone 714-857-1248, was interviewed
AT.sn nrp.fent wa?5 A5=jp;i f;tant United States AttornevI 1

who conducted the interview.
following:

provided the

did not follow the events of the investigation in
the Los Angeles Times . He saw some television news coverage, but
does not recall anything specific. He has not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report. He does not recall reading any
statements made by the defendants which may have been published
in newspapers.

I I
has not been interviewed by the Los Angeles Police

Department. He was interviewed by the district attorney's office
after his name had been submitted by defense attorney|

He was neither shown nor told of statements mace ny me
officers.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I I
did not follow the trial, although he saw excerpts,

on television. He said that he testified at the trial as an
expert witness. Prior to the trial, he reviewed KING'^s medical
records, surgical reports, and the video tape of the incident.

I Iwas unaware of the officers' accounts of the incident prior
to the trial.

brovided his date of birth asl

his SSAN as
1

and his home phone as

(telephonically)

Investigation on 7 / 14 / 92 ^at Los Angeles , Ca
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Parker Center Division, telephone number
485-4091, was advised as to the identity of the i nteryiewina
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney

| |

(213)

b6
b7C

land Fftdpral Rnrpfjtu of Investigation Special Agent
provided the following information:

advised that he testified at the state trial of
California vs. Powell as an expert—oii the use of force, on behalf
of Sergeant (Sgt) Stacey Koon. ^ advised that he did not base

b6
b7C

his opinion on the Grand Jury transcripts that were provided to
him by Attorney

f

had to have read
stated that he wouldn't have

the grand jury transcripts to form his opinion
since his opinion was based on the incident itself, the video
tape, photographs used at the state trial, training bulletirps

,

and [ ] did
not cite any other sources upon which his trial testimony was
based

.

advised that he also listened to Sgt. Koon's
testimony and had conversations with Sgt. Koon.

b6
b7C

itf
plso provided dates upon which he would be able to

meet with th& attorneys handling the federal investigation,
stating that AttorneyT Iwould accompany him to any meeting.

(telephonically)
Investigation on 7/14/92 at Los .[Vnqeles , California File #
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date of birth|
|
Transportation

Services Bureau, Sheriff's Department, 441 Bouchette Street, Los
Angeles, California, telephone number (213) 974-4561, was
1 n-howi <aT.TOf^ v»\r rio-na-r-h-mo-n-t of Justice. Civil Rights Division
Attorney

|
[provided the following

information: *

advised that he has never been interviewed
regarding the King incident.

I I
stated that he does not read The Los Angeles

Times and he did not read the Christopher Commission Report.

I I advised that he does not know any of the four
defendant officers and he has never read their statements.

I

stated that he watched some of the trial
coverage on television.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Internal surveillance
date of birthQ

Detail Division TTSUJ
Department (LAPD) , Los Angeles, California,
(818) 562-6551, was interviewed by Department of Justice, Civil
J J • -*i_ ^-1 j_*i_ _

os Angeles Police
telephone number

Rights Division Attorney
following information:

provided the

I
[advised that at the time of the King incident,

he was worjcing in the Internal Affairs Division (lAD) and he took
a statement from King.

|
[stated that he ordered and was

present when Police photographs were taken of King.
| |

obtained medical records and statements from Doctors who treated
King.

I nfurther stated that he gathered a urine sample from
King and set up interviews of Police Officers although he did not
conduct any of those interviews himself.

advised that he does not recall having read
' statements and he did not base his interview

that
any of the urricers
questions of King on any of these statements,
he based his interview cmestigns on the video
asked King what had happened,
interview with

tape an(
!statedsimply

[conducted the King
and this xiiueirvj.ew wus tape recorded.

I
ladvised that he did speak to Assistant District

Attorneŷ
|
however he did not testify at the

state grand jury or the trial.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) , Foothill Division, was contacted telephonically at his
place of employment, (818) 989-8861.

|
|was made aware of the

official identity of the interviewing agenr and the nature of the
interview. Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney]

j

I j I jvoluntarily provided thedirected the interview and
following information;

I
jhas been interviewed previously by the FBI

regarding the KING incident, but has not been interviewed or
contacted by any other Law Enforcement Agencies.

regarding th6 K
has not been contacted by LAPD Internal Affairs
:ng incident.

was not on duty the night of the KING incident.

I
jdid not follow the media coverage of the KING

incident very closely. He saw highlights on television, but does
not read the paper regularly.

did not watch any of the trial on television.

I I
has never worked with any of the defendant

Officer's and has not socialized with any of the Officer's.

does not know the Officer's versions of the KING
incident

.

I I
has not discussed the incident with any of the

Officer's who were present at the scene of the incident.

Report.
[has not read any of the CHRISTOPHER Commission

went on

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Research Psychologist, SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA RESEARCH INSTITUTE, was contacted at her place of
employment, 11912 West Washington Boulevard. Los Angeles,
California, (310) 390-8481.
identity of the interviewing agenr
interview. Thereafter, Assistant Unite

I I directed the interview and
following information:

Was made aware of the official
and the nature of the.

1
States Attorney,

voluntarily provictea me

Department
has not been contacted by the Los Angeles Police

(JjAPU) regarding the KING incident.

was contacted by the District Attorney's Office
regarding the KING inridant, but she does not recall the identity
of the individual.

I

[gave the individual a copy of I I

]
ancand was later contacted telephonically

concerning personal background information on

and testified
J was retained
at trial.

by defense counsel in the KING case

concerning the KING incident.
has not seen any internal LAPD documents

and has
hallway.

has not met with any of the defendant Officer's
'uniy exchanged "pleasantries" when passing in the

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

|has followed media coverage of the KING case
through television and the newspapers, however, she concentrated
mostly on issues relating to her field of expertise.

]has a full copy of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report, but has only read small parts of it.

defense 'AULUi'iiey

poes not recall whether she was contacted by a
before or after the trial had begun.

Investigation on 7 / 14/92

by SA

at Los Angeles , Californiariie # 44A-LA-119954'"’I^

Date dictated 7 / 15 / 92
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,
On 7/14/92

,
page 2 b7C

televisiol
•

• CLSIOITT^

viewed only brief highlights of the trial on
does not generally watch television.

incident.

does not know KING'S version of the incident,

does not know the Officer's versions of the

b6
b7C

I
|has only viewed the segment of video that was

shown on television.

I

[advised that her version of the KING incident
comes from several sources and she feels she has an
"understanding" of what happened.

I
[has had several conversations with other

Professionals concerning the KING incident. However, there was no
"objective or agenda" involved in these conversations.

[advised that her conversations were based on
"common fchdWlSdge , " not on internal documents or statements made
by any of the individuals involved in the KING incident .

| I

referred to her discussions as "more or less the opinions of the
people with whom she conversed."

I
provided the following backgroip»'3—

hi ng-raphfffa I 1 nfn-rma-M r^n n-F HiT-hb -i g ^nd—spcial
security number is
Research Institute and has worked with the Institute since

b6
b7C
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for the Los Angeles County
District Attorney's (DA] ' Uttid6, ¥>ftone 213-974-3880, was
interviewed.

1 who conducted the interview, f

= • -
1 --

^ —'

advised of the following:

.rview. |

Ull 5/
confirmed
2/92.

said that the DA's office initiated ,an
investigation upon learning of the incident.

|
|said that he

dealt only with the Robbery-Homicide Division of the Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) in this case. He was not shown any
statements of the defendant officers.

said that he monitored the Los Anaeles Times for
articles relevant to the KING case, and advised his staff of the
articles, warning that they not read them. He added that he did
not read articles referring to the statements of the defendants.

I

[read portions of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
report, but refrained from reading those pertaining to the KING
case.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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an investigator for the Los Angeles
County District Attorney's Office, phone 213-974-3637, was
interviewed. Also present was Department of .iTiisti r.p. attorney

\ who conducted the interview. advised of
the following; ’ *

said that he did not closely follow the events
in the Los Anoejies Times or on television. However, he said that
he recalls reading the defendants' statements in the Times . He
added that he completed his portion of the investigation long
before those statements were published. He said that his
knowledge of the investigation was not affected or influenced by
the published statements.

Report

.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission
at he was involved in thel

interviews, but was not advised by|
by the defendant officers. FurtheJ^
that he had read the state:
officerST

IQI any sranemen-cs maae
never told

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

,

interviewed. Also present was Assistant

me roxxowing:

phone

r

sistant"

of the Los

]

who conducted the interview.

was
United States Attorney

provided

said that he followed the investigation in the
Los Angeles Times and on television. He did not read the
CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I I
was not interviewed by the LAPD Robbery-

Homicide Division, or by the district attorney's office. He
spoke with someone from the LAPD Internal Affairs Division at the
trial, but was neither shown nor told of any statements made by
the defendants.

b6
b7C

spoke with the defense attorneys prior to the
le was not told of, nor was he shown any
defendants. He said that has spoken with

trial. However, 1

statements of the
one defense attorney since the trial; who
represented officer WIND.

Jsaid that he was unaware of the officers'
accounts of the incident prior to the trial. He said that his
knowledge as an expert witness is based upon his years of
experience

! 1 He said that his knowledge of the
subject matter I lhas not been influenced or
affected by other sources of information.

provided his date of birth as
his SSAN as 1 1 his home address asT

F

(FAX)

.

^ and home phones as^

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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having been contacteci at his place of work
at the Foothill Station, 12760 Osborne, Los Angeles, California,
was made aware of the official identity of the_Lnterviewing Agent
and nature of f

b

<=> i nvag-h i aa -K i nn . Thereafter, provided his
date of birtb a « | and his Social Security Number as

I
was accompanied by|

|

n j 3 ' — • J — •ftfor the interview which was conducted by Department of Justice
Attorney

I
[indicated that he was off-duty the night of the

KING incident and came on the next morning. He first became
aware of the incident in Channel 5 television news reports and in
the talk around the Foothill Station. He indicated that none of
the people that speculated about the incident were able to
provide an accurate account because they were not knowledgeable
regarding the incident.

[

With the exception of LAURENCE POWELL,

^ he never had a working relationship with
the other defendants in this case. He described his relationship
with POWELL as friendly but not particularly close. He never
learned the defendant's account of the incident in question from
the defendants or from any other knowledgeable source. He
indicated that he had no contact with the four defendant officers

at i-mg time he had
however , he

after the incident. He
personal association with^
never disclosed any of the pertinent events regarding the
incident in question.

Prior to trial, he was unaware of the defendant's
position or potential defense in the case. Further, he was never
shown any results of investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) or any other agency to include witness
statements or other accounts of the arrest of KING.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

He was never interviewed by anyone in law enforcement,
by any defense attorneys, nor by anyone else in a formal setting.
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> Page

He watched some of Officer POWELL, KOON,
|

other testimony in the trial of the four officers in the KING
case. None of this testimony made a particular impression or
stands out in his mind.

I
[read a summary report of the Christopher

Commission Report; however, nothing in that summary left a strong
impression on his interpretation of the events in question.

b6
,b7C

b6
b7C
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Security Number
of work at the

4ate of birth
having been contacted at his

Foothill Station, 12760 Osborne, Los Angeles,
California, was made aware of the official identity of the
interviewing Agent and nature of the inquiry. Thereafter,

Social
place

Department of Justice Attorney
interview as follows:

conducted his

b6
b7C

He indicated that he has been with the Los Anaeles
Police Deoartment CLAPD) |is b6

and is also supervised hy b7C

He indicated that he has never provided a statement or
been approached by the Los Angeles Police Department's Internal
Affairs Division, by Homicide, or by any other unit of the police
department regarding the RODNEY KING incident. Further, he
indicated that he is not in a knowledgeable position regarding
this matter and has no pertinent information to disclose;
accordingly, he has not been approached by defense attorneys, nor
by any other interested parties in the RODNEY KING incident.

He recalled that he has never had more than a very
brief personal or professional association with any of the four
officers involved as defendants in the case. He has never had a
discussion with anyone knowledgeable regarding the case. He has
only heard speculation and rumor about the case. Further, he has
never had access to any results of investigation conducted nor
any witness statements or other evidence compiled in the case.

While he saw some of the trial, including the use of
force testimony and he viewed some of the television coverage of
the defendant's testimony, prior to the trial, he was unaware of
the defendant's account of the pertinent events in this case.

He believed that none of the media reporting had any
influence on his perception of the case, and that while there was
some speculation by fellow officers that were not in a

Investigation on 7—7—Q2 at t.qs Angeles, Californi aRie »

by SA Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

7-20-92
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7-7-92

, Page

knowledgeable position as to the facts, that none of this
speculation revealed anything nor was it a disclosure of any
information since persons engaged in the speculation were not
knowledgeable regarding the pertinent facts.

He indicated that he did see a summary of the
Christopher Commission Report but none of the results of the
Christopher Commission's investigation left an impression on his
memory

.
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD )

,

Parker Center, telephone (213) 485-4091, contacted writer

b6
b7C

telephonically on July 14, 1992.
Bureau of Investigation fFBI^ Special Agent

was calling for Federal

left a message for advising as follows:

asked that writer inform
be able to interview with]
because KOON's Attorney. I

interview. He further advised that|
until Monday July 20, 1992.

that he would not
Jintil Monday July 20, 1992,

b6
b7C

anted to be present at the
would not be available

informed writer that he would be in his office
aftA-r fi«nnpffl on July 14 . and wou3,d know at that time when he and

could meet with

in the day on 1
asked that writer have
uly 14, 1992.

contact him later

(telephonically)
Investigation on 7/14/92 at Los Anqeles, Californigile # 44A-LA-119954
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TASERTRON, 900 East
John Street, Suite H, Banning, California, $2220, telephone (714)
992-9072, was interviewed at The United States Attorney's Office,
Los Angeles, California. He was made aware of the official
identifies of the interviewing agent and DOJ Attorney

as well as the nature of the interview.
voluntarily provided the following information:

I pas not previously been interviewed regarding
the KING incident. He has not been contacted by The Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) , or by The District Attorney's Office.

KING castr
has not had any other interviews regarding the

watched television and read the newspaper
regarding tne king incident.

did not watch the defendant Officer's testify
at the State Trial, and only watched highlights of the trial.

does not normally read The Los Angeles Times.

I
has not heard the Officer's versions of the

KING incident.

has not seen any internal LAPD documents,

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

lean separate his knowledge of expertise and
experience rrom any media coverage he may have seen.

was not contacted by any Defense Attorney's.

His date of birth is
provided the following background informat

and social security number is

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Internal Affairs Division (lAD) , Los
Angeles j^oixce ueparrment: (LAPD) , was contacted telephonically at
his place of business, (818) 989-8237.

|
|was made aware of

the official identities of the interviewing agent and DOJ
AttnrnevI

|

as well as the nature of the interview.

testimony.

voluntarily provided the following information:

was with lAD at the time of his Grand Jury

Affairs st^t6inehts

WIND'S staremenrs

I

[advised that he did not rely on Internal
for his testimony before the Grand Jury.

did not participate in the taking of Officer
to Internal Affairs.

Idid participate in taking the statements of

Internal
KING incident.

was primarily responsible for record-keeping of
Affairs documents during the lAD investigation of the

)Ji

has read the compelled statements of Officer's
KOON. He advised that he read KOON's statementsWIND, POWkll, and

in more detail than the statements of the others.

[ [advised that he did not directly use KOON's
statements during his interviews of

His date of birth is
He has been

orpvided the following background inform^
I
and socia; security number is

with the LAPD for
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) , Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed by
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney]

^provided the following information:

-hba-h he has been employed by LAPD for
[stated that at the time of the King

incident, part of his responsibilities were administrative and he
was therefore designated to show Internal Affairs Division (lAD)
where the Daily Field Reports were kept. He provided lAD with
the Logs for PM watch on March 2, 1991 and Graveyard shift for
March 3, 1991.

I
[advised that he did not read the Logs,

the arrest report, use of force report, witness statements, or
officer statements.

stated that he knows the police officers
involved in the King incident on a professional level only. He
does not socialize with any of them. pdvised that he had
a conversation with Officer Ted Bresino after the incident.

[
I stated that he followed the media coverage of

the incident by listening to the radio, reading The Los Angeles
Times . and watching television, to include news coverage of the
trial testimony of Officers Bresino, Powell, and Sergeant Koon.
He read excerpts of the Christopher Commission Report in The LA
Times . however

, he cannot recall the contents of what he read.
Hfurther stated that he was not aware of the defendant

offxcers defense until the trial, although he could assume that
their defense would be self-serving.

Bresino

^

s tria l

Attorney[^ 3
any documents and
Koon^s testimomz.
Attorney

advised that it was while watching Officer
stimony that he felt compelled to .nail Defense
Attorney

!

^ '* not provide [ [with
V this tiini
£

Ih-ih

EHat'

had already seen t>gz

advised that he also spoke to Defense
who solicited information from him, however,

b6
b7C
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[ ]did not try to influence
testified at the trial and his testimony.
anything he read or anyone he spoke to.
that his testimony was based solely on hts"
other source of information.

wag noi-
stated that he
influenced by
further stated

memory and no

advised that any statement that he were to make
in the fuLure would be based solely on his memory and no other
source of information.

stated that he was born in
uii 1 and his Social Security Account

Nuititoer is
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1991. He returned to work one or two days after the incident.

advised that the publicity concerning the KING
incident nad just started when he got back to work.

incident
forked the shift at the time of the

past.
has worked with Officers WIND and BRISENO in the

has not worked with Officers POWELL and KOON.

viewed a fair amount of the trial, including
some of the testimony of
Officer BRISENO.

Officer POWELL, and

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I
I
had a basic idea of what happened during the

KING incident, and overheard general statements from officers
around the station.

did not hear any specifics from the defendant
officers.

I

did not have access to any LAPD internal
documents

.

was not contacted by any defense Attorneys.
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KING incident.

office.

was not interviewed by the LAPD concerning the

was not interviewed by the District Attorney's

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

I

[advised that portions of the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report were referred to during roll call, but he does
not recall any mention of the KING incident.

advised that articles concerning the KING
ir were
could

som
not

were. did

Kig n-F Iri-r-hh is
1

1

r 1

has ]oeen witn
and social security number is
the LAPD for

ion.

'

I
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TASERTRON, 900
East John Street, Suite H, Banning, California, 92220, telephone
(714) 992-9072, was interviewed at The United States Attorney's
Office, Los Angeles, California. He was made aware of the
n-F-F-iniai id£n±i±ies of the interviewing agent and DOJ Attorney

J
as well as the nature of the interview.!

voluntarily provided the following information:

jadvised that he has not been formally
interviewed by The Los Angels Police Department (LAPD) concerning
the KING incident. However, the incident may have been discussed
in conversations withi

LAPU.

concerning the KING incident.
]has not seen any internal LAPD documents

and opinion on nis

the KING incident.

jwas contacted by the newspapers for information
field of expertise.

Ihas never been given any statements concerning

viewed bits and pieces of the Officer's
testimony during the State Trial.

does not recall the Officer's versions of the
incident.

advised that any statements he may make in the
future will be based on his own knowledge and experience, not
influenced by any media coverage or publicity,

lissiolrCommission RSport.
has read summaries of The CHRISTOPHER

b6
b7C
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advised that any information he gives
concerning the Taser will be based solely on his own knowledge
and experience.

provided t]tie following background informaiJ^oiL.
Of birth

r-.

IS and social security number is
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I I
Los AngelesrPolice

Department (LAPD )

,

Foothill Division, 12760 Osbourne, Pacoima,
California, telephone number (818) 989-8861, was interviewed bv
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney

I
[provided the following information: ’

I

Foothill Division.

spd that be has been employed by LAPD for
tave been spent at the

t
stated tha

night of the King inpident
partner at the time.
worked with Officer Bf6Slh6 Arid he knows the other
officers, however, he does not socialize with them
advised that he did not speak to any of the defendaivE
about the incident.

he cannot recall if he worked the
was his assigned

further stated that he has also
efendant

orticers

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

ptated that he spoke to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation shortly after the incident and he has not been
interviewed by anyone else since.

S
tated that he
members having

[advised that he did not follow the media
coverage of the incident. He does not rpad_Jihfi_Ei^wspaper and he
watched some of the trial on television,
did not watch the defendant officers tes
watched
familial wiui uiu uiiicers' yersiuii ui ule incident although he
can assume what it might be.| [stated that people around
the station talked about the trial, nowever , it was not about the
incident itself, just general opinions.

cxxyy
advised that he is not

[
[stated that he did not read the arrest report,

use of force report, witness statements, or the officers^
statements regarding the King incident.

[

^dvised that he
read excerpts of the Christopher Commission RSpOft, specifically,
the proposals made for the department.

b6
b7C
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\ I
Communications Operator, California

Highway Patrol (CHP) , was contacted telephonically at his place
of employment, (213) 736-2991. He was made aware of _thfi_Qf£icial
_ident±ties of the interviewing agent and DOJ Attorn^

as well as the nature of the interview]
voluntarily provided the following information:

I

was interviewed by CHP CmTi-maTtr^i ner Off-irtPr,

concerning the KING incident. was
directed to submit a memorandum detailing his xnvoivement in the
incident, which he believes was for CHP Internal Affairs.

close att
incident

.

of the i

watched much of the State Trial and paid very
ewspaper and television coverage of the KING

Jadvised that he knows CHP
very well.

did not learn of the LAPD Officer's versions
1 he watched the State Trial.

influence
advised that his memory has not been
itside sources.

involved in
I
has not had contact with any of the Officer's

le KING incident.

has not read or seen The CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report.

I
advised that any future statements that he

makes will be based on his own memory, not influenced by any
outside sources

.

provided the following background and
biographical information. His date of birth is and

Investigation on 7 /16 /92
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at Los Angeles, CaliforniSFiie# 44A-LA-119954

by SA Date dictated 7 / 16 / 92
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California Highway Patrol fCHP)

,

was contUumu Laiepiiuiiiuaiiy iit her residence, I \

She was made aware of the official identities of the interviewing

the interview,
information;

voluntarily provided the following

advised that at the time of the KING incident.
her last name was

was interviewed previously by of
The Los Angeles District Attorney's .Office, date not recalled.

were present during theShe advised that only her and
. . „

interview and that they discussea rne accuracy of the pursuit
printout for the KING incident.

I

did not- follow the KING case closely in the
media.

the KING incident.
did not read The Los Angeles Times concerning

Report, but has not read any of it.
has her own copy of The CHRISTOPHER Commission

advised that her memory is based solely on the
documents she provided, not influenced by outside sources.

provided the following backgtfmind fani^

irth isbiographical information. Her date of
soci^al security number is
for_
at

p

and
She has been with the CHP

knd can be i'eacnea unrough her commanding Officer

b6
b7C
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Communications Operator, California
Highway Patrol (CHP) , was contacted telephonically at her place
of employment, (213) 736-2991. She was made aware of t^e official
identities of the interviewing agent and DOJ Atto:

I
as well as the nature of the interview,

voxunrarily provided the following information:

_
has not been interviewed by any other

investigative agencies

.

KING incident.
Jias not written any memorandum's concerning the

I followed the television highlights of the KING
incident off and on, including parts of the State Trial.

I [
matched some of the defendant Officer's testimony,

and this was the first she had heard of their versions of the
incident.

has not read The CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

J
has not been influenced in any way by outside
ing her memory of the incident.

I

^dvised that any future statements she makes will
be based on her independent memory and not influenced by other
sources

.

information, tier date
number isl

provided the following background and biographical
of birth is

I
and social security

She has been wirn the CHP for
ner current position is

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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I
|was interviewed at his

place of employment. The Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

,

Parker Center, Los Angeles, California, (213) 485-5241. He was
made aware of the official identities of the interviewing agent
and Assistant United States Attorney

) |
as well as the

nature of the interview. voluntarily provided the
following information: ’ ’

1
has been previously interviewed by

1

regarding the RODl^[EY KING
incident.

has not been interviewed by any other
investi^AtlVd Agencies regarding the KING incident.

has not reviewed any statements

.

reports

,

the KING incident
his own opinion.

has reviewed only sergeants' logs, use of force
and testiinonv of the defendant Officers, in regards to

. I

pdvised that his testimony was based on

newspapeL did not follow the KING incident in the

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I

[viewed some of the television highlights
relating to the KING incident and the State Trial.

Commissibh
has read the entire text of The CHRISTOPHER

that appearea xn
advised that he provided much of the information
the CHRISTOPHER Report to the Commission.

J
|is aware of the defendant officers' versions of

STTCTTUm the trial testimony, but does not agree with
much of their versions.
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advised that a Detective from the
Robbery/Homicide Division of LAPD had advised
might be subpoenaed during the trial. *

b6
b7C

his opinion.
advised that verbal statements did not affect

advised that his views and opinions have not
changed since me State Trial.

nd
and social

t

provided the following biog
background information. His date of birth is
security number i^ He has Ipeen with the LAPD for

land nis current: title is
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employment, BIODYNAMICS
was contacted at her place of
NCORPORATED, 15304 Sunset Boulevard, Los

was made aware of theAngeles, California, (310) 454-0924
official identities of the interviewing agent and Department of
Justice Attorne
interview

{

as well as the nature of the
voxunrarxxy provided the following information:

I

considers herself to be an expert in Biomechanics.

I [advised that she gave an opinion on the facial
fractures of RODNEY KING. Her opinion was based on previous
experience, an arrest report, and other unspecified sources.

KING. Shr"5TSo
witnesses

.

reviewed KING'S medical records and photographs of
reviewed Grand Jury statements of several

includin'inj-
watched some of the State Trial testimony,
of the defendant Officers' testimony. Shepar Ls

viewed testimony of witnesses who were at the scene of the
incident.

also

advised that she had formulated her own opinion of
the incident bsfore the trial had begun.

diffi
use
opir
testimony.

rpcrilled tham Itestimonv1

fhad expected it to be. However
statements to formulate her own oninionT
ormed from sources independent of

imonv wasas
i-d, not

I I
advised that when she viewed the evidence, she

first looked at the injuries, then the videotape, and then the
Grand Jury testimony.

I
[advised that she has met with a couple of the

defendant Officer's, but has not discussed their versions of the
incident.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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|was informed by defense attorney's as to what
their defense would be, but this information in no way effected
her opinion. Her opinion was independent of the information
provided by the defense attorney's.

advised that she also used published data from her
field to LurUlulate her opinion.

no way effected her opinion.
advised that publicity of the KING incident has in

stated that she did not really follow the initial
publicity Of tne KING incident.

is not aware of KING'S version of the incident.

advised that she was not aware of the Officers'
versions of the incident.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report.

advised that her opinions were based only on her
training, the videotape, medical records, photographs, and
published articles relating to her field of expertise.

I I advised that a video analysis of the king incident
was done by | | but not admitted into evidence . had used a
computer code to produce the video analysis.

I [
advised that any future statements regarding the

KING incident will be based on her own memory, independent of
other sources.

b6
b7C
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I [provided the following background information . Her
date of birth isl land social security number is
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A. LERMAN
an attorney in the firm of STEVEN

'and Associates, yiub Wilshire Blvd. , suite 250, phone
213-659-8166, was requested to provide documents. Also present
during the request was Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA)

I [
provided a number of medical

records, photos, and x-rays regarding the KING case. These
documents were reviewed by AUSAp
documents, they were given to Specxar
had issued a subpoena to the firm for the documents . The
following is a list of documents reviewed and received:

.1
on review of

"Tigent

the documents

.

the
who

MEDICAL RECORDS:

b6
b7C

1 .

2 .

3 .

4.
5.
6 .

7.
8 .

9.
10 .

11 .

12 .

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .

21 .

b6
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD )

,

liu worm JjOs Angeies Street, Los Angeles, California,
90012, telephone (213) 485-3243, was interviewed at The United
States Attorney's Office, Los Angeles, California. He was made
aware of the official identities of the interviewing agent and
Department of Justice Attorney I I as well as the
nature of the interview,
following information:

voluntarily provided the

1 recalled that in September of 1986, 1 I

I

77th Division. STACEY KOON was a field Sergeant at
that time and KOON I I

I
[complaint against

KOON in 1986 regarding an incident from September 28, 1986. The
incident involved a foot pursuit of a robbery suspect and the
"use of force" by KOON during that pursuit, recalled that
the complaint was issued because KOON failed to report the "use
of force" in a timely manner.

I I
complaint report was based on

what KOON had told| about the incident, what
| |

remembered about tne nignt of the incident, and what was stated
in the initial reports written about the incident.

Sergeant, because KOON always wanted to be in on things, instead
of supervising.

I
[believes that the "use of force" incident by

KOON in 1986 was fully justified.

the incident

.

does not believe KOON intentionally lied about

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
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I
[reviewed a statement dated November 13, 1986,

regarding the times he had seen KOON before September 30,
1986, and verified that statements he made were based on his own
recollection, not on anything KOON had told him during the formal
statement

.

recalled Sergeant KOON speaking to[
informally regarding "use of force" prior to the formal
statements of September 30, 1986.

background xnforma-t^ion,
security number is

provided the following biographical
His date of biyth is|

is presently
the LAPD.

with the LAPD fori

and
and social

"the
He has been

b6
b7C
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appeared
_CaJJj£ornia

.

accompanied by his attorney[
ar rne ut> Attorney's office, 100 S. Spring, Los Angeles,

Thereafter, Department of Justice Attorney
conducted his interview which consisted of the fiiiowing

:

I I
in a 1986

incident where Sgt. STACEY KOON was investigated for official
misconduct. He was investigated for a use of force incident
where F I believed that KOON lacked good judgment and
common sense in reporting the incident.

I
Jwas never provided the results of investigation of

the above mentioned case and he was not allowed to read KOON'S
version of the incident.

|
provided his account of the

incident to internal affairs oy fully disclosing his
observations

.

He has never heard or otherwise become aware of the
defendants' account of the KING matter. He did hear their
testimony at trial and that was when he first became aware of
their positions. He has no knowledge of the KING case beyond
what has been reported and unsubstantiated rumor and speculation.

b6
b7C
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was
interviewed at The United States Attorney's Office, Los Angeles,
California. He was made aware of the official identitief? nf the
interviewing agent and Assistant United States Attorney

as well as the nature of the interview.
provided the following information:

^diunrarily

was assigned to the Foothill Division of The Los
'police USpartment (LAPD) during the RODNEY KING incident .Angeles

His position at the time of the incident was^
shortly after the KING incident.

I
I

has not been interviewed by any agencies other
than the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , with regards to
the KING incident.

I
[followed media coverage of the incident through

television and the newspapers.

Report

.

but does

has not seen or read The CHRISTOPHER Commission

watched parts of the State Trial on television,
not recall exactly which parts he viewed.

I
[was not on duty the night of the KING incident,

and does not recall when he first came back on duty.

I
[advised that the atmosphere at Foothill did not

appear to be normal after the incident. It appeared to be, "very
quiet, like a wake or funeral."

advised that he knew Officer BRISENO on a
Professional level only.
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POWELL

J

advised that he did not know Officers WIND or
further stated that he only knew Sergeant KOON on

an Administrative level. KOON was I I

I

after the incident.
pid not speak with any of the defendant Officers

only knows the Officers' versions of the
hrough media coverage and he does not recall exactly

presently does not know the
incident
what their versions were.
Officers' versions of the incident.

I
I
does not recall seeing any of the Officers

testify on television.

I
pid not have access to any LAPD internal

documents relating to the KING incident.

I
pdvised that he has no memory of the incident.

He was not on duty the night of the incident and took no part in
it.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

His date of birth is
] provided-jtbfi, following biographical information.

and social security number is
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Department I(LAPU), i?'66thlll UlVlSlih, 12 /bU
California, telephone number (818) 989-8866,
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney

I
provided the following information:

Los Angeles Police
sbourne, Pacoima,
was

for
I

Division.

advised that he has been employed by the LAPD
Z [have been spent at the Foothill
His currently assigned to

\

I
[stated that he did not work the night of the

incident. He came back to work the Monday after the incident and
was working morning watch.

on one occasion,
other defendant officers
officers about the incident.

dvised that he has worked with Officer Bresino
stated that he does not know any of the
and he did not speak to the defendant

I

[advised that he watched some of the news
coverage of the incident on television. He watched parts of the
trial to include testimony by Officers Bresino and Powell.

[stated that it was during the trial that he first heard
me Officers' version of the incident.

idvised that he does not read the npiwsnaner., and
he did not read the Christopher Commission Report.

[ [

further advised that he did not read any LAPD internal records,
to include arrest /use of force reports, or witness/officer
statements.

[
• J_t_

stated that he has never been interviewed
regarding the King incident.

on r

stated that he was born in California
]and his Social Security AcCdUht WUffiiier is

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 7/22/92

by SA

(telephonically)

_^at Los Angeles, Californi^iie # 44A-LA-119954 ^7*^^

Date dictated 7/23 /92

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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[

date of birtq
n Office of the Los Angeles County District Attorney,

b6
b7C

1326 West Imperial Highway, Los Angeles, California, telephone
number pl3) 418-3350, was -i by nAna-rt-nKan-h of Justice,
Civil Rights Division Attorney] provided
the following information;

[

advised that ]

County District Attqrnev
King investigation.

the Office of the Los Angeles

b6
b7C

Bureau of Investigations, during the
Istated that he could not recall, off

hand, every interview he conducted, however, he did interview
Rodney KingJ bnd some defense expert witnesses.
These intervxews were rape recorded.

ladvised that he was not exposed to any^
statements. He did not read The Los Angeles Times articles wnicn
printed the defendant officers' compelled statements and excerpts
of the Christopher Commission Report. I stated that he did
not read the Christopher Commission Report

.

b6
b7C

naci,L

advised that[ ]never told him that
had—KfeAd the officers' compelled statements and if he

b6
b7C

would have done something about it[ stated
that his investigation was independent from Internal Affairs
Division's (lAD) investigation. He further stated that no
investigative leads were based on lAD's investigation.

would be
advised that any statement that he were to make

tree or any taint from compelled statements.

Tnvf>.<;tiaatmn nn 7/0*^/Q0

by SA

(telephonically)
at T.n^ Ancfeles, California File# 44A-LA-119954

b6
b7C

Date dictated 7/23 /92

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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date of birtn \ Assistant District
Attorney ) Los Ancreies Country District Attorneys' Office,
telephone number was i n-t^orv-i p>wp>d bv DAnart-ment yf
Justice, Civil Rignrs Division Attorney

|

confirmed that on 5/ /92, he provided attorney
l |

with the
following information:

I

advised that he was never exposed to compelled
statements of any officer at the scene of the King incident. He
stated that his office was extremely careful not to become
tainted by

| [
statements. ! I advised that he did not

read The Los Angeles Times articles which printed the defendant
officers' compelled—stat^ents and excerpts of the Christopher
Commission Report.

|
stated that he did not read the

Christopher Commission Keport.

Internal
advised that he had no direct contact with

:airs Division regarding their investigation.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) , currently assigned to the Newton Division, phone 213-485-
5261, was;
Attorney

1 OT.TO/S A1 f=^o present was Assistant United,
who conducted the interview.

provided the following:

States

said that he did not follow the investigation
in the Los Angeles Times . He saw some of the events on
television, but not regularly. He has not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report.

I I
has not been interviewed by the LAPD, or by the

district attorney's office, regarding this case.

not
the

did not watch the trial on television. He did
see a"ny statsfaents made by the defendants. He was unaware of
officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

his SSAN ai
1 provided his date of birth as and

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

(telephonically)
Investigation on 7/24/92 at LoS Anoeles , Ca

.

File # 44A-LA-119954

by SA Date dictated 7/24/92
b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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I I
Los Angeles Police

Department (LAPP) , was contactect telepnonically at his place of
employment

J. | | Northeast Division, (213) 485-4856.
I [was made aware of the official identities of the
interviewing agent and Department of Justice Attorney I

~|

I
as well as the nature of the interview.]

|

voiunrariiy provided the following information; ’ ’

was f
during his training.

^Officer Powell

ddent:

.

has not been previously interviewed regarding the
KING incident . ke was contacted by the District Attorney's Office
in the past and told that he would be contacted to testify at the
State trial. However, nobody contacted him at a later date, and
he never testified.

only followed the KING incident through
television coverage and he did not follow it very closely.

was reporxAd 6h

the newspapers,

the KING

only knows of the Officers' versions from what
television.

has not read the CHRISTOPHER Coinmission Report,

has not seen or read any LAPD internal documents,

has not seen any internal affairs statements in

has not made any previous statements regarding
inciaeiit

.

provided the following background and
biographical information. His date of birth is
serm-ri ty number is|

]
His current position is

]
and social

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on, 7/27/92

by SA

(telephonically)

at Los Angeles , Californi ^iie # 44A-LA-119954
b6
b7C

Date dictated 7 /27 /92
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7/27/92

Uas interviewed, accompanied by his
attorney,! {affiliated with the firm of BURTON AND
NORRIS, 301 N. LaJce Ave . , suite 800, Pasadena, California 91101,
phone 818-449-8300. Also present was Assistant United States
Attorney! { who conducted the interview.

| !

provided me renewing

:

said that he was interviewed on 3/5/91 by{

I

~\ both of the district attorney's (DA)
office. The interview was brief; about 45 minutes. However, he
was not shown any statements made by others.

was interviewed by the Los Angeles Police
Department ( j^pd; Internal Affairs Division (lAD) , on 3 /27/91.
During that interview, which included 2-3 officers, and I

he was shown the video tape of the incident . and he was asked
was not shown any
is knowledge of what hell

to
draw a sketch of the incident,
documents, and he was asked only for
saw. He was not asked to verify the statements of others,
said that the interview lasted for about 2-3 hours.

He-

was interviewed again by the DA shortly before he
testified at the trial. He said that the interview was a "prep
session"

.

has been interviewed by a number of media
representatives. He said, however, that has not been interviewed
by the FBI prior to the instant interview.

{did not follow the investigation in newspapers,
including the Los Angeles Times . He saw some of the events on
television, but not regularly. He has not read the CHRISTOPHER
Commission Report.

said that he has spoken with RODNEY KING
regarding this matter. However, he has not spoken with law
enforcement officers regarding this case.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 7/27/92 at Los Anoeles , Ca. File # 44A-LA-119954

by SAI Date dictated 7/27/92

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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I
|said that he watched the trial on television, and

he followed the events closely. He said that he was unaware of
the officers' accounts of the incident prior to the trial.

said that his knowledge of the incident has not
been influenced or affected by any other sources of information.

and
his SSAN ^

1 jmrovided his date of birth as
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1 L date of birth|

I
home telephone number

|

interviewed by Department of Justice. Civil Rights Division
Attorneyl [provided the following
information:

anyone
dvised that he has not been interviewed by
the King incident.

I 1stated that he subscribes to the San Diego Union
Tribune newspaper and he did not read the officer's statements
that were printed in the Los Angeles Times.] ^dvised that
he skimmed through the Christopher Commission Report focusing on
the recommendations made to the Department and the use of non
lethal weapons like the cap stun.

[stated that he saw the video tape of the incident
on the news on television. He also watched parts of the trial.

~[&dvised that he gp<=>ni fi 1 v -rp^inAinTiA-rg havinrr wa-h.nhtat^ -hbA

testimony of expert witnesses
[stated that he did not watch the defendant officers testify

and he is not aware of the defendant officers' version of the
incident.

Investigation on 7 /27 /92

(telephonically)
^

at Los Angeles, California File# 44A-LA-119954

Date dictated 7 /28 /92

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 11000 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles California,
telephone number (310) 477-6565, was advised as to the ir^enti tv
of the interviewing agent and purpose of the interview,
confirmed the following information;

[ ^confirmed that on July 20, 1992, Department of
Justice, Civil Rights Division Attorney
interviewed

| "Advised
Internal Affairs Tape of a

ly 20,

y
tliar Hine nau

non-defendant officer.
Lranscribed an

stated that he did not read the officers
compelled statements in the L.A. Times, or anywhere else.

[advised that he was not aware of the officers' version of
me incident until he heard excerpts of the trial on the radio.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 7/27/92

by SA

(telephonically)

at Los Angeles, California File# 44A-LA-119954
b6
b7C

Date dictated 7/27/92

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD )

,

Parker Center, Los Angeles, California, (213)
485-5241, was interviewed by Department of Justice, Civil Rights
Division Attorneyl I at the United States Attorney's
Office. made the following clarification;

[ ladvised that he received a copy of The
Christopher Commission Report the day it came out. He then
assigned his staff to read through it and highlight anything
related to training,
highlighted areas since"
made on training.

stated that he then reviewed the
TJnly interest is the recommendations

could not recall if he read the Rodney
King chapter, however, if he had, he would have only scanned it
and it would not have influenced his opinion.

I
stated that did not have any contact with the

officers conducting the Internal Affairs investigation of the
King incident.

b6
b7C

Investigation on 7 /28 /92

by SA

at Los Angeles , California File # 44A-LA-119954

Date dictated 7 /28 /92

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Los Angeles police uepartmeni:
(213)
Attorney

Training Division,
telephone number(LAFU) Acaaemy,

485-3151, was interviewed by Assistant United States
provided the following information:

I
[advised that he was interviewed telephonically by

a representative from the District Attorney's Office one month
prior to the trial. He was never called to testify.

I Istated that he followed the media coverage of the
incident by reading the Los Angeles Times and by watching
television.

| | advised that he does not recall having read
any officer statements in the newspaper. He has never spoken to
the defendant officers about the incident. I 1 stated that he
watched the defendant officers testify on television.

I
[advised that he scanned the Christopher

Commission Report looking for anything related to training. He
can not recall if he read the chapter on the King incident.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 7/28 /92

(telephonically)

at Los Angeles, California File

#

44A-LA-119954

I

c.

by SA [ Date dictated 7/28/92

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) , assigned to the 77th Street station, phone 213-485-4185,
was interviewed. Also present was Assistant United States
Attorney

I
who conducted the interview,

advised ot the following:

followed the investigation regularly on
television ana in newspapers, to include the Los Angeles Times .

He said that he read portions of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report, included those pertaining to the RODNEY KING incident.
He said that he saw excerpts of the report in the newspaper. He
added that he believes he may have seen the statements of the
defendants in the Times.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I I
has not been interviewed by the LAPD or by the

district attorney's office, regarding this matter. He has not
been shown, nor told of any statements made by others in this
case.

J followed the trial on television and saw some of
its'all the defendants' testimony. He said that although he may have

seen the defendants' statements in the newspaper prior to the
trial, his recollection of his part in this matter has not been
influenced or affected by the statements. He said that he was
advised that one of the defendants was trained I ~l LAPD
Academy, in physical training,
of that fact independently.

said that he was unaware

his SSAN as
[provided his date of birth as and

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

(telephonically)
Investigation on 7/28/92 _at Los Anqeles , Ca

.

by SA

File #

Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

,7/,28/9 2 .

b6
b7C
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date of birth
Training Division, Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

Academy , telephone number (213) 485-3151, was interviewed by
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Attorney|

Jprovided the following information:

District Attorney[
later testified for the state
she shown any officer statements
not watch the defendant officers

advised that she was interviewed by Assistant
sometime before the state trial and

She stated that at no time was
dvised that she did

nrr tbo . trial and is
further

^dv
resuxry

not aware of their version of the incident
advised that she did not read excerpts of the internal Affairs
Report or of the Christopher Commission Report printed in the Los
Angeles Times.

stated that nr> r>rwa

influenced her recollection,
that she were to give would be based solely on her own memory.

including the media, has
advised that any statement

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

(telephonically)
Investigation on 7/29/92 at Los

by SA

Angeles , California Rie #

Date dictated

44A-LA-119954
J/

7/29/92

b6
b7C
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_
date of birth

[

[
Los

Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , Pacific Division, telephone
number 310) 202-4571, was interviewed by Department of Justice,
Civil Rights Division Attorney|
the following information: >rovided

[ advised that in June of 1991, he was
interviewed by a representative from the Police Protective League

] andwho was working for Officer Ted Bresino^s Attorney
, ,

this interview was tape recorded.] further advised that
he does not have a transcript of tne inrerview or a tape thereof.

I

C^CTT

aF

ptated that he was subpoenaed by Attorney
to testify before state trial, however, he was not

advised that he did speak to Attorney
the courthouse regarding what he might testify to.

spoken to
stated that he knows Officer Bresino and has

nim anour the incident and how in his opinion .

Bresino 's action that night was not a kick,
that he has not spoken to any of the other drncsrs aobut the
incident.

dvised

^tated that he was also interviewed
telephoni'caiiy ny a representative of the District Attorney's
Office and was asked his opinion on Bresino 's actions,
advised that his opinion was based solely on the video "t

hie; nnimong annnr
stated that during a
the incident with a former partner!

_ • ! T- I T

ape*

he discussed

who was working with Internal Affairs
Division on me King investigation. [further stated that
he was not shown any of the officers ' statements or told what the
officers had said.

b6
b7C

I
[advised that he followed the media coverage of

the incident, however, this did not affect his memory or his

Investigation on 7 / 29 /92

(telephonically

)

at Los Angeles, California File # 44A-LA-119954

by SA Date dictated 7/29 /92

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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b6
b7C

opinion.
I

I stated that he read parts of the Christopher
Commission Report looking for specific areas on training and he
does not recall having read the chapter regarding the King
incident

.

I

pdvised that any statement he has made or were
to make, would be based on his memory alone or his opinion based
on the video tape.
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] Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) , Devonshire Division, telephone number
(818^ 989-8283. contacted writer telephonically on July 30, 1992.

|was made aware of the official identities of thfi-

inrerviewina agent and Department of Justice Atto
of tlu

as well as the nature of the interview,
voluntarily provided the following information:

Jhas not
the KING incident.

|has not
State ‘i'riai aetendants.

been interviewed previously regarding

been a working partner of any of the

watched parts of the State Trial on television.

I [followed media coverage of the KING incident on
television and in the newspapers.

I

[has read parts of the CHRISTOPHER Commission
Report, but has not read any parts that referred to the KING
incident

.

1 did not recall reading any statements made by
the defendant officers.

I
has not been influenced in any way by others in

regards to the KING incident.

[advised that any future statements he makes
regarding the KING incident will be based on his own memory,
independent of outside sources.

~brovided| •t'hQ fnl,lowing background and
biographical information. is currently assigned to the

I of the LAPD J I
status . He works the

I
he will be

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

(telephonies1ly

)

Investigation on 7/30/92 ^at LOS Anqeles , CalifOmicFile #

by SA Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

7/31/92

b6
b7C
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telephone number
Justice, Civil Rights Division
provided the following information:

I;
was interviewed

"Sttorneyl
by Department of

advised that she has never been interviewed by
anyone regarding the Rodney King incident.

the incid4ht t6
stated that she followed the media coverage of
include the trial, however, she did not read the

Los Angeles Times nor the Christopher Commission Report. I

_ Jn ! ^ ... _ _ __ _ ^ 1 n 1 i_T_ Jadvised that her memory has not been affected by anything she has
seen or heard in the media.

I
[stated that any statement that she were to make

would be based solely on her memory and no other source of
information.

sed that she was born on
and her Social Security Number is

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 7/31/92 ^at LOS AnqeleS , CalifOmia File #

by SAl Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

8/3/92

b6
b7C
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD )

,

Parker Center, Los Angeles, California, was inteij-«M‘

hv r>or>aT-Finn<aTvh r>F Civil Rights Division Attorney
provided the following information:

advised that on June 5, 1991, he was interviewed
from the Christopher

stated that the
by
coAimission regarding tne king inciasrit.
statement he gave was based solely on his memory and no other
source of information.

interviewed byf
• • _ • _ .r

advised that sometime afterwards he was
from Internal Affairs

Division at which time he was not represented by an Attorney or
an Employee Representative.] j stated that the statement he
gave was based solely on his memory and no other source of
information.

advised that during the state trial he was
interviewed by Assistant District Attprnevj
however, it was not recorded. explained that he had been
subpoenaed by both the state and the defense, however, he was not
called to testify,
anyone else.

stated that he was not interviewed by

advised that he did not follow the media
coverage ' of the incident in the newspaper nor on television.

jstated that he read portions of the Christopher
Commission Report pertaining only to the recommendations for
change in the department.

advised that any statement he has given or were
to give would be based solely on his uninfluenced recollection
and no other source of information.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

(telephonically)

Investigation

by SA

Angeles , California File #

Date dictated

44A-LA-119954

8/3/92

b6
b7C
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[

date of birth
\
Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD )

,

Los

b6
b7C

Angeles, California, telephone number (213) 485-3122, was
1 ntP-Tvi PWAd hv Dpna-rtnipnt n-F .TnatiriA Civil Rights Division
Attorney provided the following
information:

advised that he worked the same watch as
Sergeant (Sgt) Koon when he was working at 77th Division.

stated that he has had no contact with any of
the defendant officers. He first learned of the officers'
version nf the King incident when he watched the trial.

advised that he has not been interviewed by Internal

b6
b7C

Atrrnr!=rm vision or anyone else regarding the King incident.
stated that he never read the Internal Affairs Report

or the Christopher Commission Report.

advised that nothing he knows about Sgt Koon
would motivare nim ro speak against Sgt Koon.

Investigation on 7 /31/92 _at Los Angeles, California File # 44A-LA-119954 ^'9r2>1

SA

b6

Date dictated 8/3/92
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Police De
Los Angeles

partment (LAPD) , Devonshire Division, telephone number
(818) 989-8283, was contacted telephonically at his residence,
telephone number | |was made aware of the
official identities of the interviewing agent and Department of
Justice AttornevI

I as well as the nature of the
interview. voluntarily provided the following information:

was interviewed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) shortly after the KING incident. He did not
recall the exact date of the interview.

I
I
has not been contacted by any other agencies with

regards to the KING incident.

pdvised that he had no connection with the KING
incident, stating that he was home in bed when the incident
occurred

.

relating to the KING incident.

has no connection with LAPD Internal Affairs,

has not read any Internal Affairs documents

viewed parts of the State trial, but did not
recall what parts he saw. He does not recall if he saw any of the
defendant officers testify.

I
[only knows of the officers' versions of the

incident from television news highlights.

followed the incident through television
] advised that he did not read about thenewspapers.

versions of the incident in the newspapers.

and the
officers'

I I
read parts of the CHRISTOPHER Commission Report,

but nothing to do with the KING incident.
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number is f

provided the following background and biographical
and social securityinformation, his date of birth isf

^

]is currshtiv assigned to the

] of the LAPD and his status is
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Date of transcription 8/3/92

Los Angeles Police Department (I.apn)
cnnymnni -hY Relations Unit, 150 N. Los Angeles Street, phone

was 1 ntp-wi p>wp.i^ . Alan present was Department of
Justice attorney

|
who conducted the interview,

provided the following:

was interviewed by defense attorney
who represents Officer STACY KOON, on 2/10/92. He said that
there was no one else present during the interview . At that
time, he was shown some "training charts" and that] |took
some notes. He said thaiJ I told him of KOON's thoughts at
the time of the incident. I ^aid that he had no knowledge of
any of the ar«r<nnnt-g of the incident prior to the

said that he told his
itervlew aii

interview with
opinion of the incident. He added
influence or affect his knowledge.

that the interview did not

said that he followed the events of the
investigation , but not regularly. He added that he saw some of
the trial, but only watched the last few weeks with any
regularity. He saw much of Officer Koon's testimony, but only
some of Powell's testimony. He said that he had been subpoenaed
to testify at the trial, but was not called upon to do so.

J
was not interviewed by the LAPD. In addition, he
oes not, nor has he had, access to Internal Affairs

Division (lAD) reports. He said that the district attorney's
(DA) office attempted to contact him, and asked to do a telephone
interview. He refused, and has not been contacted since that
time by the DA.

I I
said that he did not read the CHRISTOPHER

Commission report.

SSAN as
I 1 provided his date of birth as and his
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Date of transcription
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Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD )

,

Training Division at the Police Academy, 1880 North
Academy Drive, Los Angeles, California, was j,nterviewed bv
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Attorney

provided the following information:

_b6

~b7C

the [

pdvised that he has not been exposed to any of
] statements . He does not read the Los Angeles Times

b6
b7C

newspaper and although he bead the Christopher Commission Report
(C.C.R), he does not recall having read the Chapter on the King
incident

| [
explained that his interest in reading the C.C.R

pertained solely to the areas dealing with training.

:, tE
stated that hi^ opinion is based on the arrest

e use of force report s(cover page only). Sergeantreport
Koon's log, the video tape, California Highway Patrolman
memo, and no other source of information.

Investigation on 8/4/92 at Los Angeles , Califomia File # 44A-LA-119954
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telephone number (213) 485-4162. was interviewed bv Department of
Justice, Civil Rights Attorney provided
the following information: '

h6
advised that in 1987 he was interviewed by his b?c

Sergeant and later by a Detective I 1 regarding a 1.81
investigation into an excessi ve use of force incident involving
Officer Ted Bresino.

|
stated that the statements he gave

to his Sgt . , the Det . and later a Board of Rights hearing
regarding this incident, were based solely on his memory and no
other source of information.

|
[further stated that he was

never told or shown statements maae ny Bresino or any other
officers. I Hadvised that to this date he is not aware of
Bresino 's version of the incident.

Regarding the King incident, advised that he has
not read the Internal Affairs Division Report.
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jte of birth
I I

I

home telephone number

noT^aT-HiTKan-H of Justice, civil Rights Attorney
provided the following informatioib

I I advised that he was a I i

I
for TiAPnfrnm |~ L He stated that Sergeant

Koon's Attorneid
I

pn a possible expert
witness list. [stated that he spoke with the District
Attorney's Office over the phone and the DA's representative told

that he would be tape recording the interview.
I advised that he met with defense Attorney's

, who showed him the video tape iii an *

attempt to get hlltt to testify as an expert witness,
stated that he turned both sides down.

I
[advised that he followed the media coverage

of the inciaent to include expert witnesses testimony during the
trial.

I Advised that he was not shown any of the
defendant officer's statements . nor did he read them in the Los
Angeles Times newspaper,

j
[stated that he read excerpts

of the Christopher Commission Report/ however, he did not read
the chapter pertaining to the King incident.
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Date of transcription
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I I
date of birth] Los

Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , Metropolitan Division, 251 East
6th Street, Los Angeles, California, telephone number (213) 485-
4091, was interviewed bv ntana-rtmpnt n-F .Tnati f.A

j. Civil Rights
Division Attorney

|

provided the following
information:

| |

advised that he was asked by the four defense
attorneys to do a baton test. He was not called upon as an
expert witness and he did not give any statements other than to
report the results of the baton test.

stated that he was not contacted by the District
Attorney '’s uiiice or LAPD's Internal Affairs Division (lAD) . He
further stated that he did not have access to nor did he read the
lAD report.

advised that he followed the media
]

coverage o

incident: to include portions of the trial.
|

stated that he is still unfamiliar with the officer's version of
the event.

advised that he read through the Christopher
Commission Report, however, he does not recall having read the
chapter of the King incident.

stated that his memory has not been inf lup-nne-f^

or anyt tiing that he might have heard or read.
|

would be based on his own memory and his experience as a trainer.
clarified that he might need to review LAPD Academy Logs

to refresh his memory.
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Date of transcription
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date of birtri Deputy, Los
Angeles Sheritt's Department, Carson Station, home telephone
number (805) 251-0868, was interviewed by Department of Justice,
Civil Rights Division Attorney

|

~

|
provided

the following information:

J advised that other than a Federal Bureau
-CE^I) interview, he has not been interviewed byof Investigatii

anyone else.
| [

further advised that the statement he gave to
the FBI was based on his own independent knowledge which was not
influenced by the media coverage of the incident.

Officers
stated that he was unaware of the Defendant

version of the incident until he saw portions of their
testimony at the state trial.

advised that he did not read the Christopher
Commission Report

.

be based
stated that any statement he were to make would

solely on his own recollection.
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Date of transcription
8 / 6/92

[telephone number
was interviewed bv Department of Justice. Civil

Rights Division Attorney provided the
following information:

advised that he does not subscribe to any
newspaper and has not read the Christopher Commission Report or
the Internal Affairs Division Report. stated that he did
not watch the state trial and is unfamlllAf With the defendant
officers' version of the incident.

I
[recalls having been contacted by some attorneys

of whom one had a hispanic last name. believes they were
from the Christopher Commission and they ASJi6d him some
questions

.

advised that any opinion he were to render,
would be rree or any taint of compelled statements of the four
defendants.
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Date of transcription 8/6/92

nf birth

interviewed
Attorney

home telephone number
work telephone nximber [ was

informatxon;

hv Dena-rtment n-F .Tngi-ipg>^ Civil Rights Division
provided the following

I j
[advised that he has not been interviewed by

anyone regarding the King incident.

I
[stated that he did not follow the media

coverage of the incident. He did not read the Internal Affairs
Division Report or the Christopher Commission Report.

[ [
advised that he watched portions of the state

trial, however, he is not familiar with the defendant officers'
version of the incident.

[
ptated that any opinion that he were to

render, would be free of any taint of compelled statements of the
four defendants.
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Date of transcription 8/11/92

Savanr
Georcfia Police Deoartment . residina at 1 1

[
home phone was

interviewed. Also preRP-rrh wa.c; Assistant United States Attorney

the following:
]who conducted the interview. provided

I
|has become familiar with the KING case by

following the matter in newspapers and on television. He said
that he watched about 7 hours of the trial on television. He did
not read the Los Angeles Times . nor did he read the CH
Commission Report. He recently obtained a copy of the
Report, but he has not read the entire report to date. He said
that he has recently

| |

I
|has not been interviewed by Los Angeles

police, or oy tne Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office.
He has not been shown any documents reflecting statements made by
the defendants. He has not been contacted by any of defendants'
attorneys regarding this case.

I |
was unaware of the officers' accounts of the

incident prior to the trial. He said that his experience and
background regarding "use of force"

,
plus his knowledge of the

case acquired from the media, helped to form his opinion of the
officers' accounts of the incident.

his SSAN as
[provided his date of

and his business phone
birth as
as
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